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WHAT IS GOLD?
JEAN

Rossi

What is this yellow metal that drives men so mad with greed
that they are willing to plunder, murder, leave all they love and
know to sail half way around the world in insane, unquenchable
search for it; and after obtaining it, horde or frivol it away on the
wines of Baccus, wheels of chance or a beautiful or "fancy"
woman? The tombs of Egypt's Pharaohs and the ruling chieftains
of the Scythians of the Eurasian steppes of Russia; and Mexico's
Monte Alban held such golden treasures men today can't believe
their eyes. They came in hordes to California in '49 in search of it
. . . some found nothing while others became powers of America .
What is this magic yellow metal! From where does it come?
Its story begins in mother nature's created reservoirs thousands
of feet in the "bowels" of the earth where the temperatures are so
high rock melts and mixes with gases creating magm (a molten
solution). When the outer crust of a reservoir begins to cool,
pressure is put on the center liquid mass in the reservoir causing
the melted solution to squeeze or ooze along channels or veins
made millions of years ago by the earth's convulsing and fracturing
movements. The molten solution always leaves the reservoir in
scientific order, the quartz (or rock) and the heavy metal, the
heaviest of which is gold, leaving last. The quartz laced with gold
travels upwards and as it reaches higher in the earth's crust, it
forms gold veins- Lode gold. As erosion by storm and the
elements remove the top soil, etc. through the eons, flecks of gold
and pieces of gold wash from the veins and enter the streams
through the storm-water runoffs. The gold dust or flecks of gold
lazily catch in sand bars, in crevices and beneath rocks while the
larger gold pieces are driven by the current- tumbled, polished
and smoothed, and are known as Placer Gold.
Information verified by Dr. Stanley Volbrecht, Professor of
Geology, University of the Pacific.
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The Gold Discovery Museum, Coloma, Calif.
All photographs courtesy of the author.

COLOMA
WHERE THE

GoLD

RusH BEGAN

REBECCA McBRIDE

"It all started here," said one store owner as he proudly looked
over at the South Fork of the American River from his abode on
the main street of Coloma. He was referring to the Gold Rush that period of time between the years of 1848 and 1852 in which
tens of thousands of men left their homes and came from all
corners of the globe to seek their fortunes in the gold mines of
California. The effect this rush had on the development of the West
cannot be accurately determined, but it has been estimated that
the Gold Rush helped speed the process by thirty years . The
discovery undeniably was a major part of the history of California
and the United States. "The event proved to be one of the most
important in the history of California. Its results were not only
nationwide but worldwide and have changed the whole course of
history on the Pacific Coast." 1
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What was changed by the Gold Rush and what was it like
before Marshall discovered his first flake of gold? The original
inhabitants of the land were a band of Maidu Indians called the
Culluma Indians because that was the name they gave the area in
which they lived. Culluma or "beautiful vale" was an accurate
description of the valley which was later to become the focal point
of the whole West . The three or four mile circumference of the
Coloma Valley was surrounded on all sides by high mountain
peaks that were covered with fir trees and detached rocks, and the
rich orange clay containing its secret of gold. The Indians may have
been aware of the riches of the earth before Marshall's discovery,
but as they had no use for the precious metal, they left it in its
resting place. Today, a traveler through the valley also is aware of
the breathtaking beauty of the Sierra Nevada foothills and is spellbound by the majestic trees and clear flowing river, and like the
Indians, he has little use for whatever gold the soil may contain .
Sutter initiated the change that was to transform this peaceful
little Indian haven into a rip-roaring boom town. John August
Sutter, a native of Switzerland, arrived in Monterey in 1839 at the
age of thirty-six and announced his plan to establish a great colony .
New Helvetia, his empire, was placed at the spot where the American River joined the Sacramento, and he pushed back the wilderness to plant orchards, cultivate crops and raise livestock. He was
lord of all he surveyed and strove to expand his colony. It was in
hopes of obtaining more wood to continue his building projects
that Sutter sent James Marshall out in the fall of 1847 to find a
suitable location for a sawmill. Coloma was found and decided
upon by Marshall, and building began.
Marshall's career in California began in July, 1845 when he
arrived at Sutter's Fort to ply his trade as a millwright. James
Marshall was thirty-five at the time and ready to settle down to
more permanent work after ten years of wandering since leaving
his boyhood home in New Jersey. His work on the sawmill consisted in providing the leadership for several former members of
the Mormon Battalion, the Wimmer family, Indian workers and a
couple of white men who were all employed by Sutter for the
purpose of building a mill .
But the work did not go according to plan when on the morning
of January 24th, 1848, Marshall discovered several flakes of gold as
he was inspecting the millrace. Marshall later told this story to
Charles B. Gillespie .
One morning in January- it was a clear cold morning; I shall never forget that
morning, - as I was taking my usual walk along the race after shutting off the
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water, my eye was caught with the glimpse of something shining in the bottom of
the ditch ... I reached my hand down and picked it up; it made my heart thump,
for I was certain it was gold . The piece was about half the size and shape of a pea.
When I returned to our cabin for breakfast I showed the two pieces to my men.
They were all a good deal excited . .. .
In about a week's time after the discovery I had to take another trip to the fort;
and, to gain what information I could respecting the real value of the metal, took
all we had collected with me and showed it to Mr. Sutter.
The diggings at Hangtown were discovered next (fourth) by myself, for we all
went out for a while as soon as our job was finished. The Indians next discovered
the diggings at Kelsey's, and thus in a very short time we discovered that the whole
country was one bed of gold. So there, stranger, is the entire history of the gold
discovery in California - a discovery that hasn't as yet been of much benefit to me~

Although the discovery of gold did not benefit Marshall, many
men did not share his misfortune. Untold thousands traveled
through and made their mark on the town of Coloma, and some of
them have left lasting monuments to remind the present of the
days when Coloma was an important mining town.
Today the Bekeart Store is a memorial to the merchants who
made more on the Gold Rush than the miners. This little brick
store which was established in 1852 to sell accessories of powder,
shot, caps, flasks and the talents of a gunsmith, still stands.
Although the merchandise has changed, the store is still alive and
actively selling items that one may need during his stay in Coloma .
A verbal picture of the early town of Coloma was painted by the
first owner of this store . Jules Francois Bekeart in 1897 wrote this
reply to a young school girl who requested information on the
Gold Rush .
I hired a little empty log-house on the hill, and in a few days had lots of shopwork, making over $100.00 a day in gold dust and coin of the country. I worked
cheap, they said. When I had no inside work, I took a shovel and gold pan and
went down the river and washed out a lot of fine gold dust, from $3.00 to $10.00
worth. I helped lay out the town of Coloma. The mill was abandoned before
finished, and all the workmen ran away to do mining. Even the foreman, James
W. Marshall, who discovered gold in the rail race, went to mining.
I got a man to saw and split out some .shakes for $300.00, and by binding the
shakes with strips of heavy cotton cloth, I built myself a shanty, also using cloth
for a roof. In the summer of 1849 I took beads and trinkets among the Indians.
They liked me calling me "Don Francisco," and when I did not live among them,
they came to my store in Coloma. 3

Apparently Frank Bekeart had a successful gunsmith business and
was well-liked and respected by both the miners and the Indians .
His firearm business was moved to Placerville and finally to San
Francisco where it was continued by Frank's son, Philip Baldwin
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Replica of Sutter's Mill, Coloma, Calif.
and later by his grandson, Philip Kendall. Philip Baldwin Bekeart
had a deep interest in the history of Coloma and was instrumental
in trying to locate the lost site of Sutter's Mill which was finally
indentified in 1924 . He also searched records to prove that the first
piece of gold was a flake and not a nugget and that the gold
discovery date was January 24th and not January 19th, 1848 . His
son, Philip Kendall Bekeart, followed in his father's and his
grandfather's footsteps when he showed an interest in the Gold
Rush and the town which started it all. The museum which is an
important part of modern-day Coloma shows evidences of Philip
Kendall Bekeart's support.
In addition to Bekeart's store which stands as a tribute to the
shopkeepers, two stone buildings still exist to support the memory
of the Chinese in California . When gold was discovered in 1848,
there were only seven Chinese recorded living in the territory, but
by 1852, there were 20,000 in the area trying to recover fortunes
that had been lost by their families during the Opium War with
Great Britain . • These quiet, hardworking people were mistreated by
the white miners, so they kept to themselves establishing their own
Chinatowns and mining only places rejected by white miners.
The Wah Hop Store and Bank are an important part of the State
Park because they commemorate the whole Chinese culture in
California. A placque inside the reconstructed store says that the
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buildings were erected in 1858 by white settlers and leased to the
Wah Hop Clan in 1860. These buildings were built of stone blocks
of local rock and are about two feet thick . Sheet iron shutters were
hung outside the windows and iron bars were placed inside. These
structures were so sturdy and well-built it is easy to understand why
they survived over a century of exposure to the elements.
The Chinese people were not quite so hardy and did not survive a
hundred and seventeen years in Coloma. The community only
stayed in the area until the 1930's and then moved to San Francisco
or returned to China. Only the two stone buildings remind the
present of the Chinese contributions to Coloma .
Several other buildings are now part of the State Park and provide park visitors with a link to the past. In the center of the town lie
the remains of Bell's store. This brick building has fallen into
disrepair and has little resemblance to the beauty the store once
boasted. The Coloma Gray's Building will not have such an
unfortunate end because $10,000 has been appropriated for the
restoration of this building 5 where sixty-three men once mustered
in preparation for their service with the Union Army during the
Civil War. The strong jail, whose ruins still stand, originally cost
$16,000 . The plaque says this jail was the second in Coloma and
served El Dorado County until 1862. In 1854 the citizens of
Coloma built Odd Fellows Lodge #27 which is currently in use and
ranks as the second oldest in continuous use in the state. These
lodges were an important part of every mining community because
they played their part in the development of a more stable society.
The religious development of the town also served to stabilize
the mining boom town. Emmanuel Church, built in 1856 by the
members of the Methodist and Episcopal faiths, still stands on
Church Street. It was joined in 1858 by St . John's Catholic Church
which stands on Piety Hill . This lovely structure fell into disrepair as
the fortunes of Coloma declined, but it is currently part of the
Marshall Gold Discovery State Historic Park and was restored by
the park and the citizens in 1972.
Another recently restored building is now used by the El Dorado
Indians Arts and Crafts Center which sell hand-made Indian
jewelry. This store opened up about a year ago and operates mainly
on the weekends. There is hope of expansion as more people are
willing to participate.
The Indians' hope to run a successful and fruitful store is their
attempt to participate and contribute to the Coloma of today. They
are trying in some small way to pay tribute to their past and yet look
forward to their future . There is no monument to the original
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inhabitants, so their memory must be revived by the living.
Looking at the past of these people does not always produce
pleasant memories. A quiet lifestyle was disrupted by the advent of
white settlers and practically destroyed by the Gold Rush. Sutter,
Marshall and other land owners from New Helvetia found Indians
very useful in performing much of the necessary labor in mining
for gold and running successful ranching operations. They tried to
maintain friendly terms with the local tribes by paying them in
goods and credit, and in turn the Indians let the men develop the
land and pasture their livestock.
The large influx of miners, however, brought men who had
different ideas about Indian policy. In the spring of 1849, seven men
from Oregon had supplies stolen while camped on the American
River and the incident was blamed on the Indians. Two of the men
soon left for better prospecting and when they returned, they were
greeted by bloodstains and no sign of the other five men in their
party. Survivors rode to Coloma for help, but the posse could not
find the bodies. That really did not concern the revengeful men
because they killed and scalped over two dozen Indians and
marched forty more back to Coloma as prisoners. Seven were put on
trial but were killed trying to escape.
Marshall protested the whole procedure and the lack of justice
shown to the Indians. His stand gained James Marshall enemies
from among the white citizens of Coloma, but in addition the
Indians felt Marshall had betrayed them by starting the Gold Rush
which brought the great hordes of miners that destroyed their
territory.
The Culluma Indians probably agreed that the gold discovery
would have been better left undone. Apparently raids on the
Indians felt Marshall had betrayed them by starting the Gold Rush
which brought the great hordes that destroyed their territory.
The most remarkable part of Coloma history is its rapid growth
and equally rapid decline. In the beginning of the Gold Rush,
Coloma was the focus of interest and all mining radiated from
there. It grew quickly into a thriving town with numerous stores
and saloons. "By summer of 1848 Coloma had about three
hundred frame buildings and a big hotel under construction.
Along the main street they bore the false fronts and wooden
awnings which would set the style in mining camps for the next
half century." 6 To populate the large num her of buildings were an
estimated eight hundred men searching for gold in the stream beds
of Coloma. The number rose to two thousand, and by July, 1848
four thousand were said to have been engaged in the mines. 7
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Coloma's large number of people remained for several years thus,
when California became a state in 1851, Coloma was naturally
chosen to be the county seat of ElDorado County. The population
shifted, though, and in 1854 the county seat was changed to
Placerville . At the time the change was made, forty thousand
people lived in ElDorado County, more than any other area of the
state, including San Francisco. 8 Placerville, or Hangtown, is still
the county seat because its future, unlike that of Coloma's did not
depend upon gold deposits.
Not all of ElDorado County's population lived in Placerville and
Coloma; the little town of Lotus also boasted its share with over two
thousand inhabitants in the 1850's. Lotus is situated one and a half
miles down river from Coloma and is currently considered a ghost
town although a few people remain. In 1849 this community was
established and called Marshall after the gold discoverer James
Wilson Marshall. After California's admission to the Union, the
town changed its name to Uniontown to celebrate the occasion. And
after the establishment of a post office the town was called Lotus
which is its name today.
A few structures still exist that remind today's visitor of the
world of yesterday. The red Uniontown schoolhouse on the edge
of town is now a private home, but the aura of the Gold Rush still
remains. The small cemetery has gravestones dating back to 1876
but also contains evidence of recent burials which tends to unite
the past with the present. Adam Lohry built a general store in
1859, and its brick walls and iron doors remain to provide an
example of Gold Rush architecture. These and newer buildings are
placed in green rolling hills dotted with grazing cattle, and one
can easily imagine that he is a miner viewing the gold country for
the first time.
By the mid-seventies the sands of Coloma were worn out and
the town was reduced to about two hundred people. Nothing but
gold mines could have caused this westward surge of one of the
greatest mass migrations in human history, and nothing but gold
could keep a large population in Coloma . Today the little sign
outside of town states that the town presently has one hundred and
seventy-five residents .
The Gold Rush was Coloma's claim to fame but not its claim to
fortune. The nearby mining operations did not yield long term
results.
The diggings at Coloma were those laid down by the river during recent times.
They were readily exposed to mining operations, a condition which had led to
their discovery by Marshall in 1848. They were, therefore, early developed and
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soon became less remunerative than other golddiggings in the surrounding
districts.
The first mining operations in the region were along the beds of the recent river
systems, which by erosion had cut across the ancient gravel beds, and had added
much to their own deposits by cutting their way through the bedrock itself. 9

The miners at the Coloma diggings used picks, shovels, Indian
baskets and pans to obtain the gold the South Fork of the
American River had to offer. But in 1848 Isaac Humphrey, a
miner from northern Georgia, introduced the gold rocker which
simplified the mining and eased the hard work. The placer gold,
however, soon gave out, and miners moved to more promising
locations leaving Coloma the size it is today.
The people who were left planted fine orchards and vineyards.
Even Marshall tried to grow a small vineyard . When .he returned to
Coloma in 1857, after giving up hopes of striking it rich in the
mines, he supported himself mainly by sawing wood, gardening
and cleaning wells . Marshall built a small cabin in the woods and
lived there until his bitterness toward his position in life led him to
the capital to petition for a pension which he felt the state owed
him. In 1872 he was given two hundred dollars a month by the
state of California which he used to establish a blacksmith shop in
Kelsey, but complaints against Marshall's use of the money resulted
in the pension being cut in half in 1874 and eliminated in 1876.
Marshall lived the rest of his embittered existence in Kelsey and
finally died in 1885 at the age of seventy-five.
John Sutter also did not enjoy fortune as a result of the Gold
Rush . He, like Marshall, lost more than he gained by the
discovery.
Sutter's dream of New Helvetia was ruined by the discovery of gold at Coloma
in 1848. His workers left him to go to the mines. The gold rush was a wave of
humanity that swept over his lands. A bustling city grew up on the Sacramento.
His splendid isolation was gone. Eventually Sutter moved to Lititz, Pennsylvania ,
where he spent his last years . He died in 1880 in Washington, D.C. where he had
gone to defend his land titles, and was buried at Lititz . 10

What a paradox that the two men most influential in starting the
greatest event in the history of California would live such
miserable lives as a direct result of their important discovery.
Both men, though, would be pleased to see the Marshall Gold
Discovery State Historic Park which is dedicated to their memory
and to the memory of the Gold Rush . Marshall's Monument was
dedicated in 1890 to the man who discovered a gold mine. This
impressive statue is eleven feet high and is a replica of Marshall
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Emmanuel Church.
standing with a piece of gold in his right hand and an outstretched
left hand pointing toward the gold discovery site. The bronze
plaque on the base of the monument says that it was erected by the
state of California in memory of James W . Marshall 1810-1885,
whose discovery of gold January 24, 1848 in the tailrace of Sutter's
mill at Coloma started the great rush of argonauts. The monument
was unveiled May 3, 1890.
That hill whose monument marks the site of Marshall's burial
place was purchased by the state and became California's first
historical park. This portion has been expanded to two hundred
and twenty acres and now contains seventy percent of the town of
Coloma. In addition to the Marshall Monument, the park also
contains a duplicate of Sutter's Mill.
This full scale replica was reconstructed in 1965-1966 but not
dedicated until 1968. The electrically powered copy looks very
much like the original because extensive research went into the
building of it. Very little metal was used in the structure, and the
hand-adzed timbers were joined together with oak pins . Weekend
visitors are now treated with a working demonstration of this
tribute to Sutter and his part in the Gold Rush.
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Catholic Church.
Sutter's sawmill, though, cannot be attributed only to Sutter
because James Marshall, the foreman, owned half the interest, and
the profits of the mill were evenly divided . But this arrangement
did not last long with the occurrence of the Gold Rush . During the
fall of 1848 the sawmill was not in operation, and it was used as a
sleeping quarter. This arrangement changed when an agreement
was signed on December 20th, 1848 whereby John A. Sutter sold
his one half interest together with all land within two miles for a
sum of six thousand dollars to John Winter and Alsen S. Bayley .
On the same day James W . Marshall sold one-third of his half
interest for two thousand dollars, so Winters, Bayley and Marshall
each had one-third interest in the sawmill. Under new proprietors
the sawmill commenced to cut lumber again in March, 1849 .
Lumber was turned out at the rate of three thousand feet every
twenty-four hours and sold for four or five hundred dollars per one
thousand feet. 1 1
This mill which once stood at the head of the millrace providing
power to cut timber soon fell to ruin and disappeared . Its location
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remained in question until Phil Bekeart unearthed remains on the
river bank. A stone monument now stands at the original site.
A marker also commemorates the place where it is believed
Marshall found the first flake of gold. Stamp mills and various
other mining implements dot the grounds, and the museum also
gives a clue to life in the gold camp of Coloma. This museum was
built in 1961 by the state at a cost of $150,000, 12 and it includes
educational displays to acquaint visitors to the Marshall Gold
Discovery State Historic Park with the basic history of the area .
Five rangers are also available to answer any questions about the
history of the park, and all five of them are residents of Coloma.
In addition, the secretary and two of the four maintenance men
live in Coloma. Therefore, the park not only provides an enjoyable
learning experience for visitors but also provides jobs for some of
the town's inhabitants.
Other inhabitants also cater to the tourist by operating gift shops
and antique stores. Currently there are about four or five antique
stores and several shops that sell literature and souvenirs.
The energy crisis and the economic slump seem to be affecting
tourist trade in most parts of the country, but visitors to this
historic park have steadily increased . Presently about 550,000
people annually tour the park. And the special Gold Discovery
Days bring between 20,000 and 25,000 visitors 13 to take part in the
celebration that includes two parades, fireman's contests, fiddler's
contests, melodramas, and a dance. The weekend nearest to
January 24th is always a time of fun not only for the tourist but
also for the residents of the town who also take an active part in
the festivities.
Many of the residents of the town do not always lead such an
active life because a large number of the residents of Coloma are
on welfare. The trailer park across the bridge has about 90% of its
occupants on welfare. 14
The welfare of the people is always an important concern of any
town, and Coloma, who is now governed by the state of California
and ElDorado County, was once ruled by the law of the miners.
Stories of their particular brand of justice are abundant, but the
tale of Dr. Crane and Mickey Free is the most interesting. Crane
was a schoolteacher who had fallen in love with Susan, one of his
sixteen year old students. But Susan rejected her teacher's love, so
he shot her on the front porch of her home . Mickey Free was a
robber and highwayman. Both men were sentenced to death by
hanging . This apparently was a big social event of the day, and
people came from miles around to witness the double hanging.
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The event fulfilled all expectations because before the execution
Crane recited a poem written to his dear departed Susan, and
Mickey Free danced an entertaining jig. The crowd applauded,
and it was all over. Today only a faded sign commemorates this bit
of Coloma history.
Several miles from Coloma at the community of Gold Hill
another small monument commemorates an almost forgotten part
of the local history . This historical landmark was dedicated in 1969
to celebrate the centennial of the arrival of the first group of
Japanese immigrants to this country. On May 27, 1869 twenty-six
Japanese landed in San Francisco. The arrangements for the
migration had been made by a Dutchman named John Schnell
who told the Japanese that the land on Gold Hill would be good
for a tea colony. So he promised one hundred and sixty acres to the
emmigrants. These industrious people brought 300,000 three year
old mulberry trees for silk farming, tea seed and plants, and
bamboo roots for food and the craft industry. Grape cuttings were
also planted and tended. 15
The farming venture, though, was doomed to failure because
the white miners resented the water the farmers took to irrigate
their crops, so they revengefully destroyed many of the young
plants. But the colony's failure was due mainly to the soil and
climate conditions that were just not right for tea growing. The
disappointed immigrants soon gave up the venture and made their
way back to Japan leaving only one young woman as a nursemaid
to Schnell's children. Okei Ito died in this new land in 1871 at the
age of nineteen . It is believed that she died of loneliness. Okei is no
longer alone, but a little memorial with a plaque, oak trees and
flowers now stands to her memory and to the memory of all the
Japanese in the Coloma area.
Coloma does not only boast the memory of the first Japanese
colony in the United States, but it also boasts the memory of
Edwin Markham who was a teacher and superintendent of the
Coloma schools during the 1870's and the 1880's. The famous poet,
as an intellectual among the residents of Coloma, was active in
church, and used his eloquence as a speaker on patriotic occasions .
His involvement with the town, however, did not last long, and he
and his wife soon moved to Placerville. Today there is no tribute to
this well-known inhabitant, and the small white house where he
lived is not even marked and is only recognizable from the other
residences on Sacramento Street by comparing it to pictures in a
book.
Studying the history of Coloma from a book is not as effective or
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as enjoyable as learning the facts by traveling to the town and
taking in all it has to offer. Even driving to the park puts one in
the Gold Rush spirit because the modern highway follows approximately the same route as Sutter and his men mapped out in 1847
and 1848 on their way to the sawmill. 16
Traveling to Coloma where the Gold Rush all started provides a
storehouse of information for the eager student, inspiration for the
photography buff and an enjoyable outing for the whole family!
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Letters From
"The Land of Gold~~
ANN LOHRLI

"The voice of one of the fair sex has not yet been heard from the
land of gold; but, we are now able to print extracts from a letter
written by a young woman resident there, to her sister ."
Thus, in 1851, in Charles Dickens's periodical Household
Words, 1 began an article titled "A Woman's Experience in
California." It was the first of two articles, both anonymous, giving extracts from letters written by two members of the Harrold
family-working class people from Leicestershire, who had immigrated to California in 1850. "A Woman's Experience in California" appeared in Household Words on February 1; the
continuation, titled "A 'Ranch' in California," appeared six months
later, on August 9. The two articles, not recorded in bibliographies
of Californiana, are here reprinted.
In its early years, Dickens's popular journal occasionally published family and personal letters written by Englishmen who had
migrated to British colonies or to foreign parts . Some of the letters
it accompanied by editorial comment explaining how the letters
had happened to find their way into its pages. A letter from a
copper-mine worker in South Australia, for instance, was
introduced by the explanation that it had been written to "a
gentleman in London," by whom it had "been confided to us for
publication." 2 No such explanation accompanied the Harrold
letters, though it appears that they had likewise been confided to
Household Words for publication by a "gentleman in London ."
Charles Dickens's sub-editor, William Henry Wills, kept for
Household Words a ledger in which he entered the titles of items
published, together with their authorship, the amount paid for
them, and other pertinent information. In this ledger, Wills
recorded himself as author of the first of the Harrold items-"A
Woman's Experience in California"- obviously on the basis of the
fact that he had written the editorial comments accompanying the
extracts from the letters . He recorded no payment. For the second
of the Harrold items-"A 'Ranch' in California"- Wills recorded
payment of one guinea. The authorship he recorded as "Harrold
(per Forster) & W.H.W ." The notation meant that material by a
"Harrold" (in this instance a letter) had arrived at the editorial
office through the agency of Forster and had been arranged for
publication by Wills.
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The "Forster" associated with Household Words in its early years
was John Forster, historian and editor, close friend of Dickens and
biographer of Dickens . Since no other "Forster" is connected with
the periodical in any capacity, it was obviously John Forster who
was responsible for the appearance of the Harrold letters in Household Words . How the letters came into his possession it is, of
course, not possible to say.
The name of the family whose name Wills recorded in the
Household Words ledger was Christopher- or Christian- Bayfield
Harrold, 3 1817-1883, carpenter by trade, San Joaquin County
stock farmer and stock-raiser in later life. According to Lewis's
Illustrated History of San Joaquin County, • both he and his wifeborn Charlotte Shelton- were natives of Syston, Leicestershire. 5
They were married about 1840; of their five children, the two
eldest- Christopher Henry and Emily Rachel- were born in
England .
In 1925, when he was an old man - more than eighty years of
age- the son Christopher Henry recorded for the California State
Library's Pioneer Record File what he remembered of the voyages
that had brought him, as a child not yet seven, to California:
My Father & Mother, with my oldest sister, & I left England for New Zealand
about Nov 1848 We came around the Cape of Good Hope as it was called then
(Cape Town) We lived 9 Months in New Zealand, stopped at Sydney for 6 weeks
on the way & then came to California6

The date of the family's arrival in California Christopher Henry
remembered as May 1850; the conveyance he recorded merely as a
"Sailing Vessel."
The information on the Harrolds' circuitous route to California
given in Lewis's Illustrated History must, of course, have been
obtained from Christopher Henry. Aside from a few additional
details, the account duplicates that written by him for the Pioneer
Record File. It reads :
The family emigrated to New Zealand late in 1848, the voyage around the Cape of
Good Hope consuming five months. They were only nine months in that country
when, the news of the discovery of gold in California being fully confirmed, they
sailed for San Francisco, where they arrived in May, 1850, after a voyage of six
weeks.

Christopher Henry's recollection of dates and times was not
exact . The Harrolds made the passage from New Zealand to California on the Johnstone. That ship departed Auckland on March
23; it arrived in San Francisco not in May, but on June 3. The
passage time, thus, was not six weeks, but ten. 7
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From San Francisco, the Harrolds went to Stockton, where they
remained until October. Then, continues the Illustrated History,
In partnership with Henry Thornlac, C . B. Harrold purchased the Oak ranch, and
kept a wayside tavern known as the Blue Tent, on the Mokelumne Hill road,
about two miles east of Bellota . In 1851 they erected a more permanent structure,
which was used as a tavern for five or six years, though the travel had dwindled
away after 1853.

It is to the events of the Harrolds' first eight months in California that the letters in the Household Words articles relate. 8 The
extracts of letters in the first article tell of the Harrolds' earning a
livelihood in Stockton and of their plans for the future; the letter
that constitutes the second article deals, in large part, with Oak
Ranch and its "road-side house," where miners stopped for food
and drink or stayed the night on their way to the diggings . Of such
road-side houses or "public houses," states the Illustrated History,
there were seventeen in 1850 "within twenty-four miles of Stockton, on the . . . Mokelumne Hill road ." 9 The Household Words
letter gives interesting details concerning one of these housesthese "wayside stopping places," as Ralph Cross calls them, forerunners of California inns. 1 0
The editorial comments accompanying the Harrold letters as
published in Household Words are, unfortunately, inaccurate and
confusing. It is therefore necessary to state here the identity of the
letter-writers and of certain of the persons mentioned by them; it is
necessary, also, to supply footnotes for the text, correcting editorial
comments that are incorrect, and explaining those that are
unclear .
The letter-writers are two- a woman (for whom the first article
- "A Woman's Experience in California"- is titled) and a man.
The man is Christopher Bayfield Harrold, twice mentioned (as
"Christopher") by the woman . The woman is Charlotte Shelton
Harrold. The two are man and wife, not (as they are twice identified in the editorial notes) brother and sister.
The brother of Charlotte Shelton Harrold, referred to in her first
letter- in the comment "Brother and Mr. T. have long since
advised me to send for you" - is probably Henry Shelton . Henry
Shelton is recorded in the 1860 United States Census as a farm
laborer, twenty-six years old, a native of England, living with the
Harrold family. 11
"Mr. T .," who plays an important part in the Harrolds'
journeyings and in their well-being, was Henry Thorneloe. 12 According to the Illustrated History - where his name is miswritten as
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"Thornlac" (see above) - he and Harrold "had long been associated, having learned the trade of cabinet-making together in
England." The comment implies that the two men were of the
same social status . Actually, they were not. Harrold was of the
working class; Thorneloe must have had some pretension, in
England, of belonging to the gentleman class. In one official California document, at all events, there is recorded for him, in lieu of
occupation, the designation "Gent." 13 Though Thorneloe sailed on
the same vessels as did the Harrolds en route to New Zealand and
California, he went cabin or imtermediate class, whereas the
Harrolds went steerage. 14
Some five hundred persons left New Zealand for California during 1849-50, as a result of the gold discovery. 15 It was the news of
that discovery, according to the Illustrated History, that motivated
the Harrolds' leaving New Zealand . In the letters here given, however, there is no hint that Harrold ever intended to work at
mining. Rather, as the letters record, he turned at once to
carpentry, and his wife to cooking, washing, and dressmakingkinds of work that brought exorbitantly high wages in California
at the time.
The Harrold letters add nothing new to the social history of
California gold-mining days. Their interest lies, first, in their
having been preserved in Dickens's Household Words and in the
fact that their writers can be identified; and, next, in their being
the homely, forthright comments of working-class immigrants
about the land to which they had come and the place for them selves that they had made in it . Unlike most arrivals from New
Zealand, the Harrolds did not find California a disappointment, a
disillusion . 16 ". • • we have been so happy," writes Charlotte
Harrold, "since we came to this part of the world ." California was
to the Harrolds a land of abundance: "We are in the midst of
plenty ." It was a land of opportunity, a "money-making place" for
people who would work- and the Harrolds were hard workers,
eager to make money and to save it, 17 unable to understand men of
"loose" habits who gambled away a fortune "in less than an hour."
One is surprised to find, in the midst of matter-of-fact practicality,
a sense of the beauty of nature in one of the letters . The San·
Joaquin is "a beautiful smooth river"; Oak Ranch is "a beautiful
spot"; and from their front door, the Harrolds see "the mountains ."
The Harrolds wrote home about the things that all sojourners in
California wrote home about: the cost of food, the dearness of
house-rent, the high wages demanded by laborers. " ... a man will
hardly open his mouth under a dollar," comments Harrold dryly.
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Like other Californians, Charlotte Harrold remarked on the courtesy that men accorded women in a land where "there is so few
females." The fewness of females she mentioned, too, in a context
quite different from that of a gentlemen's civility. "We have a fine
cat," she wrote; "we would not sell her for forty dollars; cats are
scarce here, like women."
Here follow the letters, from Dickens's Household Words (II,
450-51, and III, 471-72):
A WOMAN'S EXPERIENCE IN CALIFORNIA
The voice of one of the fair sex has not yet been heard from the
land of gold; but, we are now able to print extracts from a letter
written by a young woman resident there, 18 to her sister. She is
married, and first went out, it would appear, with her brother, to
New Zealand, in the service of a family whose, fortunes she, her
husband, and her brother, followed to Stockton, in California .
The epistle is dated in August, 1849. 19 "Dear Rachel," it begins,
"You see we have arrived at the very place that Christopher read
to you and me about, in one of the London papers. At the time he
read it, you know, I said I did not believe in it; but I only wish we
had come here twelve months sooner; we should have saved a
fortune. This is indeed a money-making place, if a person will
work. You will be surprised to know how much money we can
earn. I do my work, and the washing and cooking for Mr. T . 20 and
Mr. S., 21 and draw from eight to ten pounds per week, which is a
great deal for a woman to do; but if I had any one to help me, I
could treble the work I now do. I have refused a great deal of good
work; and to get a woman or girl here to help me- l may as well
look for a needle in a bottle of hay. Now, my dear sister, all I want
is your consent to come here to us. Brother 22 and Mr. T. have long
since advised me to send for you; and we would open a shop - go
to San Francisco to buy our goods, haberdashery, &c- and you
would soon see the money we should make! I would open a shop
now, only I have so much work, I could not manage it myself. I
don't suppose you are married; but if this is the case, and you
come here, you would soon make a fortune, there is so few females
here . I am treated with the greatest respect by the gentlemen; as
they say it is such a treat to talk to a lady, and particularly to an
English lady . They touch their hats, and shake hands with me,
and treat me as though I was quite the lady. 'Madam' is a vast
work when they speak to me. I never was treated with more
civility in my life.
"We have done as well or better than any who came out in our
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ship. We intend staying in this country, if we are spared, for some
time, as we are doing well; and should we make much money, we
intend going to New Zealand, as we like that, much, for cheap
living, though we may change our minds . We have never yet
wished ourselves back in England; though, at the same time, we
should very much like to see you all, and often wish you here. We
are only thirty miles from the gold diggings; I have had several
pieces of gold in my hand, and expect to have some more soon."
The brother, 23 in another letter, gives a glowing account of the
labour market; and corroborates, - by way of per contra, - all that
has been hitherto stated as to the high prices of food and rent:
"I am working at the carpentry, and get twelve pounds per
week, and L . (the sister) 24 gets more than I do some days; but our
intention is to go into some kind of business shortly. Provisions are
dear here, but not so dear in proportion as in England, considering
the price we are paid for our labour; but all sorts of labour is so
well paid, that a man will hardly open his mouth under a dollar.
Some chickens was sold here on Saturday last, at three pounds per
couple; eggs, new-laid, two shillings per pound; cabbages, four
shillings each; cucumbers, one shilling each; but potatoes are a
penny per pound- though they have been a shilling; onions, five
shillings per pound; good beef, tenpence; flour, fourpence; tea,
four shillings; sugar, one shilling; coffee, three shillings; veal, one
shilling; mutton, two shillings; hams, one shilling and sixpence;
dried apples, two shillings; and other dried fruits about the same.
House-rent, extravagantly dear; a small one-roomed house, two
pounds per week; and in some parts of the town, the ground-rent
is twelve to twenty pounds per week."
The kind of lodgings made shift with, to avoid such high rents,
is thus described:
"We have a large tent, which Mr. T. had made in New Zealand.
It is put up in a large field, free of expense; 25 it is twenty-four feet
long, and sixteen feet wide, and is very comfortable. As we have
no rain here for six or seven months, living in a tent is not inconvenient; but we intend to have a nice house before winter sets in."
In urging his sister 26 to join them, he continues:
"We do not know whether you are married or not, but if you
are, we hope you are both well and happy. If you were here, you
could save as much money in one month as you could in twelve
months in England. With downright hard drudgery and rigid
economy, a man and wife may save from twelve to twenty pounds
per week here, if they have any luck at all; but you must not think
you get it without working for it. You have to work, and work
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hard, but you get good pay. I have seen scores of people that have
been here twelve and eighteen months, • that have not saved a
dollar- they gamble it all away as they get it. People go to the
gambling houses every day till they get into such a loose habit.
They are opened all day on Sunday, and some are never closed,
neither night nor day. Some men will come from the mines, and
put a pound of gold on the table at a time, and in less than an
hour lose a fortune."
A "RANCH" IN CALIFORNIA
A few more of a "Woman's Experiences in California," in
addition to those narrated at page 450 of the second volume of
"Household Words," may not be uninteresting. The humble Correspondent, it will be remembered, had arrived in August, 1849,
at Stockton, 27 with her husband, her brother, and a Mr. T., in
whose service she was earning from eight to ten pounds per week
by washing and cooking. Another letter, which is dated "February
12th, 1851," retraces her voyage from New Zealand to (sic) St.
Francisco, and thence to Stockton. Hitherto gold-seeking has
monopolised the descriptive talents of travellers; but here we have
a graphic glimpse of a "Ranch," with an inkling of rural life in
California. "A Ranch is a place," the writer explains, "where
people take in cattle, and have a piece of land, sell liquors, &c.
They do not call them public-houses here." 28 These details are,
however, prefaced by a sketch of the journey and adventures
between (sic) St. Francisco and the present habitation, which is on
"The Oak Ranch, on the Calaveras River, about twenty-four miles
from the gold diggings, and nearly as many from Stockton:"

"Oak Ranch, Calaveras River,
Feb. 12th, 1851.
"I have seen some delightful places since I have left England. I
have not the least desire to live in England again, only to see you
all once more is what I wish . But we have been so happy since we
came to this part of the world; I often wish you were all so comfortable as we are. I dearly long to see you, my dear father,
mother, brothers, and sisters; oh how I wish you was all here. This
is a money-making place for any who will work. For our passage
from San Francisco to Stockton, which is a distance of one
hundred and fifty miles up a beautiful smooth river, we paid
eleven pounds in a sailing boat. We stayed four months in
Stockton. Mr. T . brought a large tent from New Zealand, and we
put it up in a large open field, made it into three rooms, and lived
very comfortable . He bought a team, and sent goods to the gold
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mines. Christopher worked at the carpentering- earned two
pounds per day- worked ten hours. I followed the dressmaking; I
was the only one in the place; I earned from ten to twelve dollars
per day. A dollar is four shillings and twopence . I have earned
thirteen dollars in a day . I charged one pound eight shillings for a
plain dtess , without trimming (sic) in it; I had my price. I did my
own washing and cooking for ourselves; Mr. T . and Mrs. T. as
well. 29 If a woman has a mind to work in this country, she can
earn as much, or more than a man. We have worked hard since
we carne here; but, thank God, we have had our health to do it.
At first we all had the fever and ague very bad; but we are all in
good health now. I paid Mr. T . fifty-five pounds in ten weeks,
besides what I had out for pocket money. I have no reason to
spend much money, as we have plenty to eat and drink, both
wines and liquors, in the house. We are in the midst of plenty.
"We left Stockton 1st October, and have taken a road-side
house, at the foot of the mountains. Mr. T. and us are now partners , and paid five hundred dollars for the place. We have built a
house, which has cost about one thousand dollars more. We sell
liquors and provisions, and have a great many passengers stay for
the night; we charge one dollar per meal. We also take in mules
and cattle to grass, at one dollar per week. We have begun
ploughing, and intend to cultivate 25 acres; we have a man
ditching; we pay him fifty dollars per month, and board lodging.
The nearest neighbour we have lives half-a-mile from us. Ours is a
splendid place, so healthy, and twenty-four miles from the gold
mines. People have to pass our house going to the mines; we have
as many as twenty-five stop at night. We have no cook at present,
but we shall engage one for the summer, if our business still
increases. A cook here has from seventy to a hundred dollars per
month. I sell a great deal of pastry. I can assure you we have
plenty to do, though, at the same [time?], we are making money.
"There is a great deal of gambling in this country . Gold is no
more than copper to some people here. Not so with us, we intend
laying up for a rainy day, while we have a chance. Flour here is
twenty-eight shillings per hundred pounds; beef, seven to eight
pence per pound; potatoes, sixpence per pound; sugar, seven pence
to ten pence; butter, three shillings; coffee, one shilling and three
pence; tea , four shillings; rice, five pence; candles, one shilling to
four shillings; vegetables are scarce, but we have a great many
seeds of useful sorts . We have some nice fowls, for which we paid
sixteen shillings each, which is considered cheap, as eggs are four
shillings and twopence each . We have one hen just had eleven
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chickens; the hen and chickens are worth six pounds. We intend
having some milk cows soon, as milk is four shillings per quart. We
have a wagon and six mules. Our sign-board hangs between two
large oak trees . We have three hundred and twenty acres of land,
very good. Mr. T. is very kind indeed to us, and puts all the money
in my trust.
"I hope you will not fail to write as soon as you can, and tell all
my dear brothers and sisters to write to me. Oh, if you knew the
value I set upon a letter, I am sure you would write. Oh, how I
long to see you all once morel We often talk of coming to England,
if spared.
"I am trying to learn the Spanish language, for we have so may
in for drink and meals, I have some trouble to understand them. A
female here is treated with the greatest respect, there are so few of
them here . Dear father, I would be happy in my mind if I had any
means of sending you some money, to make you comfortable. I
have it by me, but have no means to send it; it is a bad place for
sending to England . I expect Mr. T. will go to San Francisco, to
buy some goods soon, and I shall get him to ask how we can send
money to England. I can assure you it is a trouble on my mind
that I cannot do it, but you may depend I shall send the first
opportunity. I have some beautiful lumps of gold, which I have
had given me for to make brooches and pins of. I would send you
them all, if I had a chance. Henry 30 has got some lumps given him
by different people, worth four pounds sixteen shillings. Emily 31
has some worth one pound ten shillings. When she can say all her
letters she has the promise of another lump of gold; she can nearly
say then all . I have so little time, but I teach them once or twice a
day. We are twenty-miles from church, chapel, or school.
"At our back-door we have a large flat piece of ground, with the
river running at the bottom; at our front-door we see the beautiful
mountains; and we are surrounded with trees- a beautiful spot; I
like it much. We have plenty of wolves; they are so shy, we shot
two the other day, and nailed the heads on the oak tree. We have
plenty of deer and antelopes; we had some the other day; I like the
meat much. Plenty of (sic) grisly bears, but they are twenty miles
from us; their flesh is good eating, but I do not like it so well as
deer. I have bear's grease I got from the meat; I have it for my
hair; it is genuine. Plenty of wild geese and ducks. We had a
couple of ducks for dinner yesterday; they are very small, but very
nice. We have a fine cat; we would not sell her for forty dollars;
cats are scarce here, like women.
"I hope you will send me a letter as soon as you can. I do so
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want to hear from you all very much . I could say much more, but
must say adieu."
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Household Words. A Weekly Journal. Conducted by Charles Dickens.
London, 1850-59.
"Life in the Burra Mines of South Australia," Household Words, III, 250-52.
June 7, 1851.
Harrold's first name appears in official documents both as "Christopher" and
as "Christian." The name is recorded as "Christopher" in the 1852 and in the
1860 U.S. Census; in a deed dated Oct . 14, 1876 (San Joaquin County Recorders Office); in the records of Linden cemetery (so stated in letter from
Linden Cemetery Association). Information recorded by Harrold's son,
Christopher Henry Harrold, for the California State Library's Pioneer Record
File, also gives the father's name as "Christopher."
The following documents, among others, record Harrold's first name as
"Christian": Declaration of Intention to become a U.S. citizen (here the
"Christian" is in part erased and overwritten : record book in San Joaquin
County Clerk's Office), three Great Registers of San Joaquin County, one Great
Register of Alpine County (information from Board of Supervisors, Alpine
County), decree of distribution of Harrold's estate, dated Feb . 14, 1885 (San
Joaquin County Recorder's Office).
For permission to consult the California records and documents cited here
and elsewhere in this article, I wish to thank the librarians of the California
Historical Society, the California State Library, and the Stockton Public
Library; and the officers of the San Joaquin County Recorder's Office and
the San Joaquin County Clerk's Office.
An Illustrated History of San Joaquin County, California (Chicago: Lewis
Publishing Co., 1890), entry: "Christopher Henry Harrold," pp. 277-78.
Registration of births did not begin in Leicestershire until 1837; thus, there is
no record of the birth of Harrold or of Charlotte Shelton; neither, however, is
there a record of their marriage or of the birth of their son and their eldest
daughter (information from Leicestershire Central Registration District).
Nevertheless, the information given in the Illustrated History is probably correct. The son, in information recorded for the California State Library's
Pioneer Record File, stated Leicester to be his birthplace.
Two obituaries of Harrold (Stockton Mail, Stockton Independent, both
Dec. 8, 1883) record him - ! know not on what evidence- as "a native of
Northampton."
File card dated Sept. 1925. The awkwardly placed comment "stopped at
Sydney for 6 weeks on the way" means, of course, "on the way" to New
Zealand, not on the way to California.
Auckland Southern Cross, March 26, 1850, "Shipping List," recording departure of the Johnstone and giving passenger list; Alta California, June 4, 1850,
"Shipping Intelligence," recording arrival of the Johnstone. The Alta
California gives the ship's passage time as 71 days. Charles Bateson, Gold
Fleet for California: Forty-Niners from Australia and New Zealand (Sydney,
1963), pp. llO, 161, gives the time as 72 days.
Information from Auckland newspapers recorded here and elsewhere in this
article has very kindly been sent to me by Mr. P. M. French, Auckland Public
Library.
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Of Harrold's later life the Illustrated History gives some account: In 1855
Harrold bought out his partner's interest in Oak Ranch, and thereafter gave
more attention to farming than he had formerly done . He found a market for
his farm produce in the mining region to the East. "He did his own teaming
to and from the mines, with such other work in that line as happened to come
in his way." In 1869 he went into sheep raising, keeping a herd of from 1,800
to 2,000 head, mainly for the San Francisco market. In 1876 he moved with
his family to Los Angeles for the benefit of his health and that of his wife,
remaining there for about five years.
Harrold died in 1883 at Oak Ranch; his wife died the following year in
Stockton . Both were buried in Linden, San Joaquin County. Harrold had
become an American citizen in 1861.
Illustrated History, p. 210, discussing (sic) Douglass Township . This information, like much other information in the Illustrated History, is copied from
(and acknowledged to) Thompson and West's History of San Joaquin
County (Oakland, 1879) . The discussion mentions Harrold's settling in the
township in 1850.
Ralph Herbert Cross, The Early Inns of California, 1844-1869 (San Francisco,
1954), p. 11 . Cross does not mention the Blue Tent on the Mokelumne Hill
Road, though he does mention a "stopping place" of that name at Mormon
Island, so called from its covering of blue denim or drilling (p . 223). "Blue
Tent" was not uncommon as a place-name.
One would expect Shelton's name to appear in the passenger lists of the ships
on which the Harrolds sailed to New Zealand and to California. It does not.
Thorneloe's name is variously recorded, most frequently as "Thorneloe" and as
"Thornlow." The name is spelled "Thorneloe" in the passenger list of the Johnstone, on which ship Thorneloe sailed to California (New-Zealander, March
20, 1850; Southern Cross, March 26, 1850); it is so spelled in Thorneloe's
Declaration of Intention to become a U.S . Citizen (record book in San
Joaquin County Clerk's Office); it seems to be so spelled in the 1860 U.S.
Census (microfilm) . The name is spelled "Thornlow" in the 1852 U.S. Census,
in three Great Registers of San Joaquin County, in Bishop's Stockton Directory for 1876-7, and elsewhere. "Thorneloe" was evidently the original spelling of the name, corrupted to "Thornlow" to accord with pronunciation .
In its biographical section, Lewis's Illustrated History gives the name as
"Thornlac" (as stated above); in its discussion of (sic) Douglass Township,
wh ich discussion is copied from Thompson and West's History, the Illustrated
History gives the name as "Thornlow."
Great Register of San Joaquin County, 1866-71.
New-Zealander, July 14, 1849, "Shipping Intelligence," listing passengers arrived at Auckland on the Mary Catherine, July 8, 1849; New-Zealander,
March 20, 1850, listing passengers about to depart Auckland on the Johnstone.
"Sailings for California from New Zealand, 1849-1850," Appendix 5, in Bateson, Gold Fleet for California, lists 478 passengers . That figure , however,
states Bateson, is incomplete. It records only passengers who embarked on
ships that began their California voyage at New Zealand ports; it does not
include passengers who embarked, at New Zealand ports, on ships from
Australia. Also, states Bateson, p. 105, newspaper reports (from which his figures are taken) did not always record steerage passengers.
Bateson, Gold Fleet for California, p . 130: "For most of the gold-seekers from
Australia and New Zealand, arrival in California brought disillusionment ."
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In their emphasis on hard work, on money making, on saving, the letters are
akin to those of Mary Jane Megquier of Maine, who managed a boarding
house in San Francisco in gold rush times (Apron Full of Gold: The Letters of
Mary Jane Megquier from San Francisco, 1849-1856, ed . Robert Glass
Cleland [San Marino, 1949]. Such of Mrs . Megquier's comments as these- "a
woman that can work will make more money [in California] than a man," "I
have to work mighty hard," "we have made more money now than we could
make in two years at home," "Our motto is to make hay while the sun shines"
- practically duplicate comments in the Harrold letters.
Charlotte Harrold .
The Harrolds arrived in California in 1850. It seems probable that the letter
here cited bore an August date without a year, and that Wills simply assumed
the year to be 1849 .
Henry Thorneloe .
Not identified.
Evidently Henry Shelton.
Not Charlotte Harrold's brother, but her husband- Christopher Bayfield
Harrold .
Not Harrold's sister, but his wife - Charlotte Harrold. The "L" probably
stands for some such dimunitive as "Lottie."
Stockton, at the time, "was composed almost entirely of tents," states George
H . Tinkham, A History of Stockton (San Francisco, 1880), p. 184.
Or sister-in-law?
Reference is to the statement (in the first article) that the first letter cited "is
dated in August, 1849" (error for 1850) . Wills misreads his own statement,
taking what he had stated to be the date of the letter to be, here, the date of
the writer's arrival in Stockton.
J . D. Borthwick, Three Years in California (Edinburgh, London, 1857), mentions "little wayside inns, or 'ranches,' as they are usually called in the mines"
(pp. 182-83). The word "public-house," however, was also used . H. R.
Helper, The Land of Gold (Baltimore, 1855), writes of repairing "to a public
house" in Sonora to bespeak supper and lodging (p . 167).
In the context, "Mrs . T." would seem to be Thorneloe's wife . Passenger lists
of the Mary Catherine and the Johnstone, however, do not record a wife as
accompanying Thorneloe to New Zealand and to California; neither the 1852
nor the 1860 U.S. Census records a wife for Thorneloe.
The Harrold's son, Christopher Henry, 1843-1926.
Emily Rachel, the eldest of the Harrolds' four daughters, born in England in
1848.

The Foreign Miners' Tax of 1850
And Mexicans in California:
Exploitation or Expulsion?
RICHARD

H.

PETERSON

The troubled history of the Mexicans on the California mmmg
frontier has been subjected to close scrutiny. 1 They suffered more
discrimination and violence from American miners than did other
foreigners in the early diggings. A letter from a Mexican War
veteran to the Stockton Times for April 6, 1850 helps explain the
conflict:
I was in the Mexican War - I was - and I can tell you was some pumpkins at
Chapultepec and Monterey - I know what Mexicans are - I do. They are no men;
an army of Mexicans is of no more account than an army of Quiotas (coyotes) and
didn't I smash 'em. Mexicans have no business in this country. I don't believe in
them . The men were made to be shot at, and the women were made for our
purposes ..
I'm a white man- I ami A Mexican is pretty near black. I hate all Mexicans.

In addition to racial and cultural prejudice, economic competition and social disorder in Gold Rush California influenced
American behavior.
Whatever the causes of Mexican-American conflict, enactment
of the Foreign Miners' Tax gave the confrontation a new
dimension .
. . . in the history of . . . (American) contact with the Latin races in the mines, ...
the Foreign Miners' Tax looms up as the one overwhelmingly important event.
This did more, probably, than any other thing, to set the foreign population
against the American miner. Neither group really ever got over the effect of this
law . 2

Another student of the tax has called it "one of the most original if
benighted laws ever passed in a California legislature." 3 In view of
the special significance of the tax, an investigation of its causes
seems appropriate. In particular, was it designed to exploit or to
expel the Mexican miners? Considerable disagreement can be
found on this question.
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The California State Constitution guaranteed full property
rights to foreigners who were or would become "bona fide"
residents . However, U.S. Congressional inaction on California
mining tenure and the mounting pressure of anti-foreign and
especially anti-Mexican sentiment led to discussion of a foreign
miners' tax during the State Legislative session, 1849-1850. 4 Out of
the discussion, on April 13, 1850, was born "An Act for the better
regulation of the Mines, and the Government of Foreign Miners,"
imposing a tax of $20 per month in the form of a license upon all
non-citizens of the United States working in the California mines .
The act, furthermore, authorized license collectors to retain $3
from each $20 payment as compensation for their services and
sanctioned the forcible removal of aliens from their mining sites for
failure to comply with the tax collectors. 5
In an important article Leonard Pitt contends that the Foreign
Miners' Tax "was not an exclusionist measure as has been assumed,
but a system of taxation an indenture. Its object was to exploit
alien caste laborers rather than expel them and to aid American
mining capitalists by blocking foreign capitalists ." 6 State Senator
Thomas Jefferson Green, the author of the tax bill and the
chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, was "convinced that
foreign servile labor could play the role he had earlier intended for
the Negro," and that the tax would allow California to have access
to a steady supply of dependent foreign workers. 7 Professor Pitts's
"~xploitation interpretation" is documented by reference to Green's
statement in the Senate Finance Committee report on the
objectives of the tax:
Upon the arrival in our waters of shiploads of foreign operatives . . . (an American) can employ their services at a fair rate, and advance money for their
license(s), which he holds until the labor is performed according to contract.
Under this law the operative so employed will not flee from the performance of his
contract, because the privilege of gold digging is in the hands of his employer. The
newcomer who arrives penniless upon our shores, at the end of his first contract, can
either seek a new employer, or having made money enough to control a
license, go to work on his own accord . 8

Mentioned in only a short paragraph of a four page report, this
statement probably was not intended for special emphasis. More
important, in early 1850, there were relatively few large-scale,
capitalistic mining operations which required the employment of
foreign contract labor. River mining produced company organization on the Tuolumne with the hiring of some Mexican workers. 9
However, according to a most knowledgeable student, "the real
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beginning of lode (quartz) mining in California is to be found not
in 1849 and 1850, but rather in the half-dozen years that
commenced in 1851-1852 and extended throughout the ensuing
period of depression and doubt." 10 Hydraulic mining, another
extensive employer of labor, awaited the mid and late 'fifties for
technical efficiency and widespread use. In 1850, California's
mining economy, for the most part, did not require a foreign
miners' tax as a means of making possible the exploitation of alien
caste labor by American mining capitalists. Individualistic placer
mining still prevailed.
There is convincing evidence that the Foreign Miners' Tax was
designed more to exclude than to exploit such foreigners as the
Mexicans. By 1850, the latter had comprised the bulk of the
foreign population in the southern mining region. Within
California's entire mining population, the Mexicans, as a group,
were the most experienced and probably the most successful of the
early miners. 11 As a result, they soon became an unique object of
American jealousy and resentment. William Kelly, an astute
English visitor to the mines, observed:
... Americans ... resorted . .. in the first instance, to the Chileans and Mexicans
for (mining) instruction and information, which they gave them with cheerful
alacrity; but as soon as Jonathan got an inkling of the system, with peculiar bad
taste and ungenerous feeling, he organized a crusade against those obliging
strangers. . . . 12

Printed and distributed in only Spanish and English and rigidly
enforced primarily against the Mexicans and Chileans, the tax was
an outgrowth of this crusade. 13 As San Francisco's Alta California
declared on April 22, 1850, ". . . riot and bloodshed instead of
being prevented, will ensue from any attempt to enforce it . In
many instances it will be merely legalizing the most desperate
attacks upon portions of the foreign population . . . . "
The severity of the tax amounted to expulsion from the mines.
The exorbitant cost of food, clothing, and mining equipment in
California's inflationary economy diminished the earnings of the
average prospector, who managed about $80 per month before
expenses. 14 In addition, the declining productivity of the placers,
river mining inactivity during the rainy season, and long periods of
preliminary labor building a flume or a long-tom or diverting a
stream from its channel, made it almost impossible to pay the $20
assessment . 15 Regarding the Mexicans, the Alta California on July
10, 1850 remarked that "a moderate tax they could afford .. .'but
the tax as it stands at present amounts to exclusion . . . . " Speaking
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of the unlucky or less skillful miner, Etienne Derbec, a French
journalist in the diggings , observed that "everyone knows it is
impossible to pay such a tax; there are some poor devils who do
not earn $20.00 in an entire month." 16
The willingness of the Mexicans and other Spanish-Americans to
pay a more moderate fee suggests the expulsionist objective of the
tax . Their feelings are aptly expressed in the following petition to
Peter H. Burnett, Governor of California, from foreign representatives of Sonora, which was largely Mexican:
Without assuming any tone other than that of the deepest respect for the government under which we live and are protected, we beg humbly to suggest to your
excellency that a larger state income could be raised, and that too, without causing
the slightest dissatisfaction, by the imposition of four or five dollars per month,
instead of the large sum of twenty.17

The exclusionist motive of the tax further is implied by the
doubtfulness of the alleged state income objective. Green's Finance
Committee ostensibly proposed the tax, in part, as a means of
financing the State Treasury:
Your committee believe that , as a matter of finance, while that is secondary in
character, it will prove to be the best, and surest, and readiest means of collecting
a large amount of public revenue . . . $200,000 per month may be safely
calculated upon . 18

However, the prospective income was inconsistent with the tenets
of laissez-faire capitalism prevalent at this time. In the words of
William Perkins, a perceptive Canadian visitor to the mines, the
severity of the tax "seemed to display a desire either to drive the
foreign population entirely out of the country, or to amass an
amount of money that could hardly be expended in the legitimate
business of government .. . . It is not to be wondered if Uncle Sam
should deem this a little too large a bite for our State to indulge
in." 19 State government expenditures for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1851 - $585,702.83 - tend to substantiate Perkins'
argument against the magnitude of the projected tax revenue. 20
If the tax was designed to provide income for the state, why
were non-Hispanic aliens, who comprised a substantial segment of
the foreign population, largely exempt from payment? Moreover,
the State legislators must have realized that the exorbitant rate
would be evaded by every possible means, thereby undermining
the alleged revenue objective. Further, the economy of California
and the nation would have been stimulated to a greater degree by
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the elimination of the Mexicans' export of gold than by the tax,
which, in its first year of operation, enriched the State Treasury by
only $33,147.47. 21 Ironically, Green's committee recognized the
economic stimulus of gold circulation, thereby suggesting that the
tax had an expulsionist purpose:
It is a matter of great national policy, that the vast amount of California gold, or

at least a large proportion of it, should first find its way through our own country,
and its influence upon the wants of commerce be there felt, before it seeks a
market in other nations. 22

The vehemently anti-foreign tone of much of Green's report
gives additional evidence of the tax's exclusionist intention:
Among others, the convicts of Mexico, Chili, and Botany Bay, are daily turned
upon our shores, who seek and possess themselves of the best places for gold
digging .. . and carry from our country immense treasure.
The low state of morality which such a population spreads broadcast in the land is
to be deeply lamented.
Practiced vice and crime, hardened with the degradation of former punishment,
makes these people irredeemably lost to all social equality or national advantage. 23

Even those who see the tax as a device for exploiting foreign
labor recognize Green's almost fanatical hostility toward Mexicans.
He had spent some time in a Mexican prison. Mter escaping he
published a "tirade against all things Mexican." He had boasted
personally that he could "maintain a better stomach at the killing
of a Mexican than at the crushing of a body louse." 24 It is difficult
to imagine how he could have put his very personal anti-Mexican
hostility aside when writing the tax bill.
Green's remarks constitute only one source of evidence that the
Foreign Miners' Tax was designed to expel the Mexicans . In
March, 1850, Thomas Butler King, who had been sent to
California by President Zachary Taylor to stimulate interest in the
constitutional convention, submitted to the U.S. Secretary of State
a novel revenue measure for the mines. He proposed the exaction
of $16 as the price of a permit or license to dig gold in California
for one year . However, in his own words, "I have proposed to
exclude foreigners from the privilege of purchasing permits, and
from working as discoverers of purchasers in the vein-mines . . .
these mines belong to, and . . . should be preserved for, the use
and benefit of the American people .... During the mining season
of 1849, more than fifteen thousand foreigners, mostly Mexican
and Chilenos, . . . carr(ied) out of the country . . . gold dust,
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which belonged by purchase to the people of the United States. If
not excluded by law, they will return and recommence the work of
plunder." 25 Even Green believed that the outright exclusion of
aliens would not be permitted by the U.S. Constitution. 26 Yet, it is
plausible that King's report, in part, determined the real objective
of the Foreign Miners' Tax, which was enacted a month later.
According to Dale L. Morgan and James R . Scobie in their reliable
introduction to the Perkins' Journal, "the kind of thinking in which
King indulged was also being done in the California legislature." 27
The effect of the tax was to drive Mexican and other LatinAmerican miners from the diggings by the thousands, especially in
response to pressure from armed American miners. 28 However, to
argue on this basis that the tax had expulsionist motives is to
confuse consequences with causes. Regardless of the results, there
seems to be sufficient evidence that the tax was intended at the
outset to remove the Mexicans. Despite the alleged "democracy" of
the frontier and the mining camp, not all residents were accorded
equal opportunity or equal treatment.
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LUCKY PING
p A TTl

CARPENTER

Ping was very excited this crisp, clear Sunday morning. He
walked hurriedly along the familiar trail that followed the bed of
Wood's Creek. The creek reminded him of the true reason he had
wanted to come to California-gold! He had heard that it was in a
creek similar to this one that the first piece of gold had been discovered! And today, finally, he was going to be able to hunt for
gold himself!
Ping thought back on how lucky he was to have made such a
wonderful friend as Zeke Caldwell, since Zeke was White and Ping
was Chinese. He knew that many white men frowned upon having
such mixed friendships-but theirs was a delightful exception.
Just last week Zeke had told Ping that if all his diggings were
successful, then he'd let Ping come up himself and give the mining
a try. It was true that most of Ping's family and friends were only
allowed to mine on Sundays, and were limited to used claims.
Therefore, once again, again, Ping smiled deep inside because he
knew he was a very lucky Chinese.
Ping's pigtail swung rythmically behind him as he trodded
steadily forward. Soon he would reach the fork in the road that
would lead to Zeke's cabin. Anxiously, he quickened his pace that
was the common jaunt for his people.
The trees and hills around him began to grow dense. Zeke loved
the great outdoors and liked living back in the hills. He didn't
associate much with all the other miners of the area. Ping liked
that about Zeke. Maybe that was one reason they got along so
well.
Ping looked ahead and saw a thin trail of smoke rising from
what he knew was Zeke's very own miner's shack. He could also
hear a steady thump, thump, thump, the sound of Zeke's axe
preparing the week's fuel.
"Howdy there, Ping!" Zeke shouted as he saw him approaching.
"You all ready to try your luck with the Mother Lode?"
"I sure am," Ping chuckled, "I can't wait to get my hands
on her!"
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"Well then, I'll drop my axe, and we'll get started!"
As they were heading up the back way to Zeke's small claim,
they were both startled by the sound of rowdy men's voices, and
the frustrating growls, screams, and sighs of a furious Grizzly bear.
Ping had never heard such noises and wanted to investigate immediately! Before Zeke could get a word in edgewise, Ping was off
in the opposite direction, heading straight for the sounds of the
ruckus. Instinctively, Zeke followed him because he was aware of
the great possibility of danger! There was nothing more feared in
the Mother Lode than a riled Grizzly, and Zeke knew for a fact
that even four men alone could not compete with the super
strength of the grizzly.
However, Ping was not aware of danger and his curiosity had
gotten the best of him and before he realized what had happened,
he suddenly found himself in a small clearing right in the middle
of three horses, and four drunken men .
Coming suddenly to his senses, he found a small stump behind
which he quickly took refuge. He saw only a fine Grizzly trapped
by four ropes around his leg. Saliva was frothing from his mouth
as he struggled to get free. The four men appeared to be in
control, however, the condition of the three horses only heightened
the tenseness of the conflict.
Ping turned away only a second to see Zeke approaching his new
found hideaway.
"Are you all right, Ping?" he panted caringly.
"Luckingly, I am so," Ping said reassuringly, directing Zeke's
attention to the continuing struggle. "Can't we do someting to save
the bear, Zeke?"
''I'm afraid, Ping these men are only a small part of the pleasure
starved miners who find their fun by capturing such Grizzlies, and
bringing them to town to fight with the bulls of Spanish stock. There
are probably one hundred to two thousand men awaiting this
bear's arrival, and against just the two of us, Ping, that seems a
slight bit impossible. Besides we come up here to look for gold, not
rescue Grizzlies!"
"I know, Zeke, but lookl - they have got him down now, he will
never get away! And watch now! They are dragging him this
way!"
So caught up in the excitement of their find, the men did not
even notice Zeke and Ping crouched down along the pathway. As
they rode by, Ping tenderly reached out his hand and stroked the
bear. He stared into the bear's half shut eyes and smiled. Zeke
frantically yanked Ping back away from the reach of his vicious
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claw. But no vengeful attack effort was made by the bear. Zeke
was amazed.
Suddenly the "gold fever" that Ping had felt so strongly earlier
this morning was gone. He looked down at his hand and saw the
dirt, sweat, and hair, the bear had left behind. He could smell the
pungent odor of those keepsakes. Ping's only thought and desire
now was to follow those men with the bear.
Zeke was not particularly in favor of the idea of returning to
town, but he knew Ping would go no matter what; so, Zeke
decided to come along in case the rowdy miners should get some
crazy idea of fighting the bulls with a stray Chinese. Zeke tried to
prepare Ping for the scene that was to take place, but it was no
use. Ping would have to see it for himself.
Before an audience of about three hundred men, Ping next saw
the bear waiting in the center of a make-shift arena of boxes,
barrels, and brush. The bear paced within the circle at the end of a
ten foot chain attached to one hind leg and an iron ring in the
center of the circle. Within seconds his waiting pace was
interrupted by the rattle of a latch. The doors of the stable swung
open and two bulls charged out. The first made no attempt to
attack the bear. Stopping at the runway entrance to the arena, he
surveyed the men pressing against the barricade. His hide
quivered. He sniffed the air, but otherwise, stood motionless.
The men in the audience were disappointed so they began to
jeer the bull, and throw insults at the bear. They wanted entertainment and they would get it, one way or another.
Before Ping realized what was happening, he heard the second
bull bellow, and make a lunge for the bear. The bear made ready
for him. He curled himself into a ball, and the furious bull rushed
over him, missing his stroke. At the same moment the bear sprang
up sinking his teeth into the hull's flesh.
This sent the bull into a greater rage.
Cheers from the onlookers for the bear- Ping stood, mouth
open, speechless.
Snorting and trembling the bull tried to shake the bear loose,
and with one blow of his hooves, the bull kicked the bear soundly!
More cheers from the crowd!
Once again the enraged bull lifted the bear over his head and
flung him backwards. The bear thundered to the ground!
This angered the bear so much, that his next blow to the bull
went clear to the bone of his leg and caused him to be lame.
In one last effort to shake the bear loose, the bull succeeded in
goring one side of the bear!
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At that the bull fled back to the entrance and away, but
somehow in the struggle, the iron ring had become dislodged from
the ground- and to Ping's and the others' amazement- they saw
that the bear was loose, heading straight for the crowd. He was
headed straight for the place where Ping and Zeke were standing!
Zeke grabbed Ping's arm to pull him out of the way, but Ping's
feet got tangled and he fell head first to the ground. Those around,
other than Zeke, seeing him fall knew he was only a Chinese, and
so continued to run for their own safety. Cut on the forehead by a
rock, Ping struggled to bring himself on all fours, regain his
balance, in order to flee once more.
But as he did, he found himself soon to be face to face on all
fours with the Grizzly. Ping was so frightened that he was unable
to move! He tried to bring his head forward to protect his face but
the pain in his head caused him to throw his neck backwards.
A few feet away, Zeke was torn as to what to dol Just how
much was Ping's friendship worth? After all, he was only Chinese.
And yet, he was a friend! So Zeke decided to go back- but only to
find he was a second too late, the bear was already there.
To Zeke's utter amazement, Ping once again smiled at the bear
and held his hand to his nose so he could smell his own scent.
Miraculously, the bear growled frustratingly but graciously turned
the other way, leaving Ping to live with his own wound. Ping
stared as the bear raced in the direction of the hills, and he hoped
that the bear would live to heal his own wound also.
Zeke ran to Ping's side and held his head which now was
bleeding freely. Ping felt only slight pain. He walked bravely back
to Zeke's shack.
After a few days rest and good friendly care, Ping decided to
walk back down the trail to his home. Zeke told him that the next
time he came up the only ailment to the head he wanted to see was
"gold fever!"
This made Ping smile.and as he walked back home, pigtail
swinging rythmically, he realized what a lucky man he really was.

NOTE - This is a reprint from Folk and other Tales from the Mother Lode,
edited by Dewey W. Chambers.
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Tea, Crumpets, and
San Jacinto Gold:
The Short-Lived Town of Kenworthy, California, 1897-1900
JoHN

R.

BRuMGARDT

Mention of gold-mining towns in California evokes images ranging from such famous locations as Placerville, Auburn, Bodie, and
Nevada City, to less prominent but more colorfully-named communities like Volcano, Rough-and-Ready, Fiddletown, and Jackass
Hill. Rich strikes, ill-fated boom towns, lawlessness, vigilante
justice, metropolis, and ghost town were all integral to the epic of
the California mining frontier, which stretched in time from 1849
to the early twentieth century and comprised one of the most
dynamic elements of western history. Scholars have paid lengthy
and detailed attention to the gold-hope phenomenon and the
settlements, permanent or temporary, it generated. 1 But despite
the thoroughness with which this subject has been studied, one
town has been almost entirely overlooked. This is Kenworthy, a
gold camp in the San Jacinto Mountains of Riverside County,
California, about ten miles south of present-day Idyllwild, which
functioned between 1897 and 1900. Because it has physically
disappeared, was economically insignificant, and because details
concerning its career are difficult to obtain, it has been largely
forgotten and become in fact a "ghost" town. However, enough
scattered evidence remains to demonstrate that Kenworthy was a
vital facet of the gold rush era, that in its genesis and composition
it both reflected and contradicted basic tendencies of that period,
and that its career provides valuable perspective upon the gold
fascination of the late nineteenth century. 2
Kenworthy had much in common with other towns produced by
the search for yellow wealth, yet in this regard it also represented a
transition from a single to a multi-purpose settlement and was thus
in many instances unique. Like Mokelumne Hill, its population
was racially diverse, containing Blacks and Mexicans as well as
Anglos. Like many other places, it had corporation backing,
foreign investment, and a host of hopeful miners whose transient
tent habitations marked their temporary stay. But where, for
example, Auburn and Bodie had gambling, prostitution, violence,
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Kenworthy -

C. W. Lockwood General Merchandise Store.

(John R. Brumgardt - From the Lela Lockwood Noble Collection)

and outlaws like Reelfoot Williams and "Rattlesnake Dick" Barter,
Kenworthy was socially sedate and basically free from claim
jumping, shady entertainment, and spectacular crime. 3 The
individualistic thrust and adult focus of most camps was countered
in the mountain community by the presence of children and a significant family influence. Levelling, democratic tendencies were
subdued within a patriarchal structure; corporate ownership preempted all but a few local claims; and the single activity of mining
was complemented by some lumber production and, more
important, initial anticipation that Kenworthy might become in
part a resort community to accomodate the health seekers and
recreation buffs who were beginning to flock to the San Jacintos.
So the town was in several respects both characteristic and
anamolous with regard to the era of which it was a product, as
well as reflective of growing interest in a newer industry- recreation- for which Southern California was then becoming noted.
Mining on a small scale developed throughout the San Jacinto
Mountains during the early 1890's, but by 1896 particular interest
had become centered on claims in the Tahquitz Mining District,
especially that area south of Strawberry Valley (now Idyllwild).
On May 13, 1897, the San Jacinto Register described the "gold
excitement" which was growing and announced that the Corona
Mining and Milling Company (CMMC), headed by Lewis Hansen,
Stearn Coffin, and Harold Kenworthy, was making "big preparations for some extensive work on their mines." Ore from these
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diggings, said the newspaper, averaged an assay of twelve dollars
per ton, and would "be a bonanza to its owners" at only half that
amount. "An electric cyanide plant," it announced later, "with a
capacity of [processing] 100 tons of ore per day, is being put in."
Cyanide reduction was then the most efficient means of extracting
gold from ore- far more rewarding than the stamp mill process,
which would also be used- and had only recently to come into
general use. The Kenworthy operation would thus be a modern one.
The company intended to spend $45,000 on improvements, had
twenty-two men at work in developing the mines, and, predicted
the Register, "it will not be long before this section of the country
will be turning out the precious metal at a rapid rate and with big
returns." 4
Gold, however, was not the sole concern of the CMMC. Among
the planned improvements was a piping system to bring "the finest
water in the world" to the area for those who came to refresh
themselves. The San Jacinto Mountains were becoming a
prominent recreation area for Southern California, and the company, seeking to capitalize on this market, wanted to make the
place attractive to "invalids and the worn out business man" and
provide a retreat where such persons could "sniff the balsam of the
pine and fir and the ozone of the mountains." A large hotel and
about a dozen small cottages were in process, and plans included
establishment of a daily stage line between Kenworthy and San
Jacinto and "a number of excursions from Los Angeles and intermediate points." All lumber for the structures there was prepared
in the company mill, and construction materials were therefore
readily available. In sum, declared the Register, the entire enterprise looked promising- "As a mountain resort there will be none
better." 5
Optimism concerning the success of these operations was
strengthened by that regarding the entire Tahquitz district. Mines
owned by E. B. Oakley, J. C. Vertrees, Ira L. Harmon, and
Eugene Harmon were reportedly unearthing rich ore, the "old
Hemet Belle" was active, veteran prospector Menifee Wilson was
"willing to pin his future" on the mines run by the Helvetia Cooperative Mining Company, and the Ora Vista Mining Company,
owner of the "Tip Top" and other claims, was said to be
flourishing. 6 Clearly, great things were expected of the area, and
the "Gold Excitement" which was continually spoken of in local
journals, as well as attendant anticipations, drew many who
sought to increase their fortune .
Among those attracted by hopes of adventuresome wealth was
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Kenworthy - Stamp Mill and Assay Office [small bldg. to jar left]
{John R. Brumgardt- From the Lela Lockwood Noble Collection)

Harold Kenworthy, whose name soon became attached to the
operation about which the Register repeatedly spoke. Kenworthy
seems to have become interested in Tahquitz mining property
sometime in early 1897, and appears to have made his first
purchase on March 13, when he secured a one-twelfth interest in
the CMMC from Lewis Hansen for $10,000 . 7 Originally from
London, England, with a reported annual income of $60,000,
Kenworthy was typical of many English speculators who
invested- sometimes rashly- in American enterprises . Although
some succeeded, many failed in activities ranging from mining to
land investment. One historian has noted that "England seemed to
produce an especially gullible type of mine investor who was eager
to squander his money recklessly on mines in the Southwest," and
an observer in 1881 declared that "Of all the large class of idiotic
capitalists, the Britisher shows the least symptom of intelligence." 8
Kenworthy was hardly idiotic, but he was free with his money and
seems to have entered the San Jacinto enterprise with a minimum
of caution . This was a personal fault, however, rather than an
English one, for he had previously lived in San Gabriel and
Alhambra, and had ample opportunity to examine the situation.
But perhaps his thoughts on the matter coincided with those of one
commentator who remarked that, with his sizable bankroll,
Kenworthy could "afford to spend a few thousand in the development of these rich ledges and we feel confident that he and his
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associates will reap a rich reward. The prospects are that the
Tahquitz Mining District will be one of the most prosperous in the
state." 9
Kenworthy expanded his interests in mining property throughout
1897, apparently spending large sums, although the records that
remain contain inadequate information concerning the transactions in which he was involved. The mines in which he was
interested included the "Little German," "Little Lillie," "Lucky
Boy," "Little Carl," "Golden Belle," "C.C.," and "Lilly Quartz,"
along with the "Adventure" and "Minnehaha" placer claims- none
of which ever produced significantly. There is also evidence that
he had intentions of acquiring the spacious Thomas Ranch, located
nearby. 10 His influence, in any case, rapidly became predominant,
and the settlement which grew up near these properties bore his
name .
The lure of gold attracted those with small means as well as
large, and it was with hopes of striking a rich claim that Charles
W. Lockwood commenced his brief mining career in early 1896.
Originally from New York and Iowa, Lockwood came in 1885 to
San Jacinto, where his parents, Thomas B. and Lorinda Fay,
owned the Lockwood Hotel, and later went to the mountains. He
hoped, in addition to metal wealth, to improve his weak health .
Throughout 1896 his letters, signed from the "mines," "Hemet
Mines," or "Tahquitz Mining Camp," reported his physical
improvement and the high hopes which prevailed concerning the
area's potential productivity. Lockwood filed two small claims, but
did nothing with either and worked mainly for the CMMC. On
March 21, 1897, shortly after the English speculator had
purchased mining shares from Hansen, Lockwood for the first time
noted his location as "Kenworthy ." During that month, he moved
his wife, Emma, and their daughter, Lela, to the mountains, lived
in a large tent , and obtained financing from his now-widowed
mother for construction of a general merchandise store. He had
had little luck at mining, and decided that mercantile activity
would be more profitable. He dealt primarily in staple items, such
as grain, coffee, and bacon, which arrived each week in a twohorse wagon from San Jacinto, and also sold baskets traded to him
by local Indians. His mother was not merely a benevolent parent
in this undertaking. By January 1898 she had acquired, through
purchase from former shareholders, a five-twelfth interest in the
CMMC. Company property at that time included an assay office,
stamp mill, sawmill, and the two-story Corona Hotel where many
of the local inhabitants roomed or boarded . Since the Alien Land
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Law of 1887 forbade foreigners to own more than twenty percent
of the stock of any American mining company, it may be that the
Lockwoods were serving as "fronts" for an actual Kenworthy
investment. No records exist, however, to confirm or deny this. In
any case, at least on the surface, the Lockwoods showed
substantial holdings in the enterprise, and they and Kenworthy
appear to have been the two chief owners of the venture. 11
Despite the well publicized preparations for settlement, the
population of Kenworthy, even during its most active period, was
never permanent or large, although exact figures appear to be nonexistent. The Twelfth Census of the United States, in 1900, is the
only extant source which might give some indication of the
number of inhabitants, but by that year the town was in decline
and the census does not reflect its population. Even if it did, this
would only give us statistics concerning the settlement's latter days.
But Kenworthy never attracted many visitors as a resort, for the
area now known as Idyllwild was the mountain center for such
activity. And mining never proved profitable, as early prognostications had suggested it would. In any case, the community never
seems to have been more than initial in nature. From the
Lockwood store, aside from the hotel, only a few buildings, tent
houses, and small cabins- many of them simply "little-lean-tothings" -could be seen, and existing photographs show a relatively
sparse landscape. Sufficient numbers did exist for a post office to
b~ established in 1897, at the Lockwood store, with Lockwood as
postmaster. And there were some permanent families, who had
lived there before 1896, including those of Frank Wellman and
Manuel and Dolores Arnaiz. But most of the inhabitants remain
historically anonymous, and were as temporary as the town in
which they lived. The entire situation was largely a transient
phenomenon . 12
Because of the presence of children, there and in nearby areas,
"Kenworthy School" was established in 1899 and Charles Lockwood was appointed School Trustee by County Superintendent
Edward Hyatt. Only three teachers presided for brief periods at
this small school, but that it did exist was interesting for a gold
camp situation. On May 28, 1900, Hyatt informed Lockwood that
the school would receive $400 to handle expenses during the
year-i~cluding the instructor's salary of $300- and that "You
must keep school at least 6 .months during the year." In his
judgment, "$25 would buy all the books paper pencils chalk
&c &c &c for the year probably." And, since there were less than a
dozen pupils, he was undoubtedly correct. 13
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It was common for those seeking to sell particular claims to describe their property as far more valuable than it was, and it may
be that Kenworthy, like many another Englishman, was beguiled
by such advertisements. In the vicinity of the Kenworthy settlement lived the R . W . Chilson family, including the brothers
Earner, Henry, and Dick. The Chilsons had their own stamp mill,
which serviced ore from the "Hemet Belle," and had financial
dealings with the wealthy Britisher. Tales of "salted mines" and
swindles spice legends regarding these activities, though none
appear to be based on sources other than rumor and suspicion.
From R. W. Chilson Kenworthy arranged purchase of the "Little
German," "C.C.," and possibly other mines, and he may have
paid Earner for information concerning other claims. Since existing
records are incomplete, and since those involved in the transactions
are long dead, one can only speculate upon what occurred. Available evidence, however, and the testimony of those who still have
some recollection of that period, suggests that Harold Kenworthy's
eventual financial failure in the mining enterprise may well have
been assisted by his apparently eager readiness to believe the
glowing phrases of those who had claims to sell . 14
His fate still in the future, Kenworthy was seemingly optimistic
about his opportunities for success throughout 1897-1899. He
intended to settle permanently in the mountain town; for, with his
wife, Clara, their servants, and a fine string of thoroughbred
horses, he moved to the location and settled in a roomy house
constructed entirely from redwood which he had made special
arrangements to have transported there. The Kenworthys were
not frugal or aloof. Indeed, they seemed to have been friendly and
generous people, sharing much of what they had with the local
citizens. Clara, for example, often sent gifts of fruit to the Arnaiz
family, took a special liking to young Clara Arnaiz, and paid her
brother Eugene fifty cents a day to haul sawdust from the sawmill
to the stables. On weekends, Kenworthy held special entertainments. He used his horses for races and on occasion tied money to
a steer's horns and turned the animal loose in a corral for those
brave enough to try their luck. Greased pig contests were frequent;
"saca el galla" - with horsemen attempting to grasp the head of a
chicken buried in the ground- was popular; and the "fox hunt"where a single rider, or "fox," would ride ahead of the "hunters,"
dropping bits of paper to mark his trail - was also a favorite. 15 So
the leading family of the mining community was popular with the
other citizens. Having no children, they turned their attention to
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public activity and were neither haughty nor condescending. They
might be wealthy, but they were also personable.
The Kenworthys lived in a style that was sumptuous for the
area. Clara retained a cook, maid, and table boy, and carefully
decorated the interior of her house. One inhabitant remembers
that the walls were "completely lined with Chinese matting"
covered with "beautiful designs," and that, compared to other
homes there, "it looked like walking into heaven ." In one room,
pegs in the wall supported a selection of saddles and bridles "decorated with lovely silver" trappings. The Kenworthys were both
ardent horsemen, and could often be seen riding through the hills
on their blooded steeds. Their lifestyle modified that of the entire
camp and made it a far different place from the raucous, boisterous boom town which so typified the mining frontier. 16
The gentle community of Kenworthy might have developed into
a genteel town had initial expectations succeeded. But plans for a
resort never burgeoned and the mines which were touted so highly
in the beginning never proved profitable. Within a fairly short
time, it became apparent that hopes of fortune there were ephemereal, and the population began to decline. Kenworthy probably
departed in 1899, having spent and lost "a fortune" in his efforts.
Upon leaving, he entrusted control of all property to Charles Lockwood, including buildings, furnishings, and machinery. The
Englishman never returned , but eventually liquidated his entire
claim to the area by ceding his holdings to Lockwood. The
postmaster sold the wood from the buildings to resort interests in
Strawberry Valley, disposed of other assorted assets, and hence
recouped at least some of the family's investment. 17 Some
inhabitants, like the Arnaizes, who had lived there previously,
remained, but the majority, like the Lockwoods, went elsewhere.
Although the area retained its name, Kenworthy, as a gold camp,
came to an end . Its population gone, its structures dismantled, its
hopes of wealth now no more than a vanished gilded glimmer, it
soon became mainly a memory.
Thus ended the experience of Kenworthy, a singular community
which, generated late in the period of gold-hope adventure, failed
in its dual-faceted endeavor concerning recreation and mining.
Reflecting the spirit and anticipation of the fading gold-rush era,
as well as the new recreational flavor of Southern California, it
was generated primarily through the investments of an Englishman
whose failure was similar to that of many another foreign
speculator in the American southwest. In all, it was an integral
element of the California fortune-search phenomenon, yet rep-
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resentative at the same time of the initial stages of a new service
industry centered about the search for health . As such, it should be
considered in conjunction with its more famous gold-town counterparts and retrieved from the forgotten state in which it has existed.
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Mining Techniques in the
California Goldfields
During the 1850's
RosLYN BRERETON

Perhaps the most-quoted piece of Shakespeare on the California
goldfields was
There is a tide in the affairs of men,
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;
Julius Caesar, Act IV, sc. 3

It was a pity that those who quoted always forgot to complete the
quotation.
Omitted, all the voyages of their life
Is bound in shallows and in miseries .

For too many men, the latter was true. This study of mining techniques is really an account of the activities of men who attempted
to make sure that fortune would be theirs . And for many, the
adjustment they made in their mining methods did ensure success;
but even with those who did succeed, there were hundreds who
failed trying.
Men did not reject the ancient simple techniques; although there
was much speculation in fancy foreign machinery in the early
fifties. Most of these proved useless; and the old Spanish techniques
proved both fairly efficient and cheap, and were easily adapted to
use in various ways. But the modification and invention that
stemmed from the adaptation of techniques to the California
scene, is an important chapter in the history of the ingenuity and
resourcefulness of man .
PLACER MINING
The population then there (exclusive of Indians) consisted of about three hundred
... the happiest set of men on earth. The gulches and ravines were opened about
two feet wide and one foot in depth along their centres, and the gold picked out
from amongst the dirt with a knife. . . . The first scales for weighing gold were
made by taking a piece of pinewood for the beam, pieces of sardine boxes for the
scales, and silver dollars for weights. 1
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PLACER

)JINING.

James Carson's description of Placerville in May 1848 has a painful
charm; charming because it was what men rushed to California to
experience, and painful because there actually was a moment like
that in California, but most men arrived too late to enjoy it.
Indeed, it was their very arrival in such numbers that chased the
dream-world away forever.
The story, then, of California mining techniques, is of the
elaboration of simple methods. Most of the basic techniques to be
found in California placer mining had been described by the
German scholar "Agricola" in 1550 in his treatise De Re Metallica,
and had been in use by most ancient civilizations. 2 They were in
use in European gold mines, and had been brought to the New
World by the Spanish. They were the same techniques in use in
Georgia and North Carolina where small gold deposits had been
worked for years. No matter how elaborate mining techniques
became in California some of the most ancient and basic mining
methods were incorporated in nearly every mining process as long
as gold mining lasted.
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One of the first men in Coloma who had mining knowledge was
one Humphrey, who had worked in the Georgian mines. He was
on the spot at the time of the first discovery of gold. He was joined
by a Frenchman, Baptiste, with mining experience from Mexico.
From then on, Georgians, Cornish and Saxon miners were in great
demand for their knowledge and experience. But mmmg
techniques were disseminated most widely by Mexican and other
Spanish-speaking men from the great mines of the Spanish colonies
to the south. Although many Americans despised them, they were
willing to learn from them. 3
Panning. The pan was the first piece of mining "equipment" to
appear on the goldfields. Any dish could be used; white-miners
preferred the tin pan about ten inches across at the bottom, with
four-inch sides that sloped gently outwards. Mexicans preferred the
wooden saucer-shaped batea. Dirt and water were mixed in the
pan by a swirling movement strong enough to wash the earth over
the sides of the pan, leaving the heavy particles of gold on the
bottom. In 1848, any type of dish could be used, of course.
Panning was both tricky and tedious, and only paid in very rich
soil. But a pan was a basic part of any prospector's equipment, so
that its usefullness did not cease when more efficient large-scale
methods were introduced .
The Rocker or Cradle also made its appearance in 1848; it was
very easy to make from the limited materials the early miners had
at their disposal. Its purpose was to save time, for it was quicker
than the pan because it held more earth and water. I shall quote
Buffum's description of it in full, because the basic principal is
used over and over again in more elaborate techniques.
It consisted of nothing more than a wooden box or hollowed log, two sides and one
end of which are closed while the other end is left open. At the end which is closed
and called the "mouth" of the machine, a sieve usually made of a plate of sheet
iron, or a piece of raw hide, perforated with holes about half an inch in diameter,
is rested upon the sides . A number of "bars" or "rifflers," (sic) which are little pieces
of board from one to two inches in height, are nailed to the bottom, and extend
laterally across it. Of these, there are three of four in the machine, and one at the
"tail'' as it is called, i.e. the end where the dirt is washed out. This, with a pair of
rockers like those of a child's cradle, and a handle to rock it with, completed the
description of the machine, which being placed with the rockers on two logs, and
the "mouth" elevated at a slight angle above the tail, is ready for operation .
. . . The earth, thrown upon the sieve, is washed through with . . . water, while
the stones and gravel are retained and thrown off. The continued motion of the
machine, and the constant stream of water pouring through it, washes the earth
over the various bars or rifflers to the "tail" where it runs out, while the gold,
being of greater specific gravity, sinks to the bottom, and is prevented from
escaping by the rifflers. When a certain amount of earth has been thus washed
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(usually about sixty pans full are called a "washing"), the gold, mixed with a
heavy black sand . . . is taken out and washed in a tin pan, until nearly all the
sand is washed away . It is then put into a cup or pan, and when the day's labour
is over is dried before the fire, and the sand remaining carefully blown out. 4

The cradle was supplanted by more efficient methods in the early
fifties, but continued to be used in areas where water was short.
Winnowing, or separating gold from sand by blowing (as
mentioned above) was used in areas without water, largely by
Mexican miners whose lungs were apparently better able to stand
it. But it was a very primitive method and was never widely used. 5
Amalgamation with Mercury to extract the gold from the very
fine sands is a process older than the Pharaohs. The technique was
perfected in Mexico by Pedro Fernandez de Velasco in 1566, and
its adoption in California was made possible by the discovery of
large deposits, from which mercury or quicksilver is extracted, at
New Almaden near San Jose in 1824. Mercury was poured in
behind the riffles, the gold amalgamated with it, then the whole
was retorted, the mercury vaporised, and the gold was left. 6 This
process was being used at the end of 1849. 7
River-bed Mining by the temporary diversion of rivers during the
dry season, was begun in July 1849. Men would form a temporary
association or Company, and set about the chancy business of
attempting to dam or divert a river, and work out the exposed bed
before the rains came in November-December, and swept the
construction away. There was an early boom in river-bed mining
in 1849-50; but so many companies were ruined, that the
technique did not become popular again until the mid fifties .
There was no real way of testing the richness of the bed before the
operation began, and of course no way of ensuring that the
weather would oblige. Then too, many, many small companies
would work on the one river, but no one thought of combining the
companies together to work on one big dam, perhaps a permanent
one. By 1852, it was discovered that it was cheaper to build flumes
- wooden aqueducts- than to dam, even though wood was
expensive. By 1854, fluming was universally preferred. Where
possible, the preference was to build a "Wing dam," which was a
compromise between a dam and a flume system . Paul says:
This was a dam that was shaped like an "L." It extended from the shore out to the
middle of the stream, and at that point it was turned at right angles and built
down stream, thus leaving bare one-half of the river bed .8

River mining was at its peak in 1855 and 1856, and then fell away
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rapidly. By 1863, Chinese had all the claims on the American
River, "the original home of river mining." 9 But throughout its
history, river mining was a lottery, with sharp extremes of success
and failure.
The Long Tom, the child of the cradle, was to prove one of the
most valuable machines on the gold fields. It was stationary, and
longer than the cradle. From this description by Shufelt, its
parentage is quite evident .
. . . I like the tom best of any thing that I have seen. It is a box or trough about 8
or 9 feet long, some 18 in . wide and from 5 to 6 in high, with an iron sieve in one
end punched with 1/2 in holes. Underneath there is placed a ripple or box with two
ripples across it . The tom is then placed in an oblique position, the water is
brought on by means of a hose . The dirt, stone, clay and all is then thrown in and
stirred with a shovel until the water runs clear, the gold and finer gravel goes
through the sieve and falls in the under box and lodges above the ripples. Three
men can wash all day without taking this out as the water washes the loose gold
over and all the gold settles to the bottom. One man will wash as fast as two can
pick and shovel it in, or as fast as three rockers or cradles. 10

This last sentence is sufficient to explain the popularity of the Tom;
and it will be noted that as gold yields per man fall away from the
early high sums of '48 and '49, so the necessity of getting greater
yields faster impels the creation of faster more efficient machines.
Invention keeps pace with necessity; or perhaps one should say
modification, for outright invention finds a small place on the
California goldfields.
The Sluice Box seems to have been a further modification of the
Long Tom in California, for they both appear in the winter of
1849-50. The sluice was an open wooden trough twelve or fourteen
feet long- a type of elongated Tom with riffle bars or perforated
false bottoms- and was usually used not singly, but in a string,
with the lower end of one fitted into the upper end of the next one.
Mercury was used as described in footnote 6. In places where there
was plenty of water, its value was obvious: a perpetual stream of
water could be directed through the sluices, the number of which
was determined by the number of men available to keep them
filled with dirt . They did not need to be cleaned out very frequently either, perhaps once a month . Paul states that the sluice
was known in ancient times too but seems to have been rediscovered in California . 11
Ditching and Fluming were originally begun by associations of
miners who wanted steady and large supplies of water to operate
their toms or sluices. Eventually, they were undertaken by nonminers or ex-miners, as separate speculations, for water was
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obviously money. The water from such ditches was sold for
varying amounts per day. Water was probably the greatest single
problem for the miner. ". . . I wish to return to Chili Camp and
get some sleep this afternoon," said Edmund Booth in a letter to
his wife, 15 February 1852,
in order to work all night. Our water, which is brought by means of a race from
Sullivan's Gulch several miles, is very irregular. We have a better chance of it
during the night than day, because the hundreds of miners along the race all want
it during the day and hence we at the tail end of the race must get what comes .
. . . We do not always have it even at night and it causes much loss of time and
also vexation. In a week or so I intend to go to Yankee Hill up Wood's Creek above
Sonora where I have a claim. By that time a race will be ready to bring water
from a small creek - and in two weeks after, the "Big Ditch" to bring water from
the Stanislaus River is expected to be finished. It was commenced last June and has
12
cost over a hundred thousand dollars so far . . . .

Those who did speculate in ditching and fluming turned out to
have backed the right horse; in the later '50s investment in water
was a goldmine itself when hydraulicking was at its height. Paul
sums it up thus:
The truth was that the ditch companies had thrust forward their water systems so
rapidly that in 1857 there were 4,405 miles of canals, ditches and flumes,
constructed at a cost of $11,890,800, and in 1859 there were 5,726 miles built by
the expenditure of $13,575,400. At the latter date there were also one thousand
miles of small branch lines connecting with the main ditches. Furthermore, the
size of the largest individual projects during the later years was such as to dwarf
the corresponding enterprises of 1852 and 1853. 13

QUARTZ MINING

Quartz mining was the fly in the ointment in California mining
techniques throughout the fifties. To extract gold locked tightly
inside the hardest of rocks was the problem that baffled and fascinated thousands of men. A glance at the Nevada Journal in 1851
reveals an editorial at least once a month, and hardly an issue
passes without some comment of the progress of quartz mining.
Men were attempting to extract gold from quartz as early as the
summer of 1849 in Mariposa. They had discovered what became
known as the "Mother Lode," a term which came to be applied to
the whole Sierra mining region, but strictly speaking, applied
actually to a vein of quartz gold which ran from Mariposa right
into the northern mining counties. Another major vein, the "East
Belt" was found to exist beside the "Mother Lode" stretching from
Mariposa to Amador County. This belt was richest in Sonora
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where it was worked from 1858 to 1865; the Mother Lode was
actually richest in Amador County, but most gold was won from it
in Nevada County, which as early as 1851 was proclaiming itself
as the quartz mining county. It was here that much of the technique for working this gold was formulated. 14
The problems of quartz mining were attacked eagerly in the
early fifties by men "whose optimism was the greater because their
knowledge was so slight." 15 Because the operators required capital,
men from the East and Europe saw here the opportunity of
cashing in on the gold rush speculation. It shows the extent and
irrationality of "gold fever" to find that at the beginning of 1853,
at least twenty Anglo-Californian quartz companies were being
'floated' in London alone with an alleged total capital of
$10,000,000. 16
The Nevada Journal for 22 October 1851 published the
following table of quartz mills "in the vicinity" of Nevada City:
In Operation
Stamps
Gold Hill Co .
Judge Walsh
Collins & Co .
Hagan & Co.
Weight - Co .
Gold Tunnel
Lloyd & Co.
English & Co.

Weight
18
10
12
5
12
12

(lbs.)
500
600
600
600
220
220

Chilean process
In Process of Erection

St. Louis Co .
Dr. Musson for Wyoming Co.
Ural Co.
Kentucky Co .
Central Co.
Wasson & Co.
Empire Co .
Col. Done
Whitesides & Co.
Stevenson & Co.
Van Ernon & Co .
Tehama Co.
American Co.
Kelly & Co.
Bunker Hill Co.
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10
50
18
24
24
12

550
800
600

12
10

600
600

550

20
550
10
600
24
500
Rogers' Patent

Rogers & Co.
Dulaven & Co.

Rogers' Patent
Chilean Process

This will give a small idea of the extent of speculation in quartz
mining.
The bubble burst in 1852 and 1853, but had been heralded by
spectacular failures in 1850 and 1851. This was largely because
men based their hopes on fancy and expensive imported
machinery, all of which proved useless; and little was known
about quartz mining anyway. After these failures, those who kept
on did so on a modest scale, learning the hard way how to trace
the vein, sink a shaft, break loose the ore, hoist it to the surface,
crush it, and extract the gold. 17
Dropping the shaft proved not too difficult, because no great
depth was necessary; after eight years of mining, 300 feet was the
maximun depth reached . (Compare this with fifty mines over
2,000' in Bendigo in the late fifties. 18) The real problems came
with attempts to break up the rock. Here most men used a
combination of old methods, both European and Spanish. For the
first breaking, the European Stamp Mill was used;
The "stamps" were heavy iron heads mounted on vertical "stems" that rose and fell
in response to the turning of a horizontal shaft to which the stems were geared.

Invented on the Cosumnes River, the California Stamp, hailed as
California's greatest contribution to mining, was a revolutionary
modification of the European stamp; it meant simply that the
stamps were made round instead of square, and were allowed to
rotate freely, instead of being held in place. In many other small
but important ways, stamp milling was vastly improved. 20
However, the improvement of the stamp mill did not mean the
end of processing problems: for with all its extra efficiency, the
stamp still did not grind up the rock fine enough to extract the
optimum amount of gold. A solution was provided with the
ancient Spanish arrastre or arrastra.
The device consisted of a circular floor of greenstone lava .... A low stone coping,
pierced by an outlet scupper or drain, surrounding it . In the center was set a substantial stone pivot, or a heavy verticle pole braced by supporting timbers. To one
or two horizontal poles fastened to the pivot were loosely attached pairs or even
quads of drag-stones .... The outer end of one pole was attached to the single tree
of a horse or mule standing outside the coping.
The arrastra was shallowly filled with dressed ore, an animal harnessed to the
pole, and a trickle of water added to the ore. As the animal walked in a circle
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about the arrastra, the drag-stones ground and pulverized the ore. The pulp
trickled out through a screen in the drain. 21

Often mercury was added to the arrastra itself to speed up the gold
extraction. The pulp trickling out could be run straight into the
sluice box for final extraction. The Chili Mill, worked on the same
principal as the arrastra, but a heavy stone wheel was substituted
for the drag stones.
Thus the combination of European and Spanish methods
provided the solution to the quartz mining problem. And it was a
much cheaper solution than the original speculation in the early
fifties cost: in 1856, a mill cost only $6,000 to $10,000 to set up,
while earlier speculations cost from $50,000 to $100,000.
One final difficulty remained; much gold was chemically locked
inside "sulphrets" (metallic sulphides). Pulverization did nothing in
this case. Fortunately a chemical process had been invented in
England and Germany in 1848, in which the sulphurets were
heated, chlorinated to form soluble chloride, and when the whole
was precipitated, the gold separated from the sulphides. The first
chlorination plant was built in 1858 by German-trained men, but
the process was not perfected until after 1860. 22
From 1855 to 1860 then quartz mining once more dominated
the mining scene in California. Paul lists the number of mills in the
state as follows:
1854 39 mills
1855 32 mills
1856 59 mills
1857 138 or 158 (data clashes)
Nov 1858 279 mills and 519 arrastras
(310 Adjuncts to stamp mills)
1861 300 estimated. 23
This type of gold mining, however, attracted interest far out of
proportion for the number of men involved in it, or for the amount
of gold won. This was basically bacause it was thought that quartz
mining was exploiting the actual mother source of gold, and thus
must be an extremely profitable business. Paul states that less than
one twentieth of the state's miners were involved in quartz mining
in 1856, and less than one tenth in 1857. And Paul quotes one state
statistician who estimated that in the latter part of the fifties when
quartz mining was at its height, 99% of the state's gold still came
from placer mining. 24
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DEEP GRAVEL MINING
"Deep gravels" are those laid down by ancient rivers, and deeply
buried since geologic activity caused the rivers in the Sierras to
change their courses . These old beds were discovered early in 1850,
and were found to be very rich in gold. They were most accessible
in the northern mining counties- Sierra, Yuba, Butte, Placer, El
Dorado- but except for Table Mountain, Chinese Camp and
Columbia in Tuolumne County, most deep gravels in the Southern
counties were eroded away, or so deeply buried that they could
not be mined . 25
Deep gravels were first worked supposedly in Nevada County,
but in other places as well, in 1850. Once again the men followed
a Spanish technique called coyoting, described by Young thus:
The miners "drifted" or followed the ore lead, making little use of the law of
gravity in moving ore and spoil, to anticipate geological trends, or to find short
cuts to ore masses. The cross section of the drift was a "coyote hole" the size of the
vein, plus just enough room for the miners to swing their bars. 26

They generally located the ancient river bed where it came to the
surface on the side of a hill. "Coyoting" was extremely dangerous,
for the risk of caves was very high, but its rewards were good
enough for men to persist at it, and during the middle and later
fifties it rose in importance . By that time tunnels 1,000 to 2,000
feet long were common. 27 These were more elaborate, shored up
with timber, and cost an average of $20 per linear foot to dig. 28
Many men formed companies to dig straight down in the hope of
picking up an ancient river bed; this often took months, during
which time the men ran into debt, and if they were unlucky, they
might never strike "pay dirt" at all. This was the state of affairs in
1853 : although the rewards were very rich, there were too many
variables for men to stand the expense of the prolonged labor of
digging deep gravels.
The invention of hydraulic mining saved the day; it was a
technique simple in concept, which drastically reduced labor and
time, and thus made the mining of deep gravels efficient. It was
developed as an elaboration of the technique of "ground washing."
In areas with plenty of water men simply did away with a wooden
sluice box, and used an entire hillside as a natural sluice; water
was poured over the top like a waterfall, and the natural contours
and obstructions on the hillside acted as riffles . After some weeks
or even months, the men would "clean up" the fine silt and sluice
it. In spring 1852, a Frenchman named Chabot was piping his
water onto the site. In 1853, Edward Matteson from Connecticut,
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came up with the idea of putting a nozzle on the pipe and
directing the water hard at the hillside. The first hydraulic
experiment was born. 29
It took several years for the process to be perfected enough for
completely efficient use; and it must be remembered that its use
was restricted to small areas even at its height, for it required
enormous amounts of water to operate. It took years to find a pipe
strong enough to stand the immense pressure of the water, but
light and flexible enough to move and direct at the face of the hill .
Then there were problems with types of earth that were too hard
for the water pressure to break up, so that blasting was soon used
for the initial breakup of the hillside. Big chunks were broken in
stamp mills.
Much gold was being washed straight out of the sluices which
were placed at the foot of the hill to separate the gold, simply
because the force of water used was too great. This problem was
solved by a two-level sluice; the force of the water and falling
boulders was taken on the upper level, while the dirt and fine
debris fell through a grate to the lower one, where the water
flowed more quietly. Finally, rewashing of the tailings got as much
gold as possible from hydraulicking. 30
Hydraulicking was a destructive and wasteful use of the natural
resources, and in the later decades of the century, a major battle
raged between agriculturists on the plain whose properties were
being ruined by the enormous amounts of sludge and gravel
pouring down the major rivers, and the hydraulic miners. The
largest of all hydraulic mines was the Malakoff at North Bloomfield in Nevada County, and it was the injunction against this
mine in 1884 that practically put a stop to hydraulic mining in
California. 31
MINING ASSOCIATIONS OR COMPANIES
One little documented part of the history of mining in California
is an investigation of the nature of the companies men set up to
win gold. I hope to give an outline of the types of companies in
operation in California in the fifties. In the early years of the rush
there were several types of companies or joint associations; I have
grouped them roughly into five types.
Companies formed out of California by men of one town or
district. An example is the Big Bend Lumbering and Mining Co. of
Wisconsin, described by George Speaker in a letter toM . Speaker 5
May 1851. 32 The most interesting thing about this type of company
is that its usefulness is largely psychological; it provided security
both for the men and for those they left behind. Very few of these
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companies held together long once they reached the goldfields, but
apparently it was necessary for everyone's peace of mind that they
set out as a social unit. Perhaps the logic was- there was no
civilization on the goldfields, thus if men wanted to mine safely,
they must take their own society with them . The Big Bend Co., to
carry the example through, broke up soon after its arrival in
California, but Speaker kept track of his friends as well as he
could. He states that many broke off into smaller groups to mine;
one went home; three went to Oregon; and he had lost sight of the
rest.
Companies formed en route among men travelling together,
particularly on ship and wagon trains . Charles Thompson set sail
from New York in the schooner Sea Gull, 23 April 1851. After a
few weeks out, he was made Captain of the "Indian Gold Digging
Co.," which was formed of "respectable gentlemen" who had
never been away from home. Thompson had had travelling experience so he was elected Captain. He was mainly responsible for
drawing up the Constitution to govern the company; each member
paid him $250 each for the general fund. At Vera Cruz, Thompson
bought horses, and supervised the trek to Mazatlan . There he
negotiated passage to San Francisco for his company. The ship's
Captain was a cheat, and the passengers soon mutinied. Thompson
was induced to take over the command;
. . . I took charge not however assuming the name of captain, for fear of after
trouble, but taking more than his power . I put the passengers into messes, had the
food cooked and served it out myself, made a committee of vigilance to keep order
and suppress fights navigated the ship and raised the devil generally and
collectively.

At San Francisco, the original company split in two because some
wanted to go to the northern mines, and some to the southern.
Thompson remained in charge of the group going north.
Arrived at Sacramento we chartered a wagon to carry our baggage and provissions
up at the rate of twenty cts. p'pound to the nearest diggings for we had no money
to carry us further. One of my company who had been acidentally shot in the foot
in Mexico wer weighed and paid 20 ct . p'pound for him to ride on top of the
wagon and as the fellow had been getting very fat it came hard on the pockets of
the Independent Gold Digging Company. Shouldering our muskets we started out
on foot ... for Smiths bar 120 miles from Sacramento . 32

The fact that a disabled comrade was kept alive was not the least
of the activities of these associations . But as with the first type of
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companies, few remained together long in California.
One interesting thing about ~hese first two types of companies is
that when the men formed them, they evidently were full of
confidence that they would endure. Thus they entrusted sums of
money to their Captain or treasurer (some of whom absconded
with it), and nearly all lost money when the company broke up.
Some of the biggest losses were suffered by men who had actually
bought the ship their company had come in, expecting to sell it at
a profit when they got there. John Jones tells a sad tale:
Our company like all others is broken up. We have sold everything but the ship or
rather give it away our lumber was sold for 46 dollars per M our engine and
machinery we sold for 10 thousand dolls. 2 thousand down 284 months with good
security it was bought by Otis Andrews for a sawmill down the river . . . Phelps,
Norcross Fuller and two of his sons and myself have bought a horse for 100 dolls
we have put shafts to a handcart, bought some provisions and are now off for the
mines.34

This was a common story; men invested in goods such as lumber
and drygoods, brought them to California expecting to sell at a
profit, only to find the market glutted. They were forced to unload
their goods for practically nothing. Many like Jones brought fancy
machinery with them, only to find it was useless to them in the
mines; Jones was lucky to be able to sell his for such a good price.
Often a company which had certain common goods merely
auctioned them off to the highest bidder, and split the proceeds. 35
'Temporary companies formed on the goldfields to execute a
particular large-scale project, such as river damming. The history
of these companies is typical of that of the American Fluming
Company, as recorded by "Dame Shirley."
To our unbounded surprise, we found, on our return . . . that nearly all the
fluming companies had failed - contrary to every expectation, on arriving at the
bedrock, no gold made its appearance. But a short history of the rise, progress and
final fate of one of these associations, given me in writing by its own Secretary,
conveys a pretty correct idea of the result of the majority of the remainder:
"The thirteen men, of which the 'American Fluming Company' consisted,
commenced getting out timber in February. On the fifth of July, they began to lay
the flume. A thousand dollars were paid for, lumber, which they were compelled
to buy. They build a dam six feet high and three hundred feet in length, upon
which thirty men labored nine days and a half. The cost of said dam was
estimated at two thousand dollars. This Company left off working on the twenty
fourth day of September, having taken out in all, gold dust to the amount of fortyone dollars and seventy cents. Their lumber and tools, sold at auction, brought
about two hundred dollars." 36
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This type of Company was formed usually of men who just
happened to be on the spot at the time, and, of course, with
attention to their race and origin. Men from the Atlantic states
tended to stick together; "frontiersmen" (Oregonians, Missourians
etc .), Germans, French, etc. all had their own groups. They were
formed as "temporary," lasting, at most, about one year (or one
cycle of the seasons).
These companies saw extremes of success or failure. For
instance, at the end of 1850, floods in October destroyed all the
dams that were being constructed so that the men could mine the
river bed before the rains came in November, on the Tuolumne
River. The American Fluming Company went broke because there
was no gold there anyway. Charles Thompson and his friends lost
about $10,000 when "frontiersmen" refused to let their hired
Mexican laborers work near them on the river. 37 The question of
whether hired labor could be used was a touchy one, as Kelly saw.
A question was raised there amongst the Americans themselves, which led to
much angry feeling, being an objection on the part of one class, that large
companies should have the privilege of employing Indians or any other labour,
taking advantage of their capital to engage a great number, staking off a space for
each hand, whether an employer or not, and thus establishing a system of
monopoly. There were several extensive "jawing matches" on the subject, without
leading to any arrangement during my sojourn; but I knew that afterwards it was
not permitted in any of the mines to stake off allotments for employed hands, and
in some even the hiring of them was altogether interdicted. 38

Companies were constantly changing in personnel, for miners
were incredibly mobile. This extract from a letter by blind miner
Edwin Booth in Tuolumne County in 1852 shows how the
members of a company can change, but also how men naturally
joined those companies most suited to their tastes and personalities.
In January (this month) we worked while we had water, and joined a sluicing
company,- to wash with a sluice 500 feet long with a tom at the tail- but we had
not sufficient water . . .. Last night two more men joined our company, so we are
four in all, the lawyer and the Englishman having left us during the last rain to
work their claims at Yankee Hill . All my partners are from Boston. All came
together round the "Horn" - arriving when I did, in '49 after eight months'
voyage. All are married .... You see I have as usual friends and associates among
the well educated and inteligent. 39

Another effect of the changing personnel in the companies was
seen by Kelly:
The great majority of the miners bad entered into a joint association for turning
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the river between the island [Mormon Island] and the shore, and were then
engaged in cutting the new channel. ... Great excitement was caused pending its
completion, which ripened into a regular share market; sanquine men purchasing
the expectations of less impulsive co-operators, and original shareholders selling
out to newcomers, who stepped into their shoes;· so that before the job was
finished, very few, as I afterwards learned, of the originators were in the
concern which turned out only moderately well .. .. 4 0

Companies floated on money put up by speculators, often from
other countries, especially England, mostly for quartz and deep
gravel mining. What became of these companies has already been
discussed. After the early disasters, most vein mining companies
were conducted on the basis of direct personal ownership and
responsibility, and it was not until 1862 that a stock exchange was
set up in California; and this was in response to the need for
capital to mine in Nevada state. 41
Small personal associations, largely for companionship, complete
the list. These were psychologically important, to men in a remote
place living in dangerous surroundings on a chancy income. They
were particularly important for those men who wintered on the
bitterly cold northern goldfields, where snow kept the men indoors
for months, with nothing to do but play cards. A good friend
whom you got on well with could mean the difference between
sanity and insanity, or even life and death, for quarrels flourished
under those circumstances. 42
There are many reasons why companies never lasted very long
in California. Basically, many broke up through personality
conflicts among their members .
. . . so far not one of them has withstood internal quarrels .. . the small companies
are the least objectionable, but they also suffer the fate of the large ones .. .. The
differences in disposition, in taste, the pretensions of some, the pride of others, and
antipathies and the hatreds rise above the common interest, and anarchy reigns
when everyone wants to command and no one wants to obey. 43

In addition, mining was a wildly fluctuating method of earning a
living, requiring great flexibility and mobility from the men
engaged in it, as no one could afford to miss an opportunity. A
"Company" was too big and awkward a unit to adjust to the
conditions of life in California, except momentarily for various
specific ventures.
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PLACER GOLD - These specimens are part of a large permanent
exhibit at the Pioneer Museum & Haggin Galleries, Stockton . The
gold collection, presented to the Museum by Glick's Jewelry Store,
contains many specimens of California Placer & Lode gold.
Photo courtesy of Ray Hill man.
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A Bicentennial Pilgrimage
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Harpham of Santa Barbara were thrilled
to see some of America's national shrines that have been handed
down to the American people from generation to generation.
They pondered at Gettysburg, admired the statue of Paul
Revere, identified with the House of Seven Gables, relived the
terror of the days of witch-hunting in Salem, felt pride in the
accomplishments of our forebears; and had a deeper appreciation
of what our founding fathers went through in their struggle to
establish our great nation against tremendous odds.
Our forefathers believed in something. They believed in America
to the point of risking their lives and property for an ideal and an
idea .
Both Mr. and Mrs. Harpham are interested in the Colonial and
Revolutionary periods, and the pioneer era. Mrs. Harpham is
author of a book, "Doorways Into History," on the historic buildings in Oregon and the pioneers associated with them.
The New England trip was delig4tful for them and it is for
anyone who loves autumn when the countryside is at its brilliant
best. It is informative, stimulating, inspiring and very rewarding
for those who cherish Americana, history and our way of life. It is
a wonderful trip for young people, and for any visitors to our
country from other lands. It gives people a better understanding of
our democracy and of how it was forged.
Meals along the way reflect the way of life and specialities of
each area, such as New England lobster, Vermont maple syrup
and sugar.
Mrs. Harpham has always hero-worshipped our famous Colonial
patriots; but when she saw their homes which are now national
shrines, she realized how human and real they were.
At Paul Revere's home she learned that according to records,
Paul Revere had carried out his orders to ride to Lexington from
Boston to inform Samuel Adams and John Hancock that the British
were either going to Lexington by way of the Cambridge River to
take them, or go to Concord to destroy the Colony's stores.
William Dawes, Jr. had been sent with the same message by the
longer land route about an hour earlier.
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After delivering the message, Revere felt they should make
certain the Colony stores in Concord were safe, so he and Dawes,
who had arrived a half hour later, set out for Concord, joined on
the road by Dr. Samuel Prescott of Concord.
.
About half way to Concord, Dawes and Prescott stopped to
alarm the people . Revere, more than 100 yards ahead saw two
British officers in the road and called for assistance. Followed by
two other British soldiers Dawes galloped toward a deserted farm
house shouting, "Hello, my boys! I've got two of 'em," and his
pursuers, thinking they had been led into an ambush, turned and
fled.
Prescott rode to Revere's assistance, but the two were forced into
a barnyard. Prescott knew the wall was low at the other end of the
enclosure and jumped his horse over it, escaped and made his way
to Concord with the warning. Revere was captured by the
Redcoats .
The Minutemen thus warned were ready when the British
arrived at Lexington Green; and at the old North Bridge in
Concord the farmers stood and fired in defense of their homes and
supplies the "shot heard 'round the world ."
The Harphams believe no true American's education is quite
complete without a pilgrimage to the shrines along the Freedom
Trail: Boston Commons where pirates, witches and Quakers were
hanged on the "Old Elm"; Longfellow's Wayside Inn in Sudbury
which once sheltered Washington and Lafayette; Old North
Church, which is Boston's oldest standing church, with the famous
steeple where two lanterns started Paul Revere on his midnight
ride; Faneuil Hall, where Boston Town Meetings were held, called
the "Cradle of Liberty"; the site of the Boston Massacre where
blood was first shed in the growing revolution; Old State House
where independence · was born; the Battle of Bunker Hill
Monument; The U. S. S. Constitution, known as Old Ironsides;
and even Hyde Park, the home of Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
where so much of modern history took place.

- COMINGA new paperback on Jedediah Strong Smith with
articles by Patrick Church and Don Chase and a
complete bibliography on Jed.

$2.75
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Ripon:
Ethnic and General Development
E . NADEAU
PART IV

JosEPHINE

It is quite possible that early pioneers (1850's) sat on a tree
stump under a shady oak to chat with John Woodhouse Audubon,
son of the famous ornithologist, John James Audubon of French
descent. John W. lingered on the Stanislaus River (and probably in
the Ripon marshes) sketching birds and other wild life, but his
journal mentions only travel in the mining districts.
An accomplished artist, woodsman and roughing-it-on-the-trail
expert, 'trained by his father, he was chosen to help guide Colonel
Henry L. Webb's California Company and 90 men.
In 1849 J. W. Audubon, 23-year-old John H. (Jack) Tone and
Nicholas Walsh (father of Jack's future bride, Alice) traveled with
the Webb outfit from New York to New Orleans, then by boat
across the Gulf of Mexico and up the Rio Grande .
At this point cholera struck with deadly suddeness . Fourteen men
died. The survivors included Audubon and (Irish lineage) Tone
and Walsh.
Accustomed to rigid army routine, Colonel Webb found coping
with undisciplined, inexperienced men in camp and on the trail
most disheartening. He and some of the men left the party.
Audubon was persuaded to take command of the expedition for
those who wanted to continue to the gold fields.
Now the "Audubon party" came by pack mules through the
lower California desert and on to Murphy's where they tried gold
mining. Some did fairly well and stayed.
Remembering the good land on the Valley floor, Tone and
Walsh decided to settle down to agriculture. Where the Calaveras
River crosses Jack Tone Road, they built an adobe house in 1851.
A brick house and outbuildings was built in 1879, today a
monument to these sturdy pioneers.
Their friend Audubon made an extensive collection of sketches.
(As leader of the party, on the trail he had no time for drawing- a
grave disappointment to him.) He left his complete works in
Sacramento in care of Robert Simson. Again disaster struck. A
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Main Street, Ripon, California.
storm at sea sank the ship carrying his friend, James Stephens, and
the drawings, and his hopes of becoming as famous as his father. 1
Jack Tone Road is a household word in Ripon- probably the
longest straight thoroughfare in the County, it dead-ends at West
Ripon Road, the town's Main Street.
A most colorful character, unequaled for acts of daring, Captain
John McMullin settled in the primitive Ripon area in 1848. A
runaway from his Tallahassee home (1839), the 15-year-old
traveled alone through hostile Indian country, joined the military
in Texas.
Accepted by the renowned Colonel Jack Hays, McMullin demonstrated unusual courage; " ... he proved himself undaunted by
any hardship, undismayed by any peril." 2 He fought in the Texas
& Mexican wars, at which time he met George Washington
Trahern- an adventurer at heart. McMullin's bravery and
capacity for leadership earned him the rank of Captain.
The Captain, Trahern and twelve others came to the California
Southern Mines at Woods' Diggings. Evaluating the situation,
McMullin and Trahern concluded that supply the miners with beef
and horses could be more lucrative than digging. In partnership
they bought cattle in Los Angeles, and drove the herds to the
mines- crossing the San Joaquin River, probably at what is now
Mossdale, then known as "Casa Blanca," so-called because of the
white ranch house built by previous settlers, the Imus brothers.
Returning from the mines, McMullin bought the Casa Blanca
and the 640-acre tract for his headquarters, then accumulated
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30,000 acres bordering the Stanislaus & San Joaquin Rivers.
During a visit to Washington, D.C., McMullin met Miss Eliza F.
Morgan, a spirited, young Kentucky belle, an officer's daughter.
The product of Bishop Mcilvain's finishing school, and at home in
the highest social circles, in 1885 Miss Morgan became the
Captains's wife.
McMullin bought a home in San Francisco for his bride, but he
spent so much time at Casa Blanca that Eliza, knowing full well
the hardships awaiting her, moved to the ranch which she learned
to love.
Captain McMullin was active in County affairs. His commanding personality made him a natural leader, and since his hobby
was horse breeding, he organized and was the first president of the
San Joaquin County Fair Association. Fostering civic improvements, McMullin owned the first theater building, and had other
Stockton enterprises.
He met an untimely death at age 44, left his wife and nine
children a fortune in real estate. 4
George W. Trahearn was born on a Mississippi plantation in
1825. His father raised cotton, corn and cattle as well. Young
George learned about stock and had a ranch.
In his Mexican War days, while in Texas he gathered more
know-how on cattle raising from his brother-in-law.
Mter his trek to California with McMullin, in 1852 McMullin
went back East and drove 2,000 head of cattle across the plains.
The herd gave them a good start in the cattle business.
Eventually he and partner McMullin owned about 21,000
acres-parcels of land from Linden to the Stanislaus. Mter
Captain McMullin died, Trahern took his share, 8,600 acres along
the Stanislaus in Castoria Township (Ripon) and 3,342 acres on the
west side of the river. There he grew wheat (chiefly), barley and
rye.
G. W. Trahern married Missouri-born Miss Henrietta B.
Childers in this County in 1860. He maintained a home in the
Atlanta District with his wife and five children. Trahern Road
marks the location of his Ripon Ranch.
(We regret that lack of space does not permit more comprehensive biographies of the following pioneer families.)
Another fearless pioneer was Herman Johnson, born in Holland,
his wife Magdalena, a German native. Johnson sailed through the
Golden Gate; from Stockton he freighted with ox teams to the
mines near Sonora.
In 1850 Johnson bought the Ripon (River Road) ranch. The
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couple reared nine children, among them Mmes. Anna M.
Kincaid, Lillie S. Bodeson and son, Fred J. Johnson, who engaged
in 25 years' public service in the San Joaquin County recorder and
assessor's office. By 1902 Fred J . held the responsible position of
Chief Deputy County Clerk. 6
A word here about Stoel Cady and Isaach Koch: It seems that
after some real estate deals, they ended up being neighbors- with
Cady's ranch northeast (Spring Creek Country Club site) of Koch's
place . (Wesley and Elizabeth Northfelt presently own Laurelwood
Acres Goat Dairy, on former Koch property.)
Cady's son-in-law, A. J. Nourse, erected a house on a sandy
knoll overlooking Murphy's Ferry, on acreage Cady gave to his
daughter, Edna May. Subsequently, Cady (or Nourse) sold part of
the ranch to George Buck, married to Miss Lila Achers, sister of
Ethel Proudfit.
Elias Nutt, another 1850 pioneer, from Iowa came by ox teams,
acquired a large acreage in West Ripon near the river. Twentyyear-old Robert T. Melton in 1875 joined his maternal grandfather
and leased 2,000 acres from G. W. Trahern, to raise grain. Later
he bought 1,000 acres, 7 and some lots on Main Street.
Elias had two brothers, also Ripon settlers. Cooper Nutt, was
known as "Coop, the woodchopper," since he.corded and shipped
wood from a few acres along the Stanislaus (Stringtown) at the end
of Austin Road. 8
Henry D. and Sarah Nutt arrived in Ripon about 1855 with five
children; eight more were born on their West Ripon Road alfalfa
and dairy farm . 9 Henry D. set up the first shoe repair shop in
Ripon (1907) on Main Street.
His daughter, Annie-Laurie Ronk, age 84, gives some interesting
highlights: she recalls quite vividly the yearly community Christmas trees, sparkling with decorations, in the Odd Fellows Hall.
People donated gifts, and from the heap under the tree every
Ripon child received at least one package.
Still bright in Mrs. Ronk's memory is the joyful surprise, when as
a five-year-old, she was presented with a toy piano. "The BEST
gift ever!" she declared . 10
A man of vision was Captain Walter Crow from Missouri . In
two overland trips (1849 & 1850) he bought two cattle herds and
six sons to California. The cattle he sold at Shaw's Flat; the sons
settled in Stanislaus County and Stockton, except Wm . H. Crow,
who came to Ripon with his wife and four children in 1857, after
operating a butcher shop at Shaw's Flat for several years.
Wm. H . Crow eventually owned 900 acres in West Ripon along
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the Stanislaus, where he built a two-story house. (The land later
sold to John P. Watkins, Merle Mohler and other almond growers.)
Mohler burned down the old termite-eaten homestead in 1960. 11
Three Frederick brothers (sons of Duncan & Lucinda of Ohio)
migrated to Ripon in 1861, their homestead farms nearby the
Crows: Harrison & Martha Frederick, John W. & Nancy Frederick
and Thomas & Susan J. Frederick (Wm. H. Craw's daughter).
The Frederick's raised grain and had considerable stock. They
became prominant citizens, influential in Ripon affairs. Children
of the Frederick clan married into the Nutt, Garrison, Fred
Stephenson, Curtis, Hutchinson and other neighboring families.
(Elias Nutt married the widowed mother of Tom Frederick.)
Tom Frederick, who founded the Ripon Lumber Company, was
active in irrigation development. He was an organizer and director
of the Bank of Ripon 12 which changed to Bank of Italy, then Bank
of America. The building at Stockton & Main is now leased to
Western Auto, managed by Paul and Pat Tremayne.
John W. Frederick farmed 320 acres and owned the 10-acre
timberland where he employed "Coop" Nutt to harvest wood. 13
Remembered for their gracious hospitality, Fred and Caroline
Cook (German immigrants) came overland from Illinois to
Hangtown (gold mined) then settled on a 480-acre farm (wheat) in
Atlanta about 1852.
Fred hand cut timber to build his first house, where the Cooks
reared nine children. Son Wm. F. Cook and wife Eliza Pope of
Oakland carried on the family tradition of being good neighbors. 14
(Fred Cook donated land for the Atlanta Cemetery.)
The Kincaid family contributed much to Ripon development.
The Hon. Frederick H. Kincaid (Dent Township Justice of the
Peace); served in the State Legislature in the early days. In 1909,
he was elected as the first Ripon director on the board of the S.S.J.
Irrigation District. 15 His wife Anna, a lady of great character,
conducted the first telephone exchange (as a volunteer) from the
Kincaid ranch located on River Road. (F. H. Kincaid came from
Iowa.)
Of the five children, the eldest, Wm . Kincaid, a rancher,
married Miss Evalyn Haubrick (German lineage); when widowed,
Evalyn became Mrs. Jack Burnell.
Russell B. (William's brother; bought the meat department of
Yaple's Store in 1904 in partnership for four months with Mr.
Powell of Escalon. He was sole owner for 19 years. In 1919, he
started the Ripon Meat Company with partner, A. E. Van Slyke
(Dutch); they maintained a slaughter-house southwest of Ripon
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and had lively trade throughout South San Joaquin County.
Another brother, Fred H. Kincaid, became the second Southern
Pacific Railroad agent at the new depot, 1912, end of Locust
Street, then known as Commercial Avenue. (Some say the first
agent was Mr. Ben Cowden.) 16
A Ripon pioneer worthy of note (1862) was Wm. Simpson
Clendenin, Illinois-born, with Scotch-Irish grandparents. Although
he had only a fair education, he mastered the tools of many crafts.
Clendenin worked in Wisconsin lead mines, then gold-mined in El
Dorado County.
On his North Ripon Road ranch he made headers and other
agricultural tools, as well as harnesses. Three generations have
filled a real need in this agricultural community. 17 His son, George
S. and wife, lola, wheat farmed; and now, Grandson HowardS.
and, his wife, Clara, tend to an almond orchard.
The year 1869 bought a dynamic civic leader: Ripon's first
realtor, and first local agent for the Farmer's Mutual Protective
Insurance Company. Of Scotch & Holland-Dutch parentage, New
York-born Frank Hutchinson came to California at age thirteen;
his father died soon after.
Frank worked on the John Frederick place, later bought a
50-acre ranch on S. Austin Road; married (1881) Elias Nutt's
daughter Mary Ellen, who bore three children.
Hutchinson's children were Clarence Ed., Laura Inez, and Wm.
Arthur, who married Miss Lucinda M. Nicewonger and with four
children resided on the Nutt homestead. Now Lucinda "babe"
Hutchinson lives on North Acacia next door to her recently
widowed daughter-in-law, Lorraine (Bettencourt) Hutchinson.
Lorraine's deceased husband, Major Robert Hutchinson, after a
brilliant military career, followed in his grandfather's footsteps by
selling property insurance. Lorraine now carries on the business.
Henry enjoyed hunting in the High Sierra. A "sport" as well, he
owned the second auto in Ripon, a 1907 Rio with a 14-gal. gas
tank. (The first car, a 2-cylinder Maxwell, was owned by Curtis; a
West Ripon area road bears his name.) 20 Henry celebrated his
lOOth birthday at Bethany Home, and died several years ago at
age 101. Four of Joseph's granchildren live in Ripon: Howard
Eichoff, Ray and Francis Pope, and Leo Pope's widow, Mary.
The Caswells bought the land in 1915; in 1953 they donated the
Grove, with the State of California buying additional acreage,
making a total of 138 acres for public use. Caswell park thrives in
its natural state- much as the Indians Knew it. Thousands of
visitors enjoy its beauty every year. 21
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BRIEF PROFILES: Ripon's first physician, Dr. James A. Bainbridge (early 1870's) doc ored throughout the countryside.
" ... served a large territory well and faithfully, night or day."••
By 1885 Dr. Bainbridge had acquired large holdings-1,280 acres
of rich grain land. 23
Lawrence Hearty (Irish immigrant, to Ripon 1874) had a 520acre wheat and stock farm in Atlanta area; his son, Judge Thomas
Hearty, was a distinguished Justice of the Peace in Dent Township.
Lawrence's granddaughter, Nell (Clinton) Van Loan resides in
Ripon. 24
Very few French people settled in Ripon. But pioneer Peter
Vinet, French immigrant, ventured to Ripon in 1859; by 1889 he
owned a 1, 790-acre wheat ranch. 25
Esper Hansen Due (from Denmark) blacksmithed in Sonora,
goldmined, went broke; married Anne Gannon, in 1879 bought
640 acres in Atlanta District, planted wheat, had a ten-room
house, a complete farm tool outfit, many outbuildings and a fine
well. Numerous descendents still live in Ripon. 26
Pioneer Henry L. Poyner (Yankee stock) settled on Murphy's
Ferry Road in early 1870's; Ples G. (son) farmed 600 acres- 80
acres vineyard, the remainder wheat and ladino clover. He raised
pure-bred Polled Hereford cattle. On almond orchards at S.
Murphy Road, within walking distance of each other, live his three
daughters: Mmes. F. W. (Dorothy) Lagier, Dennis W. (Carol)
Ioppini and George W. (Jean) Due. 27
George and Jean Due live comfortably in the spacious house that
Ples Poyner had moved at the turn of the century. Across country,
four miles from the Vinet ranch, Ples and neighbors- utilizing
horse and mule power- transported the house to his farm.
Jean Due devotes time to an unusual hobby: the raising of
Japanese koi (fancy carp). One pond at her home holds a total of
44,000 gallons. Expanding her operation with five one-acre ponds,
and selling wholesale, Jean ships fish by air and bus to different
parts of California. 28
The Bodesons have been U.S. Postal employees for three generations. Franics Louis Bodeson, German immigrant, 21 years old, in
1884 settled in the River Road area, married Lillie S. Johnson. In
1906, with horse and wagon, Francis L. worked the first rural mail
route.
Of his two sons, Francis Carl Bodeson had the mail route for 32
years, while Oscar Bodeson farmed the Herman Johnson ranch
after the parents died .
Presently Francis Carl's son, Francis E. "Bud" Bodeson is Ripon
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Postmaster; his wife Trudy is one of four inside clerks. 29 (Mr. Bert
Hubers is Asst. Postmaster.)
"Downtown" Ripon was home to about a dozen families by
1885. Yaple's house stood on the northeast corner of Stockton &
Main (it was removed when the Bank of Ripon went up.) Yaple
built his new home (now known as the Moulton house) adjacent to
the common burying ground. When Yaple donated the land for
the cemetery, the Women's Improvement Club organized (1884) to
care for the graves. 30
In town were Ben & Clara Frederick, in their boarding-househotel. (Some say their "hotel"· was made up of railroad cars.)
In town also: Amplias B. Brooks; the Faraschon family, blacksmith; J. H. Little, store proprietor in a two-story, red building
near the railroad tracks (by the present Nestle plant); Nellie &
Everett C. Dickenson (Yaple's son-in-law, worked in the store and
also taught school).
The teaching vocation absorbed James Stuart & Edith (Yaple)
Moulton. It was a family thing. In 1882 Moulton first started his
teaching career in the Ripon School at Main & Walnut, where a
barber shop and Valley Variety Store now stand.
(Surrounded by locust trees planted by E. C . Dickenson and Oly
G. Kroh, the school was really and old house 31 with added-on
wide steps belfry and school bell.) When a new school was erected
at West Main & Acacia (1912), the old school was moved onto
Kincaid property by Murphy's Ferry Road, again became a
residence. 32
Edith Yaple received teaching credentials from State Normal
School (San Jose), then married Moulton. She gave piano lessons to
many Ripon youngsters, including Neva (McKee) Summers . (At
this time the Yaples had an organ which they loaned to any
religious group that cared to use it. Church meetings were held in
homes, or wherever it was convenient. There were no church
buildings as yet.) 33
When Yaple died and the Moultons moved into the house, they
built a playhouse (still standing) in their backyard, for their only
chld, Mildred . Nothing pleased Mildred more than to play
"school"- she invariably was the teacher . Her pupils were Neva
McKee, Vera Hughes (Vera Avenue named after her), Nita
Hunteman, Retha Mead and Alvin Hansen (the only boy, later a
rancher) .
Mildred Moulton did become a teacher, and a well-known
lecturer, having attended Rutgers University- political science was
her major subject. She later taught in New York schools. 34
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When the family moved to Linden, Edith taught school for
years, and Moulton became principal and (later) Superintendent of
the Linden School." 35
Robert T. Melton built quite a house on the northeast corner of
West Main & Elm, on a site purchased from "Auntie Berdie"
Crow.
A most influe11tial citizen, Wm . E. Garrett, left his imprint on
Ripon history-as the prime mover of the I.O.O.F. Mt. Horeb
Lodge #58 from Sonora (about to lose their charter) to his adopted
town.
Tennessee-born, of a silver-smith, farmer, father, 18-year-old
Garrett came to the Calaveras gold mines (1850) to get rich, which
he certainly did. By 1888 he had twelve men working the mines.
In 1884 Garrett bought 62 acres across the road from his home
place, two acres on the northwest corner of Main & Elm. Even
today folks speak of the magnificent Garrett mansion and its
attractively improved grounds, which cost over $15,000. 36
Heirs sold the property to Dr . Hollander; Dr. Hollander to Dr.
J . Blevins. later the house was demolished and its antique parts
sold to collectors, and the Center State Bank was built in 1965.
(Wm. V. & Annie-Lee Moon bought reusable lumber for fence
boards .)
A Baptist Rev. James W . Wells family and half-sister, Helen
Markham lived west of the Garretts. They were involved in a
notorious murder which shocked the quiet, law-abiding village.
Phillip Finch met his death on West Main Street at 4 o'clock,
December 12, 1884 . After a heated confrontation, Rev. Wells
pumped four bullets from his revolver; two bullets hit Finch . The
bitter feud started back east when, as a lodger with the Wells
family, Finch seduced Helen . Wells moved to Ripon; Finch
followed .
At the time of the murder, Rev. Wells was teaching at Ripon
School, and Finch worked at Yaple's warehouse. The morning of
the shooting, Wells had been warned that Finch was "out to get
him ." On that fatal afternoon, spectators saw Finch approach the
school house, just as Wells came out. Those watching remarked,
"Now there will be trouble!"
Standing face to face, Finch and Wells talked briefly; then Wells
drew the revolver and shot Finch. Witnesses to the murder ran to
the scene . John B. Mathews and Tom Frederick heard Wells
exclaim, "I am sorry I had to shoot you, boy. You have been
following me for years . You seduced my sister, and this morning
you insulted my family."
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The wounded man was carried into John T. Bloomer's store
(nearby) and attended by Dr. 'Bainbridge. But Finch died soon
afterwards.
According to Gordon Vander Veen, who has charge of Ripon
Cemetery records, Finch was buried on Nov . 11th, in Lot #93.
(There is no marker at the burial place. The only record is in the
book: Phillip Finch, shot.)
After two trials, Rev . Wells was acquitted. Trial expenses to
Stockton attorneys James A. Loutitt and Wm. Dudley caused
Wells to sell his Ripon ranch 37 to the Markhams. (Helen Markham
later married a Mr. Tilton.)
Helen's sister, Mary E. Markham (of English descent), came to
Ripon in May, 1883, and a younger brother, George M., came in
1884. 38 The success story of George M. and "Aunt Molly" aptly
illustrates what can be accomplished by industrious enterprise,
singleness of purpose and Hard Work.
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Ernestine Smutny - Book Review Editor

JUNIPERO SERRA: California's First
Citizen, by Dudley Gordon. (Los
Angeles, Cultural Assets Press, 1969.
106p., illus., appendices. $5.00,
paper, $3.00)
CHARLES F. LUMMIS: Crusader in
Corduroy, by Dudley Gordon. (Los
Angeles, Cultural Assets Press, 1972.
344p., illus., foreword , acknowledgements, bibliog., index. $12.50)
CHARLES F. LUMMIS: The Man and
His West, by Turbese Lummis Fiske
and Keith Lummis. (Norman, University of Oklahoma Press, 1975, x,
230p., illus., facsims., bibliog., index.
$17.50)
Charlie Lummis was an important
figure in the cultural history of California and the American West. Although
he was born in New England, Lummis
spent the most productive years of his
life in California and New Mexico. As
City Editor of the Los Angeles Times, he
fought many battles for the improvement of Southern California and Los
Angeles . During the last decades of the
nineteenth century Lummis, a Harvard
man, sought to increase the awareness
and appreciation of Southern Californians of their cultural heritage.
"See America First" was his motto as
he tried to prove that the United States
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had as much beauty as any country in
the world. He accepted the editorship of
the magazine Land of Sunshine (later
renamed Out West) and among its pages
he inserted articles of quality which did
much to improve the cultural image of
the West. Caught with an ardent fervor
to preserve the past as well as to promote the future, Lummis worked long
and hard to save some of our cultural
treasures. He was an important figure in
the effort to preserve the decayed
missions of California and instrumental
in the founding of the Landmarks Club.
Always a champion of the underdog,
Lummis is credited with the founding of
the Sequoya League in 1902. Long a
spokesman for the oppressed, the colorful writer became a staunch supporter
of the Indian and the American of
Mexican descent . His contributions to a
better understanding of our Spanish
heritage were so significant that he was
knighted by King Alfonso of Spain.
This remarkable man, although
crippled by an assassin's bullet and partially paralyzed by exhaustion due to
overwork, overcame his physical disabilities. He built his home, a stone
mansion christened El Alisal, in Los
Angeles. This imposing structure saw
many of the great and near great of the
American cultural world within its
walls. Small in stature, Lummis had a
lifetime of important achievement to

grace his name. Perhaps one of his most
important accomplishments was to
become the leading force in the found ing of the Southwest Museum in Los
Angeles . The list of his achievements is
long and the reader ·of any of these
books will be impressed by his energy
and creativity.
In Junipero Serra: California's First
Citizen the reader will find three chapters written by Lummis . This will
enable him to savor the flavor of the
work of Charlie Lummis and judge for
himself whether it merits the respect it
has received. The remainder of the book
is written by Dudley Gordon, as is
Charles F . Lummis: Crusader in Corduroy. The foreword in the latter volume
is written by Lawrence Clark Powell of
the University of Arizona. Powell com ments in the foreword "Dudley Gordon
has the zeal of a hero worshipper. I can
only applaud his devotion to Lummis
which has never faltered through the
years of study and travel he has devoted
to the book . At the same time I question
his often uncritical judgments based as
they are on Lummis' own judgment of
himself" (p.ix). This is a major fault of
the book, but Gordon, professor emeritus in English at Los Angeles City College, also tends to repeat the same facts
throughout the book. Nevertheless, this
book does a creditable job of presenting
the life of Charlie Lummis .
The third volume was written by
Lummis' youngest son, who used and
shortened an unfinished manuscript of a
Lummis biography prepared by Turbese
Lummis Fiske. Turbese died in 1967
and Keith finished the project which
had occupied forty years of his sister's
life. The photos alone are worth the
price. Charles F . Lummis: The Man
and His West does not have as much
repetition as the biography by Gordon.
Together these books represent an
enormous labor of love by authors who
knew that Lummis should occupy his
rightful place in the "Land of Sunshine."
Robert E. Smith, Missouri Southern
College

DEATH VALLEY SCOTTY: "The Fastest Con in the West," by Hank Johnston . Foreword by Horace M. Albright
Spencer Crump Editorial Director .
(Corona del Mar, CA, Trans-Anglo
Books, 1974. 160p., illus ., maps,
ports., facsims ., index. $8 .95)
A living legend in his day, the American folk hero known as Death Valley
Scotty was born Walter E. Scott in
September, 1872, to parents who raised
and trained horses in Harrison County,
Kentucky. At age eleven, Scotty left
home and went west to join his brothers,
working as a cow hand. Scotty's first
experience with Death Valley, California, was in 1884 while working as a
wrangler. Later, he learned more about
the area as a water boy for a survey
party, by hauling mail and supplies,
and as a swamper for the Harmony
Borax Works. Scotty returned to the
cowboy trade in 1890 when he became a
cowboy performer with the Buffalo Bill
Wild West Show, and the art of showmanship that he learned here stood him
in good stead - it was the essence of the
Death Valley Scotty image.
From Julian Gerard Scotty received
at least $10,000, and from Albert Johnson, his long-secret financial backer, at
least $205,000. He used this money to
fund various escapades which ranged
from "wild orgies" and spending sprees
to the purchase of mules and supplies
needed to keep up the illusion of his
mythically fabulous gold mine. Scotty
was even given money secretly by promoter E . Burton Gaylord, a Los Angeles
mining engineer, to hire a train to break
the speed record between Los Angeles
and Chicago. J'he train was dubbed the
"Coyote Special" and coverage of the
ride kept Scotty in the news . Also newsworthy was the desert castle financed
by Albert Johnson which, prompted
by Death Valley Scotty, soon became
known as Scotty's Castle. Because of
this, Julian Gerard brought action
against Scotty for money owed him.
During the trial, Scotty admitted he had
neither gold nor mine. Yet even after
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this expose he managed to stay in the
news. To the end of his eighty-one years
of life Scotty continuously generated
publicity and notoriety.
Death Valley Scotty was a paper hero
"created and recreated by the press." He
was the last of the "great characters of
the Old West" and as such he was
emblematic of a dying era; cowboys,
desert prospectors, mule teamsters, etc.,
a transitional character between two
eras. His escapades would probably not
amount to much today and, of course,
he would not have had the image
needed for his games and grubstakes
without the news media. The image
that Scotty projected (and the American
public loved it) along with the remoteness of Death Valley and the special
madness that gold seems to bring out,
explains Scotty's success in duping the
public and his financial backers. As
Scotty said, 'Tm a one-man circus. The
world is the audience. Death Valley is
the arena, and I'm the ringmaster, the
performers and the menagerie."
Numerous photos and quotations
bring to life the legend known as Death
Valley Scotty; maps and charts augment
the story and serve as a reference point,
and the narrative text provides ease of
reading to readers of all ages. Here is a
well researched and documented book
that needed to be written and deserves
to be read.
Anne Hayes, College of the Pacific
NARROW GAUGE PORTRAIT:
SOUTH PACIFIC COAST, by Bruce
A. MacGregor. (Felton, CA, Glenwood Publishers, 1975. 187p., illus.,
maps, diagrs. $16.50)
Running from Oakland along the
East Bay to San Jose and over the Santa
Cruz Mountains to Santa Cruz, the
South Pacific Coast existed as an entity
only from the 1870's to 1908. But it
ranks with such railroads as the Carson
and Colorado and the Nevada, California, and Oregon as a route which has
captured the imagination of those who
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believe there was a real West. Narrow
gauge, contending with difficult terrain
in many places, and set against the
giants of western railroading everywhere, it epitomized the values of the
mythical west.
The photographs in this volume,
which is principally a photographic
sequel to Bruce MacGregor's South
Pacific Coast, communicate the line's
character effectively. Numerous period
photographs, a few of great beauty,
take the viewer to every point on the
line and reflect the gentle ambience of
the East Bay in the Eighties as well as
the dark isolation that can still be found
in parts of the Santa Cruz Mountains.
Contemporary photographs show the
traces of the line that exist to this day - a
building here, a piece of track half buried
in the pavement there - traces that allow
the viewer of today to imagine what it
was like then. These photographs also
constitute the data of a curious amateur
industrial archaeology. Found in many
books on railroads, they show how the
past can be reconstructed from the most
unremarkable bits and pieces, and they
are a testimony to the tenacity with
which even our least valued works cling
to existence.
Martin Gipson, University of the
Pacific.
CONFLICT ON THE NORTHWEST
COAST: American-Russian Rivalry
in the Pacific Northwest, 1790-1867,
by Howard I. Kushner. (Westport,
Conn., Greenwood Press, 1975.
227p. map, bibliog., index. $13.95)
The purchase of Alaska and AmericanRussian relations on the Northwest
Coast have recently been reevaluated in
American historical writing. Whereas
Ronald J . Jensen, The Alaska Purchase
and Russian-American Relations (1975)
[reviewed in Winter 1975 issue of The
Pacific Historian] concentrates on the
negotiations leading to the American
annexation of Alaska by purchase,
Kushner probes the subject from the

oblique angle of American-Russian relations in the Pacific Northwest between
1790 and 1867. He rejects the thesis
propounded by consensus and revisionist historians that Russia sold its North
American territory as a worthless possession during a time when the Russian
government was able to capitalize on its
traditional friendship with the U.S.
Rather, in agreement with Jensen's
contentions, Kushner concludes that the
American acquisition of Alaska and the
Northwest Coast carne out of a condition of conflict between the U.S. and
Russia.
He stresses that starting in the 1790s
American citizens engaged in vigorous
commercial activity in Russian-America
in the pursuit of trade, sea otter furs,
whales, and the effort to establish
communication routes between America
and Asia . Moreover, the private entrepreneurs who were engaged in these
activities generally had the support of
American federal officials, who attempted to protect American commercial rights against Russian encroachments. In the early 1820s Secretary of
State John Quincy Adams went so far as
to warn Russia that any effort to exclude
U.S . traders and whalers from Russian
North America could result in war . In
the end the Russians became convinced
that it would be better to sell their
colony than to have it seized by the
Yankees. Thus frictions over commercial
interests culminated in the sale of Alaska
and the Northwest Coast by Russia to
the U.S. in 1867.
Kushner has traced the unfolding
story of American-Russian relations
before 1867 with skill and much detail.
In fact, almost too much detail, so that
the reader occasionally finds himself
inundated by his accounting of who did
what and said what. He has drawn
upon American and some Russian
sources to give persuasive credibility to
his interpretation. In view of the general
interest in the problem of AmericanRussian relations in the Northwest it

would have been helpful also to have
some comments on how Russian historians have assessed this phase of
history in their writings.
George Blum, Raymond College,
University of the Pacific
HANS KLEIBER: Artist of the Big Horn
Mountains, by Emmie D. Mygatt and
Roberta Cheney. (Caldwell, Idaho,
The Caxton Printers, Ltd., 1975.
153p., 98 illustrations, 14 photographs. $17.95)
By far the greatest number of illustrations in this fine book on the art and
life of Hans Kleiber are in the print form
of etchings. Some seventy-four appear
throughout the book, covering outdoor
life with subjects of birds, fish, animals,
large landscape vistas, and campsites.
While these drawings converted to
the metal plate are certainly done in an
adequate way and have much interest
in relation to the subjects portrayed, it is
the paintings that show real power of
expression . Only twenty-four of them
are included, some done originally in oil
and some in watercolor. Of course, that
number would form a folio normally,
but with so many of Kleiber's other
works included, the book would have
become monumentally large had the
paintings been reproduced on a larger
scale and in greater number. As it is, the
paintings are all in color, forming a real
treat as they are interspersed among the
etchings and photographs .
Since Hans Kleiber made his living for
a number of years as a forester in the Big
Horn country of Wyoming, the book has
been organized to show some of his
boyhood background in Germany and
the United States, his life as a forester
with that influence on his outlook, and
finally, in part three, his career as an
artist.
The authors feel that much of the
country he has recorded - and its wildlife - is now endangered, and that Hans
Kleiber has recorded as loving a picture
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of that world as could be desired. In
giving the reader (and viewer) this bit of
Americana the writers used the device of
introducing a subject for a paragraph or
two followed by quotations from
Kleiber's own notes taken from his journal . His poems are also included here
and there in the text, revealing a person
as sensitive with words as he was with
line and color. Hans Kleiber: Artist of
the Big Hom Mountains, was just that,
and this book is a testimonial to him and
his love affair with his environment.
Richard Reynolds, University of the
Pacific.

THE VALLEY OF THE MOON, by
Jack London . Introduction by Russ
Kingman, with frontispiece by
George Harper. (Santa Barbara and
Salt Lake City, Peregrine Smith,
530p., frontis. cloth, $14.95, paper
2 vol. at $4.45 each).
In a 1905 letter to a friend who was
undergoing a rest cure in the country
from the high pressure of city life, an
amateur M.D. by the name of Jack
London prescribed a specific formula
for recovery:
"A tent, ten miles from the railroad station or mail box, an ax to chop your own
wood with, a bucket to carry your own
water with, a couple of pots and a
frying pan to cook your own food in,
and all the rest of the time for simply
loafing, without meeting people who
ask you to outline the life of Caesar. . . .
The thing is, to cease being intellectual
altogether. To take delight in little
things . . . to get so keenly interested in
decently cooking a pot of rice that you
will forget that there ever was ... anything else under the sun except the one
end - a decently cooked pot of rice.
You see what I am driving at. The idea is
capable of untold enlargement."
What London was driving at was
more complex than may appear from his
"cooking pot" analogy, for it involved
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not only the discovery of an available
California paradise, but the definition of
an adequate California philo-sophy. The ·
idea is given "untold enlargement" in
London's most famous Western novel.
The Valley of the Moon (1913), a work
which appeared in the same year as
Willa Cather's 0 Pioneers! and which,
like it, addresses itself to those who have
abandoned the spirit of Westering and
turned their back on the land. Read
together, these two novels are important
fictional documents of America at the
crossroads, poised to inherit the urbanindustrial future whose material-technological impetus, London and Cather
feared, would impoverish the American
character. Looking back, we are tempted to say that they were· right, but in
that year of 1913, it seemed otherwise.
Not only was the tide of history against
them, but also the literary tides soon to
be set in motion by writers like Edgar
Lee Masters, Sherwood Anderson, and
Sinclair Lewis, all of whom ridiculed
the plains and rural towns in which
London and Cather rooted their equalitarian aristocrats.
London's novel is not merely a
sentimental exhortation to underpaid
drones who labor in the hives of impersonal cities. Beneath its enduringly
popular format of self-reliant individuals at work and play in the great
California outdoors is the prophetic
message that the new order of urbanindustrial development is not necessarily
compatible with human happiness, that
mass society may also produce a climate
of disorder and loss of identity, and that
self-reliant "pioneers" who can rediscover the values of the land may also
rediscover themselves by finding workable alternatives to the competitive and
mechanistic disease of twentieth-century
progress . Since such progress has only
brought us to the brink of spiritual chaos
and nuclear holocaust, the novelistic
messages of writers like London and
Willa Cather seem comforting and even
compensatory. In them shine again the

fields and the frontiers, the heroes and
the heroines commensurate to our
capacity for wonder.
Today, weary of violent megapolis
and asphalt Eden, we turn almost in
relief to agrarian fiction whose myth
implies that open, uncrowded landscapes can produce similarly spacious
and gracious individuals. That is the
specific premise and the promise of The
Valley of the Moon. Of course, most of
the open land left in America is in the
hands of big conglomerates, and the
descendants of pioneers whom "Dr .
London" urged to get back in touch
with the land and with themselves now
have little choice but to remain in the
town. You can't go home again, and
perhaps you wouldn 't want to; but in
The Valley of the Moon, you can at least
take a nostalgic, horse-drawn pilgrimage into the California you always
hoped existed somewhere on the far side
of the freeway, a magical place which
never heard of urban sprawl, shopping
plazas, and technological eyesores, a
place where you can still follow the
open (and unpaved) road of adventure
freely, taking delight in all things bright
and beautiful. We must find such places
again, or carry the dream of them with
us as a talisman against the coming
darkness.
Howard Lachtman
FARMLAND USA, by James R. Hamil
and Harold Hamil. (Kansas City,
Mo., The Lowell Press, 1975. lOOp.,
102 paintings, index. $20.00)
Regardless of the fact that the editors
tell us this book glorifies the heartland of
America - the breadbasket in the center
of the country - it is really an art book .
No one practicing in the professional
field of watercolor painting could help
but admire these paintings; all onehundred and two of them are superb!
Doubtless there will be those who
respond to the text more than to the
paintings. Perhaps this would include

the color blind and, as the psychologists
label them, the haptic types- those who
never will be able to see quality differences in works of art. They would be
akin to the tone-deaf where music is
concerned. But in the case of this
positively handsome book (the pages
approximate 10" x 12" and the paper
looks like dimpled watercolor paper) it
must rank with the best of recent books
reproducing works of art . The writing is
by the father, the paintings by the son .
As the publishers say, this could be the
first father-son publishing venture on
record.
An outstanding example of the beautiful work of Jim Hamil, the painter, is
located on a double-page spread, pages
20 and 21. The long row of two-story
Midwestern store fronts is a triumph of
watercolor wash handling. A George
Post or Doug Kingman would have been
proud to claim it! To single out any one
painting is to slight the others. Page 30
reproduces a striking painting of the
Missouri river area near Kansas City.
Pages 58-59 show a marvelously fresh
painting of a bit of the Flint Hills Rodeo .
The grouping of figures and crisp
handling of tones are the marks of a
master watercolorist. One could go on
enumerating the pictures that appeal to
the eye and mind but then, really, one
ought to see the whole book- certainly
well worth the $20 asking price. In a
sense, the father's writing "illustrates"
the motivation for the gallery of paintings and become secondary in the order
of importance. Perhaps the book did not
start off that way; the end result created
the order.
A stunning book from any viewpoint particularly for artists and aspiring
artists.
Richard Reynolds, University of the
Pacific
THE RIVERMEN, by the Editors of
Time-Life Books, with text by Paul
O'Neil. (New York, Time-Life Books,
1975. 240p ., illus. (part col.), ports.,
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facsims., bibliog., index.
West Series. $9.95)

The Old

The influence of the steamboats on
the development of the West is vividly
portrayed in this book . Like other TimeLife books of this nature, it blends
interesting and informative writing - in
this case by an author whose experiences
include summers on steamboats - with
historic photographs and colored
paintings.
The Rivermen concentrates on the
Missouri River, with revealing glimpses
of the types of boats and men who navigated this 3,000-mile-long waterway
that helped open the West. Throughout
the book there are descriptions of the
different types of boats that traveled the
wilderness, historic accounts of the
dangers faced by captains and travelers
on the steam-powered vessels, and
insights on the various captains and ship
owners who, respectively, gambled
their lives and fortunes on the waterways of the Western rivers.
Among the highlights of the book are
the short stories on such things as a
steamboat race along the upper Missouri,
fabled keelboat operator Mike Fink, exploits of the sternwheeler "Venture"
along the rapids of the Columbia River,
and the role of the Army Corps of Engineers in improving navigation along the
Missouri.
Rivermen also had a language all
their own, and the reader discovers that
"planting a dead man" involved using a
large piece of timber for leverage to help
negotiate rapids, "eating up the lights"
was a method of navigation used at
night, and "woodhawks" were the
suppliers of fuel for the steam-powered
vessels.
The exploits and rivalry of two
famous riverboat captains, Joseph La
Barge and Grant Marsh, provide considerable insight on the times and the
river, and the same can be said regarding mention of two owners of steamboat
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companies, William Kountz and Sanford Coulson.
From the disasters that befell many
ri¥er boats to the record-breaking run of
the "Far West" carrying word of the
Custer massacre on the Little Big Horn
River, The Rivermen presents a revealing portrait of life on the waterways of
the West in the 1800s.
Richard Doty, University of the
Pacific
NOTHING SEEMED IMPOSSIBLE:
WILLIAM C. RALSTON AND
EARLY SAN FRANCISCO, by David
Lavender. (Palo Alto, California,
American West Publishing Company,
1975. 415p ., maps, illus., ports .,
acknowledgements, selective bibliog.,
index. $12.95)
William C . Ralston, better known as
Billy, like many nineteenth century
boys, left school at an early age to start
work. Within a few years he had served
a brief stint in a grocery store, engaged
in clerking on steam boats plying the
Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, and then
was involved in ferrying Californiabound gold seekers across the isthmus of
Panama. All this served as a prelude to
his career in California which started in
1851, when at the age of 25, Ralston
sailed into San Francisco harbor as the
captain of the steamship New Orleans.
From the time of his arrival in San
Francisco until his mysterious drowning
in 1875, Billy Ralston became one of the
most wealthy and influential men in the
state . Like many nineteenth century
businessmen, Ralston did not specialize
but rather turned his talents to an amazing number of businesses and investments. Among other things, he was
involved in the Comstock Lode,
founded the Bank of California, built
the famous Palace Hotel in San Francisco, and was the driving force behind
a number of other businesses including
woolen mills, sugar refineries, real

estate, and furniture factories. Toward
the end of his life many of Ralston's
investments turned sour, partially because of external forces but partially
because of his unwise actions. The culmination of his financial reverses came
in 1875 when a run on the Bank of
California caused its temporary closure
and .Ralston's forced resignation as its
president. That same day Billy Ralston
drowned while swimming in San Francisco Bay.
Billy Ralston was an exceptional
person and David Lavender has done an
exceptional piece of work in bringing his
career to life . Lavender has a richly
deserved reputation as a writer, and he
also thoroughly researches his subjects.
Both thorough research and excellent
writing are evident in this book. As a
result, Nothing Seemed Impossible- a
book that illuminates a key individual in
the formative period of California history- should find a wide and appreciative audience.
Erling A. Erickson, College of the
Pacific
GOLD! And Where They Found It, A
Guide to Ghost Towns and Mining
Camp Sites in the West, Southwest,
Northwest, Alaska, Georgia, North
Carolina, Tennessee, British Columbia, and the Yukon, by Cy and
Jeannie Martin. Spencer Crump,
Editorial director. (Corona del Mar,
CA, Trans-Anglo Books, 1975. 160.,
illus., ports ., maps, selected bibliog.,
$8.95)
In this book about gold and the gold
seekers Cy and Jeannie Martin point up
those phenomena which change ordinary people into Argonauts. A concise
and complete description of gold fever
and its consequences declares that :
"Word of the discovery of a new gold
field drew thousands of Argonauts in
a great human stampede. Men left
good jobs and travelled on foot or by
boat or on horseback. Nothing

stopped them in their mad rush for
gold." (p.l8)
Descriptions of the physical properties
of raw gold and the state and places in
which it is found are amusingly supplemented by anecdotes about such colorful characters as "Black Bart," the bandit
who plagued the stage lines by robbing
them and leaving a poem in the empty
and abandoned strong box.
The Martins explore the history of the
many towns which sprang up overnight
with the discovery of the precious metal.
Names such as "Bonanza," "Independence," and "Nevadaville" suggest the
spirit which built them. Numerous
sketches and photographs supplement
the text and give credence to the
author's vivid narrative. A glossary
allows the reader to understand the
specialized meanings assigned to ordinary words during those days of invention and adventure.
Gold! with its chronology of the
various gold rushes of North America
from 1519 to 1913, is more than a guide
book. The reader is brought into the historical perspective upon which the text
builds.
Here is a colorful presentation of the
forces which helped shape our continent, a story of the rugged and peculiar
types who cleared a wilderness for a
thriving world society. With its credible
and readable style. "Gold" will provide
entertainment for the beginner or the
seasoned buff.
Greg Leion, College of the Pacific
THE BIG SUR: Land of Rare Treasures,
by Floyd Schmoe. (San Francisco,
Chronicle Books, 1975. 144p., illus .
paper, $5.95)
Each year thousands of automobile
travelers wind down California Highway 1 from Carmel (about 100 miles
south of San Francisco) to Morro Bay
through the region called "Big Sur."
Most do not stop along the way - there
are no fast-food franchises and few
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gasoline stations. Instead they note only
in passing the magnificent ocean-front
cliffs and somber coastal redwoods,
perhaps missing the lone hawk circling
high abqve. For the Big Sur, unlike so
many of our areas of extraordinary
natural beauty, has not fallen victim to
commercial exploitation. It has repulsed
serious attempts at large-scale agriculture and lumbering, the only major
natural resources, and has retained
much of the mystique of the wild which
has drawn artists, writers, musicians,
and bohemian-types for the past two
hundred years. Be it Robinson Jeffers or
Janis Joplin, they come, like Schmoe, a
university scholar, hoping they "might
feel the mood . . . might enter into a
communion with the primordial mysteries which the redwoods embody ... "
And it is through The Big Sur: Land of
Rare Treasures that Schmoe leads us to
this experience.
Although the book seems, at first, to
lack clear direction, one develops a
taste for the method, a pleasant
pointillistic style, as Schmoe plays the
roles of historian, geographer, zoologist,
botanist, meteorologist, philosopher,
and poet, pausing with each only long
enough to offer a flavor of the delicious
whole. Rather than attempt a detailed
summary of the complex microcosm of
life in the Big Sur, he has chosen what
he considers representative samples and
has left much to the reader's imagination to visualize the connecting
images. It is a work to be read at leisure;
one must have the time to digest each
part and to drift into reveries filled with
stately redwood sentinels and playful
otter pups. Schmoe collected his materials over the course of several winters at
the mountain cabin of friends and
several summers at Waterfall Cove and
Anderson Creek; thus the reader must
take adequate time to appreciate the
fruit of such an extensive undertaking .
Most of us will never have the opportunity to experience Big Sur as the
author has, but here we can vicariously
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realize the natural harmony he describes, In that task Schmoe, scientist
and humanist, has been successful for
this reviewer. Indeed, his book itself
deserves to be classified as he has labeled
the "big country to the south;" a
treasure.
David Cook, College of the Pacific
A CALIFORNIA-NEVADA TRAVEL
DIARY OF 1876; The Delightful Account of a B'nai B'rith, by David A.
D'Ancona, Edited by William M.
Kramer. (Santa Monica, Norton B.
Stearn, 1975. 90p., port., index. 350
copies printed . $8.48 post paid)
One of the important benefits of this
bicentennial year is the search for roots
and the awareness of ethnicity of the
various peoples and groups who make
up our population. This delightfully
written travel diary of 1876 adds greatly
to an understanding of the Jews of
California and Nevada one hundred
years ago. Written in a flowing English
style, it recounts the experiences of
David A. D'Acona, a London born
resident of San Francisco, who became
president of District Grand Lodge No. 4
(Western States) B'nai B'rith in 1876.
B'nai B'rith (Hebrew for "sons of the
Covenant") was founded in New York in
1843 with the objective of moral, social ,
philanthropic and educational activities. As such it played an important part
in the linking of early Jewish communities - often isolated - through the land.
One hundred years ago there were 19
lodges located in California and Nevada
which bound together these small
Jewish communities in Oakland, San
Jose, Sacramento, Stockton, Carson
City, Virginia City, Gold Hill, Lake
Tahoe, Marysville, Grass Valley,
Merced, Los Angeles, Santa Monica and
San Bernardino. D'Ancona's account of
his presidential tour gives us a charming
insight into those communities and into
conditions of world Jewry at that time.

The publication of this account adds
an extra dimension to our understanding of the Jews in our part of the United
States at that time and contributes to an
understanding of the West. Rabbi
Kramer's introduction is most informative and sets the scene and background
of this period. We are indebted to him
and to Dr. Norton Stern for their efforts
to shed light on the history of the early
West.
Rabbi Bernard Rosenberg
XIT: Being a New and Original Exploration, in Art and Words, into the Life
and Times of the AMERICAN COWBOY, by Caleb Pirtle and the Texas
Cowboy Association: Jack Bryant,
Clay Dahlberg, George Kovach, Bob
Moline, Don Ray, Mark Storm, Jim
Thomas, Jim Ward, Tom Warren,
Kenneth Wyatt. (Birmingham, Oxmoor House, 1975. 161p., illus. (part
col.), bibliog., Catalog of paintings,
sketches and sculptures. 50,000
numbered copies. $50.00)
If you're at all interested in adven ture, excitement and heritage you'll be
fascinated by the book, "XIT, The
American Cowboy," by Caleb Pirtle and
the Texas Cowboy Artists Association.
These artists, themselves one-time
cowboys, joined to produce an art book
which is far more - "It is an exploration
of the cowboy's way of life, authentically depicted with accuracy of detail
and depth of feeling that could only be
captured by cowboys themselves.
"Here is the loneliness, the sweat, the
fear , the humor, the frustration, the
. cold, and the fatigue that made up a
cowboy's existence. Stripped of its
romance and all of the movie cliches,
the cowboy's life was one few of us
could endure. The XIT artists have
painted him the way he truly was, an
entirely different kind of hero than
fiction has led us to believe."
This book combines the words and

quotes of cowboys and a text about their
history illustrated with numerous paintings, drawings and sculptures by the ten
cowboy artists who call themselves XIT
(Ten in Texas).
The original XIT was the largest
ranch in Texas around 1886. It serviced
110,000 head of cattle and had 575
miles of outside fence to patrol. Six
thousand miles of tough barbed wire
was strung across its land. A quote from
the book gives us the origin of the name
"XIT."
"John Farwell was appointed managing director of the 'XIT,' and Colonel
'Barbacue' Campbell was brought down
from Wichita, Kansas to take over
responsibility as the ranch's general
manager.
"Campbell immediately contracted a
herd of cattle from Ab Blocker, then
watched while the noted cowman
scrawled 'XIT' in the panhandle dirt,
"That, Blocker said, should be your
brand'." It could be made easily from a
5 inch bar and was almost impossible to
alter or burn out.
The text of the book is filled with
absorbing detail, and the excellent art
works which serve as illustrations are a
fascinating mixture of modern interpretations and timeless descriptions of past
heritage.
During this year of bicentennial
celebrations, the greatness of the American spirit is nowhere more exemplified
than in the American cowboy. His
tough, honest courage as reflected in
these pages is a fine example to us all.
Gilbert Delinger, University of the
Pacific
ARCTIC PASSAGE: The Turbulent
History of the Land and People of the
Bering Sea 1697-1975, by William R.
Hunt . (New York, Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1975. 395p., illus., ports., map,
notes, bibliog., index. $12.95)
The perilous and icy waters of the
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Bering Sea, ringed on the south by the
Aleutian-Commander Islands, narrow
on the north to the strait which
separates Asia and America . Scientists
believe that a land bridge once closed
the gap between the continents; whether
by land bridge or ice bridge there seems
little doubt that man and beast once
crossed freely, but modern man knew
little of the area until the Cossacks began
their push to the east in search of
plunder and furs. By 1696 they had
reached Kamchatka's east coast, subduing the primitive natives as they went,
and reaping a rich harvest of prize skins.
Hunt points out that the "experience of
the Russians with the natives . . . set a
pattern for the relationships of the
Europeans with American natives of the
Bering Sea . . .. Declarations of fiscal
and humanitarian policies for Siberia
and Alaska were issued from St. Petersburg often enough, but these were not
realistically implemented or enforced .
In the absence of firm control, initiative
was left to opportunists who acted to
fulfill their immediate needs. Ruthless
exploitation, slavery, and genocide were
the results of a lust for quick profits
which could not be checked by a vacillitating, largely indifferent government .
Helpless peoples and the immense
marine resources of the Bering Sea were
wasted over decades of bloody, greedy,
and mindless efforts launched from
Kamchatka."
The two expeditions led by Victor
Bering opened the Aleutians and eventually the whole Bering Sea area to the
fur trappers, and the American Aleuts
first felt the impact of Russian expansion. But the reports of the riches to be
gained could not be silenced, and other
nations hastened to share the spoils.
English, French, and American ships
sailed to exploit the mammoth harvest
of whale, walrus, sea otter, and sea lion.
Little attention was paid to the natives
whose lives depended on an adequate
supply of these food animals, and little
attention has been paid by historians to
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the whalers' role as traders, furnishing
liquor, firearms, tobacco and the like in
exchange for whalebone, ivory and
sexual favors. As usual disease and
alcohol exacted a heavy toll of the
natives.
Hunt believes that the reluctance of
the Russian government to the antagonize England by expanding its California holdings so that its American
colonies could be economically fed,
coupled with the recognition that the
unrelenting expansion of the American
people would sooner or later bring the
countries into conflict in the north, led
to the abandonment of the American
colonies and the sale of Alaska.
One of the first official acts of the
United States in Alaska was to attempt
the importation of reindeer from Siberia
to replace the decimated walrus, seal,
and caribou. Soon, however, the discovery of another great resource electrified the world - gold was discovered on
the shores of Nome, and thousands
flocked to share the good fortune. The
influx of people and the commercial
development of the area continued,
punctuated by disputes over hunting
and fishing grounds. Hunt discusses the
disruptions of World War I, and the
changes in relations with Russia caused
by the Bolshevik Revolution . The Second
World War which saw the Japanese
invade and occupy Attu, contributed to
the reputation of the Bering Sea as "the
graveyard of ships and of the reputation
of commanders" - the Japanese slipped
away in the fog before the Allied offensive began, just as the Russians had
slipped away from the British in the
Crimean War . But, for better or for
worse (which is more probable) the
Aleuts had been permanently disrupted.
Whether or not the United States or
Russia will succeed in preparing the
natives to live in today's world, it seems
clear that the old way of life is surely
doomed . Whether the hundreds of fish ing vessels from many countries will
wipe out the prolific breeding grounds

of the Bering Sea, the richest known to
man, or whether conservationists will be
able to effect a limit is still uncertain.
But there are signs, as the new and
portentous exploitation of the petroleum
fields begins, that the U .S. and Russia
are exchanging scientific data and
cooperating in several fields - a sign,
says Hunt, of "a new awareness on both
sides of the Bering Sea that the people of
the North have much to give each other
and much to gain from giving."
Ernestine Smutny, University of the
Pacific
AS POP SAW IT. The Great Central
Valley of California as Seen Through
the Lens of a Camera, by Jerome D.
Laval. (Fresno, CA, Graphic Technology Co., 1975. 240p., chiefly illus.
$15.95)
"Pop" Laval recorded the people,
places, and events of the San Joaquin
Valley and environs for some fifty-five
years; from 1910 to 1965 he photographed presidents, parades, buildings,
dams, transportation systems, local
characters and dignitaries. As Pop Saw
It is his photographic record of the
mountains and plains of the Valley and
of industry and agriculture. His grandson assembled this collection from tens
of thousands of his negatives as a tribute
to "Pop," and these reproductions,
which are of high quality, provide an
interesting and valuable resource for the
historian and nostalgia buff.
James Shebl, Associate Director,
Pacific Center for Western Studies.

CHARLES C. CHAPMAN: The Career
of a Creative Californian, 1853-1944.
Edited by Donald H. Pflueger, Foreword by C. Stanley Chapman.
(Orange, Chapman College Bookstore, 1976. ix, 24lp., illus., port.
$14.95 post paid)
Charles C. Chapman is his own biog-

rapher, telling, as only the man who has
lived them can, the humble incidents
that are the delights of liying. His
accomplishments stand without need of
biographer in the records of history,
business, agriculture, industry, higher
education, and in his devoted church.
His story is not one but rather a series of
Horatio Alger type lives. From one
failure to another, his early life led him
through apple selling and shipping, a
bricklayer's apprenticeship, groce.ry
clerking and managing, country auctioneering, etc., until he slipped into
soliciting biographies for county histories, then selling the histories, then taking
over their publication. In this he
prospered, and from his Chicago publication office expanded into Chicago
real estate, likewise successfully.
Then, family health matters (familiar
story) making Chicago living impossible,
a move to Texas and then Southern
California was indicated. And a new
chapter of successes begins. The base of
operations in his re-establishment was
his beloved orange ranch in Orange
County. Here he developed to shipping
perfection the Valencia Late strain
which became the main-stay of the
orange industry. His own brand, Chapman's Old Mission, became the ideal of
perfection in its time. But this agricultural success was not Chapman's only
claim to fame. In politics he rose to be
Mayor of Fullerton, delegate to two
national Republican Conventions and
was talked about as a possible candidate
for Governor and Vice-President. His
real estate interests followed him to Los
Angeles, where he ultimately owned
whole business blocks and the Alexandria Hotel. Along the way he
acquired bank properties, even founding one to which he gave the auspicious
name Bank of America, later to be
bought out by A. P. Giannini's Bank of
Italy. Two other banks which Chapman
had served as president also became part
of the great merger now known as THE
Bank of America. And then there was
OIL.
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Through all of his life Chapman
never lost his love and sense of loyalty to
his church. To him this was simply the
"Christian Church" (Disciples of
Christ). Becoming a part of it at the age
of seven, he began preaching and testifying at about sixteen. He was later a
highly accepted lay preacher at Christian Endeavors and church conventions,
missing only two or three in a forty-year
span . The church's mission work was
close to his heart, and he supported it
well.
But most of all, in the area of doing
good works, he wanted to provide for
the education he was never able to have.
He wanted to found and to be responsible for a college . Through his church he
was able to do it. His challenge gift was
accepted by the Brotherhood of the
Church, other funds were pooled, the
Berkeley Bible Seminary was closed,
and its funds and history were turned
into the establishment of California
School of Christianity, later changed to
California Christian College, and then,
in proper recognition, to Chapman
College . Charles C. Chapman, as
President of the Board of Trustees, saw
the college through its first and most
difficult twenty years of growth. Chapman College is truly his monument.
Donald Pflueger, CSU, Pomona,
History Professor, writes of his editing
and the subject: "Charles C. Chapman
emerges as one of the most illustrious
builders of Southern California in the
first half of the twentieth century. He
built buildings, he built industries, he
built organizations, he built colleges,
and insofar as he helped build lives, he
built a better society. This literary
edifice may well have been his most
inspired and most inspiring."
Arthur W . Swann, University of the
Pacific
SAN FRANCISCO ALMANAC, by
Gladys Hansen. (San Francisco,
Chronicle Books, 1975. 279p., illus .,
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maps, bibliog., index.

paper, $5.95)

Here, between two paper covers is
"everything you want to know about
The City." The jacket boasts that quote,
~nd it is correct. Miss Hansen , the city
archivist, has put together an interesting
and useful volume. It is logically
organized, and thoroughly outlined and
indexed. The contents are diverse - from
information on the meanings of the
Richter and Mercalli Scales (under
geology) to comments of the famous on
the city. (Unfortunately, the quotes do
not carry dates.) All of the statistics that
one will need are there; the names of
prominent citizens, the city's history, its
flora and fauna (and where to find it!)
and clear maps and pictures. For those
interested in western history, this volume is a must. The origins of all street
names are explained, and the volume
has a list of all of the streets as originally
named with the changes over the years.
There are minute biographies of all of
the city's mayors and the stories of all of
the city's hills, parks, lakes and islands.
At the end of the volume is a twenty-one
page bibliography which can act as a
starting point for anyone interested in
the particulars of the history of The
City.
Morton Ellis Goldstein, Callison College, University of the Pacific

MEXICO VIEWS MANIFEST DESTINY, 1821-1846; An Essay on the
Origins of the Mexican War, by Gene
M. Brack. (Albuquerque, University
of New Mexico Press, 1975. 194 p.,
notes, bibliog., index. $12 .00)
During the twenty-five years between
independence and the outbreak of the
war that was to cost half df her national
territory, Mexico's view of the United
States ranged from cautious admiration
to bitter hatred . Drawing extensively
upon primary and secondary sources in

both countries, Professor Brack has
given us a thoroughly researched and
well written account of the evolution of
Mexican attitudes toward the United
States during this period. His major
thesis is that it is in these perceptions
and attitudes, rather than in the
"objective" situation of 1846, that one
must search for the explanation of why
Mexico chose to fight a war she would
surely lose.
After a brief introductory chapter,
the author divides his work into three
periods. The first, 1821 -30, was a time
during which Mexicans paid relatively
little attention to the United States but
when what interest there was reflected
an ambivalent mixture of admiration,
caution, and disdain. The growing
animosity between the two countries
arising from the Texas question was the
theme of the second period, 1830-1844.
The third, 1844-1846, is characterized
by an increasingly bellicose tone in the
Mexican press and other domestic
pressures toward a showdown with the
United States over westward expansion.
A major sub-theme of the book is the
influence of Mexican perceptions of U.S.
racial attitudes during the quartercentury. Slavery, mistreatment of the
Indians, and discrimination against
Mexicans in the United States led
Mexico increasingly to view U.S. westward expansion as a fundamental threat
to Mexican culture and values rather
than just a territorial dispute. Under
these conditions, the peaceful cession of
territory populated by Mexicans would
be quite unthinkable.
Brack concludes that Mexico's political leaders were under no illusions in
1846 concerning either their own military strength or that of the United
States. Given the Mexican view of U.S.
"manifest destiny" which had evolved
until that year, however, Mexico's own
destiny seemed to require a military
confrontation-whatever the consequences.
Lee Fennell, University of the Pacific

PORFIRIO SALINAS, by Ruth Goddard, with an Introduction by Dewey
Bradford. (Austin, Texas, Rock House
Press, 1975. 95p., illus. (part col.),
port., notes, index. $25.00)

Porfirio Salinas, popular Texas artist
of Mexican heritage, notable and collectable in his works, master of the bluebonnet landscape, is here presented in
twenty full-color reproductions, along
with a memorial tribute and the telling
of his life work. Dewey Bradford, writer
of the introduction, was his friend but
also his discoverer and agent. Bradford's
own story is worth briefly telling. He
was an amateur fighter who opened a
paint business in Austin and befriended
poor artists (but none so notable as
Salinas). He became not only a defender
of Salinas, protecting him from his own
generosity, but also served as agent
provocateur, stimulating Salinas to do
greater and different works, and preventing the stagnation that is sometimes
the ruin of less inspired painters.
Bradford and Salinas both prospered in
their arrangement: Salinas could live
comfortably, enjoying success in his
lifetime supported by his art; Bradford
sold Salinas' paintings with a moneyback guarantee - he admits to having to
make good the gurantee only once, and
that to an estate I All of this attests to the
genuineness of Salinas' art.
The paintings of Salinas are of the
popular-realistic type. The scenes are
the familiar Texas landscapes. Salinas
was faithful to what he saw and was
careful to portray each season in its own
way; no anachronisms are to be found .
The colors shown in these reproductions
are true: the bluebonnet blues brilliant,
the skies diffuse, the cacti quite real.
Salinas' Spanish-Mexican heritage come
through clearly in his "other" subject for
painting, bullfighting. Encouraged in
this by Bradford, over three hundred of
Salinas' thousands of known paintings
reflect this theme. They are good, life-
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like, and filled with the emotion of the
activity.
Ruth Goddard, an established Texas
writer of plays, books and radio scripts
has very sensitively produced this easyto-read commentary in this unusual
interpretation of life and art in Texas.
Arthur W . Swann, University of the
Pacific
WHAT MAKES A MAN: The Annie E.
Kennedy and John Bidwell Letters,
1866-1868, by Chad L. Hoopes, Prefaced by W . H. Hutchinson. (Fresno,
Valley Publishers, 1973. vii, 102p.,
illus., ports ., bibliog., index.
$5 .95)
What makes a man? You ask . This
book answers, "Love makes a man."
Far from being "the Prince of
California Pioneers," as he was to come
to be labeled by his foremost biographer, Rockwell D . Hunt, the bachelor
Bidwell is shown here to be quite a
different man - rough and tough, opportunistic, mainly self-educated, at times
almost crude, definitely in need of
reform. Through disappointments in his
yoqthfullife, he is credited as becoming
the forceful giant who brought the first
emigrant wagon train through to California. He matured coarsely, adopted
crass politics as a way of life; through
Monterey and Sacramento he clawed his
way from his Chico ranch to Congress in
Washington. Then he met Miss Annie
Kennedy - and the love story and his
transformation begin .
Chad Hoopes, College of the Redwoods historian, has selected these
letters from the Bidwell papers in the
California State Library, Bancroft and
elsewhere, to illustrate the change of
character in the man, and the influence
in the change that was his Annie's
doing. Hoopes gives an interpretative
introduction, and then the letters speak
for themselves .
The correspondence portion of the
three-year courtship ranged from Wash-
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ington to Paris and Chico, back and
forth . It shows Miss Kennedy's reluctance, hesitancy, acceptance, determination, cycle of love. It shows Bidwell's
attraction to her, his active campaign to
establish acquaintance, his infatuation,
his unwonted impetuosity becoming
tempered and controlled, the ultimate
coming to terms for marriage, and the
deliberate construction of an island of
Eastern culture in Chico. The twentyyear age difference faded significantly,
and their marriage finally came to be,
successful and happy .
The matrix was, of course, her
staunch Presbyterian faith and his
inbred moral strength. Bidwell became
a new man - all thanks to Annie's love.
Arthur W. Swann, University of the
Pacific
ONE MAN'S SAN FRANCISCO, by
Herb Caen. (Garden City, New York:
Doubleday & Company, 1976. 232p.
$6.95)
Everyone who reads the San Frandisco Chronicle knows who Herb Caen
is. He is the "three dot journalist" who
sees all and hears all, and almost makes
gossip a nice word. For thirty years and
more he has written a six day a week
column which, rumor has it, is worth
40,000 readers a day to the Chronicle.
He is also one of the last surviving
practicing essayists, and if one combs his
columns carefully, enough paragraphs
can be found, all well written, to fill a
book. And that is what has been done.
There is a classic Caen mixture here of
nostalgia for that elusive magic city that
died in 1906 and was reborn, which
came into full glory in the 1920's and
1930's, and then faded sometime after
the Golden Gate Exposition became a
naval base. This volume surveys the
people, places, quirks and quakes of San
Francisco which make The City unique .
With a lively sense of humor and the
Caen capacity to turn a neat phrase, the

reader is amused and bemused on nearly
every page. Throughout the book are
scattered four or five obituaries, and
they exemplify some of Caen's best
writing. These essays about his friends
Larry Fanning, Paul Smith, Howard
Gossage, Cornelius Ryan, and Ann
London Scott are poignant tributes to
very special individuals.
All of these essays appeared in Caen's
column . Some have been edited . They
read well, and nearly every page has a
comment that brings a smile and sometimes a loud laugh. The book is good
light reading, especially on Saturday
morning when there is no Caen in the
Chron.
Morton Ellis Goldstein, Callison College, University of the Pacific

YOSEMITE AND ITS INNKEEPERS:
The Story of a Great Park and its
Chief Concessionaires, by Shirley
Sargent (Yosemite, Flying Spur Press,
1975. 176p., illus., ports., maps on
end
paper,
source
notes,
index. $15 .00)
Author-historian Shirley Sargent has
been a Yosemite watcher since 1929
when she first visited Yosemite Valley
with her father and grandfather in a
brand new Model A. Ford . Since 1961
she has made her home at the Flying
Spur Ranch, just a few hundred yards
from the west boundary of the park and
fifteen minutes from Yosemite Village.
She can frequently be seen peddling her
three-wheeled bicycle to the Yosemite
Research Library for more material
about the Park's illustrious past. Her
previous works on Yosemite include a
biography of John Muir's life in
Yosemite, the story of the community of
Wawona at the park's south entrance,
and sketches about Yosemite's visiting
celebrities. All of these are short, fully
illustrated soft cover works.
Her newest offering, Yosemite & Its
Innkeepers, is a full size, hardcover,

book containing sixteen chapters, maps,
and 163 rare photographs, many of
which are published here for the first
time.
The foreword is by Horace Albright,
former Director of the National Park
Service . Albright sets the tone for Miss
Sargent with a quotation from Stephen
Mather, Albright's boss and first Director of the Park Service, "Scenery is a
hollow enjoyment to the tourist who sets
out in the morning after an indigestible
breakfast and a fitful sleep on an
impossible bed ." Mather's statement
was made after the establishment of the
National Park Service in 1916 when the
Service was making its initial drive to
provide adequate and comfortable facilities for park visitors . Miss Sargent,
however, begins her story more than
a half century earlier, with the discovery of Yosemite by white men, the
first tourist parties, and Yosemite's
pioneer innkeepers.
Miss Sargent spent three years researching Yosemite & Its Innkeepers,
and the book reflects thorough library
research, extensive interviewing, and a
personal friendship with many of the
principal characters in Yosemite's history. The maps and pictures are of
special interest, for they help the reader
assess the enormous changes that have
taken place in Yosemite Valley's manmade features. The story of the Ahwah nee Hotel, Curry Village, and Yosemite
Lodge are given special attention . And
frequently asked questions - "What
became of the Fire Fall?" and "Why do
the cabins-without bath-seem to predate
the First World War?"- are answered in
full.
The book ends on a positive note with
Miss Sargent believing that Yosemite
will continue to offer superlative natural
beauty to its millions of visitors, and
that the concessionaires will continue to
have a clean bed and wholesome board
for all-comers.
Roger Johnston, University of the
Pacific
\
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Notes From The Book Editor
Ernestine Smutny, Book Editor
HOUSING MIGRATORY AGRICULTURAL WORKERS IN CALIFORNIA, 1913-1948, by Albert Croutch.
Thesis, University of California. (San
Francisco, R and E Research Associates, 1975. 92p ., bibliog. paper,
$8.00)
The migratory worker, whose conditions led a prominent commentator to
remark "We don't own slaves, we rent
them," has been an essential factor in
the preeminence of California's agricultural production. However, because of
the seasonal nature of the work and the
large number of laborers (usually accompanied by wives and children) who
must be housed .and supplied with
services, most growers, even the conscientious, could not maintain adequate
quarters.
Croutch's dissertation, submitted in
1948 and reprinted by R and E, supplies
a good background for the continuing
study of a problem which, almost thirty
years later, has still not been solved.
MANIFEST DESTINY IN THE MINES :
A Cultural Interpretation of AntiMexican Nativism in California,
1848-1853, by Richard H. Peterson.
(San Francisco, R and E Associates,
1975. 126p . , annotated bibliog .
$9 .00)
Peterson's study was originally prepared as a Master's thesis at San Francisco State, and it is an interesting addition to the literature on the anti-Mexican
discrimination which developed among
the American miners in California.
Peterson believes that the rise of
nativism, defined as an "intense opposition to an internal minority on the
grounds of its foreign (i.e. 'un-American') connections ." was hastened and
intensified by the anti-Catholic bias of
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the Anglo-Saxon against the Irish,
French, and Spanish, by the unfavorable picture of the Californios reported
in the Eastern press, and by the hatred of
Mexico felt by the soldiers who fought in
the Mexican War. Of course, the
"struggle for social order" and economic
competition in the mines were powerful
factors, but the difference in the
cultural and racial background helps to
explain why the Latin Americans and
later the Chinese bore the brunt of the
nativist ire .
Unfortunately the passing of the
decades has done but little to eliminate
nativism - the word itself may not be in
vogue, but it is not hard to find too
many examples to prove that it is alive
and well.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA and DONA
MERCED, by Esther Boulton Black .
Prologue by Douglas Black. Foreword
by Donald H. Pflueger. Book Design
by Vernon S. Tegland . (Redlands,
San Bernardino County Museum
Association, 1975. 323p., illus.,
ports ., maps. $9.50, paper, $7.50)
Endorsed by the American Revolution
Bicentennial Commission of California
and designated a Bicentennial publication by the San Bernardino County
Bicentennial Committee, this history of
the Rancho Cucamonga encompasses
much of the history of Southern
California in the era of transition from
rancho to town . Thoroughly researched
and well documented, the text relates
the story of both the Rancho Cucamonga, Dona Merced's home with her
first husband, and the Rancho Santa
Ana del Chino, her paternal home, and
one of the few Spanish land grants in
California.
The author's success in amassing
details enables her to draw word

pictures of the numerous characters who
played parts in the evolving drama of
California, and adds a poignantly
human dimension to the account of
claims, litigations, financial statistics
and the like.
The last chapter describes the present
state of the Casa de Rancho Cucamonga, the burned brick house built by
John and Merced Rains in 1860. Now
the property of San Bernardino County
it is being restored as a museum to preserve a segment of old California.
LEGISLATING NORMALCY: The Immigration Act of 1924, by Peter H.
Wang. (San Francisco, Rand E Associates, 1975. 156p., bibliog., index.
$10.00)
This is a well-written, absorbing
study of the attitude of the established
American toward the foreign emigrant,
and especially the non-WASP emigrant,
that prevailed up to the passage of the
Immigration Act of 1924. The argument
and counter arguments still sound very
familiar, e.g., the businessmen who
desired cheap labor for unskilled and
undesirable jobs scorned by the natives
vs the small-time operator who feared
the willingness of that labor or the
superior skills they had often shown.
The fear of religious differences, beliefs
in racial superiority or inferiority, the
charges that such peoples were unwilling to "melt" in the great pot and
become part of a uniform culture (or the
fear that if they did they would contaminate it) are still very much part of
our national picture. When Tom Lehrer
sang:
"Oh the Protestants hate the Catholics,
and the Catholics hate the Protestants,
and the Moslems hate the Hindus,
and everybody hates the Jews,"
in his timeless satire on "Brotherhood
Week" he came too close to the truth.
There were also legitimate fears that
unrestricted immigration would destroy
the very things which made America desirable, and that overpopulation would

make it impossible to maintain a decent
standard of living under the aegis of a
democracy. Our present concerns dem onstrate that these fears at least, cannot
be brushed off as mere prejudice.
All in all, Wang's study deserves wide
dissemenation and a careful reading.
A HISTORY OF THE JAPANESE
COMMUNITY IN SACRAMENTO,
1883-1972: Organizations, Businesses,
and Generational Response to Majority Domination and Stereotypes, by
Cheryl L. Cole (San Francisco, R and
E Associates, 1974. 160p., selected
bibliog. paper, $10 .00)
This paper, also written as a thesis,
contains a careful and definitive exploration of the Japanese presence in Sacramento . Cole gives the see-saw attitude
of the Anglos to the incoming Japanese at first welcomed, then the subject of
nativist suspicion and hatred, then
praised as a "model minority." They
now are perhaps reaching new and still
uncertain acceptance in the third
generation, the Sansei.
It does not make pretty reading - this
sober account, often in the words of the
Issei, Nisei or Sansei, of the persecution,
vilification and harassment which they
suffered at the hands of the white
majority. Cole points out that the
stereotype of the "model minority" is
fully as damaging as that of the
"Oriental menace," since it denies the
very real problems that still face the
three generations, especially the Sansei,
many of whom resent being expected to
work twice as hard as others and being
used as an example to other minorities.
She points out that so long as we insist
on forcing the Japanese-American into a
stereotyped mold we are denying them
the right to define and determine their
own identity.
A MEXICAN FAMILY EMPIRE: The
Latifundio of the sanchez Navarros,
1775-1867, by Charles H. Harris III
(Austin, University of Texas Press,
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1975. 410p ., map, tables, genealogical chart, notes, bibliog., ind~x.
$15.00)
It may be difficult to believe that a
carefully documented century-long history of a Mexican latifundio can be read
with the feeling of excitement usually
reserved for a good historical novel, but
A Mexican Family Empire is such a
history.
Harris has mastered myriad details of
the Sanchez Navarro archive at the
University of Texas at Austin - the
largest collection of hacienda materials
in the U.S., containing letters, business
correspondence, reports and inventories, wills, land titles and court records.
The scope and complexity of the
Sanchez N avarros' affairs precluded a
strictly chronological approach: "A
topical framework permits a detailed
analysis of how the family built up and
operated their estates and of how they
exercised their resultant economic, social
and political power."
In the first chapter Harris sets the
stage with a description of the state of
Coahuila and the existing latifundios at
the time the young Father Jose Miguel
was appointed to serve as the curate of
Monclova. The curate was a member of
a large and distinguished clan dating
back to thirteenth -century Spain, and
many of his relatives were men of
stature . Quickly realizing that his position was a source of authority and business opportunity (there was no prohibition against a curate engaging in
commerce) JoseMiguel quickly began to
build his fortune. Harris traces in fascinating detail the procedures by which
Jose Miguel increased his activities until
soon it was necessary to summon first
one and then another brother to assist
him, in the process helping each
brother become a land owner also. The
Sanchez Navarros did not neglect the
rest of their numerous relatives; Jose
Miguel paid for the education of several
nephews, and they used the services of
relatives by blood or marriage as infor-
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mants in lawsuits, appeals, business
transactions and the like. In the same
way they were always ready to help any
family member through loans, use of
influence, etc.
Harris paints a remarkably clear
picture of the enormous work involved
in the management of a latifundio.
While some hacendados were absentee
landlords, the business acumen and
drive for affluence which the Sanchez
Navarros exhibited for three generations
should provide an effective proof that
such was not necessarily the norm. In
the process of detailing the sometimes
slow but steady and single-minded
building of the latifundio, Harris discusses riparian rights, range conditions,
dry-land farming, the peonage system,
the beneficial effects of the commercial
ventures which helped keep the brothers
solvent and the political upheavals
which eventually brought their
downfall.
An important element in the success
of their undertaking was the remarkable
way in which the Sanchez Navarros prevented the dissipation of their estate by
inheritance outside the immediate family. After the deaths of his brothers, Jose
Miguel and his nephew Jose Melchor
acted in concert, and the widow and
sons of Jose Melchor, in their turn,
enlarged the latifundio to its greatest
extent - over 25,780 square miles, an
area larger than Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Rhode Island and
Delaware combined (though they soon
sold part of the land). For decades they
skillfully avoided politically dangerous
involvements and turned difficult situations to their own advantage, working
diligently to ensure the stability of their
estate. Had they managed to avoid a
political alliance with Maximilian, they
might well have retained their latifundio
until the hacienda system was finally
destroyed in the Revolution of 1910. As
it was, the third generation was reduced
to genteel poverty. Although the heirs
recovered some of the family's property
in the late 1870's they subsequently sold

it, "so that for all practical purposes the
Sanchez Navarro latifundio had passed
into history as of 1866."
THE SOUTHWEST HISTORICAL
SERIES, edited by Ralph P. Bieber
and Leroy R. Hafen. (Philadelphia,
Porcupine Press, 1974. 12v., .. illus.,
maps, bibliog., index. $195.00; 10%
pre-paid discount)
The Arthur H. Clark Co. published
the original volumes of this series from
1831 to 1843. By seeking out unpublished manuscripts, obscure newspaper
accounts or other rare materials (some
never before translated into English) the
editors sought to illuminate the history
of the Southwestern frontier between
1821 and 1890 as the Anglo-Americans
moved into the land of the HispanicAmerican and the Indian.
The volumes won high praise as they
appeared, not only for their intrinsic
worth but also for the excellence of the
introductory essays and notes. For
example, one reviewer called Hafen's
60-page introduction to the three volumes on the Colorado gold mines "the
most comprehensive presentation thus
far m;tde of these early rumors and discoveries." A complete analytical index
to the eleven volumes is an invaluable
tool for the researcher.
The Porcupine Press has reprinted the
entire series in an attractive set . The
type is clear, there is sufficient "white
space" and the volumes are well bound.
As often happens in reprinting, the illustrations, other than line drawings and
maps, suffer most from the reproduction
process. However, the overall quality is
high, and many will be grateful for the
opportunity to purchase this fine series
in full or in part.
The volumes, with their prices, are
listed here for the benefit of those who
need individual volumes.
v. 1 Adventures in the Santa Fe Trade
1844-1847, byJamesJ. Webb $17.50
v. 2 Frontier Life in the Army 18541861 , by Eugene Bandel
$17.50

v. 3 Journey of a Soldier under Kearny
and Doniphan,
ed. by Ralph Bieber
$20.00
v. 4 Marching with the Army of the
West 1846-1848,
by Abraham Johnson
$20.00
v. 5 Southern Trails to California in
1849, ed. by Ralph Bieber
$20.00
v. 6 Wah-to-Yah and the Taos Trail,
ed . by Ralph Bieber
$20.00
v. 7 Exploring Southwestern Trails
1846-1854,
by Philip St. George Cooke
$20.00
v. 8 Historic Sketches of the Cattle
Trade of the West and Southwest,
ed. by Ralph Bieber
$25.00
v. 9 Pike's Peak Gold Rush Guide Books
of 1859, ed. by Leroy Hafen $20.00
v.10 Colorado Gold Rush:
Contemporary Letters and Reports
1858-1859, ed. by Leroy Hafen$20.00
v .11 Overland Routes to the Gold Fields
1859,ed. by Leroy Hafen
$17.50
v.l2 Analytical Index to the Southwest
Historical Series
$20.00

....

..

SAN JOSE'S LUIS MARIA PERALTA
AND HIS ADOBE, by Frances L.
Fox . Sketches by Ralph Rambo. (San
Jose, Smith-McKay Printing, 1975.
92p., illus., ports., facsims., 2 fold.
maps in pocket, bibliog.,_notes, index,
$15.00, paper $5.00)
Peralta's small adobe is San Jose's last
link with its Spanish past, the only
remaining adobe from the first pueblo
in Alta California. Built in the 1790's by
Manuel Gonzilez, it is one of the oldest
adobes still standing in Northern California. Peralta came into possession of
the adobe later, probably after Gon zalez' death in 1805. Peralta spent "24
years of his active military life and his 25
years of retirement in San Jose," serving
as comissionado under Spanish rule, as
elector, treasurer and juez under the
Mexican Government, and as councilman under the American. The grantee
of an enormous Spanish land grant, his
estate included not only San Jose
property, but also the Rancho San
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Antonio in the East Bay area, which encompassed the cities of Oakland, Berkeley, Emeryville, Piedmont, Alameda,
Albany and part of San Leandro .
Although his wealth was enormous he
continued to live in his modest adobe
until his death in 1851. Fox gives the high
points of Peralta's life and a brief
history of San Jose as she relates the
successful drive to make the old adobe a
permanent memorial to California's
past . Now in process of restoration, it
will be the central attraction of a small
park, where kiosks will display maps
and pictures to interpret the city's
history. The book itself is very attractive; it is printed on softly-tinted paper
which echoes the linen sheets of old and
is well supplied with photographs and
charming line drawings. Lists of weights
and measures, Spanish terms and old
cattle brands add to the overall effect.
GOLD CAMP DRIFTER, 1906-1910,
by Emmett L. Arnold. (Reno, University of Nevada Press, 1973. 186p.,
illus. A Bristlecone Paperback .
$4 .00)
Arnold scoffs at the picture of the Old
West given by modern TV and movies,
and then provides a behind-the-scenes
look at the way it really was, at least in
the early years of the century. After a
stint as a cow puncher and jack-of-alltrades on a ranch, he went to Nevada to
seek his fortune in the boomtowns of
Goldfield, Tonopah, Rawhide and
Bodie. A good upbringing, good sense,
and the example of an admired older
brother kept the adolescent youth out of
real trouble, in spite of a plethora of
temptations. As one of the distaff side, I
was especially moved by his description
of the choices open to girls of poor
families - how could a sales clerk live in
San Francisco on $5 a week?
From Nevada Arnold moved on to
other occupations and other parts of the
world. Gifted with a facile pen and
near-total recall, he should be urged to
record more of his adventures for
posterity.
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HAYWARD ... the First 100 years, by
Eden Writers. Florence Carr Randall,
Editor, Evelyn Boehm et. al. (Hayward, Hayward Centennial Committee, 1975. 184p., illus., ports., maps,
facsims., index. $10 .95, paper,
$6.95)
The fourteen writers who researched
and prepared this lavishly illustrated
history of Hayward divided it into
broad categories- The Garden of Eden:
The Planting (1876-1900), The Garden
of Eden: The Ripening (1901 -1945),
The Garden of Eden: The Harvest
(1946-1976), and Tomorrow's Garden
of Eden. The early settlers, transportation development, power, publishing,
education, agriculture, civic improvements - one could go on and on and not
exhaust the long list of topics. The final
selection is rather curious; the illustrated
picture is a barren freeway streaked
with lights, while the text is a tabular
recapitulation of local and national
highlights and happenings 1876-1976.
The past and present are well represented, however, and the index will lead
you quickly to every topic and person
mentioned in text or picture caption .
THE LONG ROAD TO TEHACHAPI,
a Centennial Edition, by Judy Barras,
with illustrations by Bud Barras.
(Tehachapi, the Author, 1976. 213p.,
illus., maps ," facsims., notes, bibliography, index. paper, $5.25)
Five major divisions - The Road, The
Mines, The Farms, The Town, The
Earthquake - provide the framework for
narrating many details of local history
and descriptions of natural scenes or
man-made structures.
The author, a well-known writer and
lecturer, has travelled widely and
interviewed many old-timers and descendants of pioneers to ma:ke this
history of Tehachapi, published in its
centennial year, as complete as possible.
Beginning with previously unpublished
accounts of wagon train journeys along

the Southern Trail in the 1850's, the
author discusses the attempts at mining
and describes the lime-burning kilns .
She describes the vast ranches where
cattle raising gave way to grain and
grain to fruit orchards. Of prime importance are the people - who they were,
whence they came, what they did.
Don't expect to digest this book in one
sitting. There is enough to make your
head whirl if you bite off too much at
once. A hundred years is a long story;
enjoy it a section at a time.
ALTADENA'S GOLDEN YEARS, A
Pictorial History of the Early Community, by Robert H. Peterson.
(Altadena, the Author, 1976. lOlp.,
illus., ports., maps, facsims., index.
$5.75 , paper $3.75)
The cover sub-title differs from the
the title page cover, which reads "more
than 250 photographs of the community's early landmarks, events, and
people." Together the two describe the
nature and scope of this labor of love Peterson is selling it "on a non-profit
basis as a contribution to the culture of
the community." Few adopted sons
have paid so handsome a tribute to their
foster homes!
This is a fine book for browsing. The
table of contents lists in some detail the
historical background and the landmarks, people and institutions covered
in the text; a "supplementary index"
(not completely exhaustive but reasonably good) aids in searching for specific
items ..
The fact -filled pages and numerous
pictures will be especially welcome in
updating Altadena's history. It is regrettable that Peterson did not document
the text. This omission, however, will be
of concern only to the historian; the
non -specialist will not mind at all .
GHOST TOWN GLIMPSES, by Craig
MacDonald. (San Francisco, Anthelion Press, Inc., 1975. 98p ., illus.,
map . $6.95, paper, $2 .95)

Twenty chapters present a brief and
entertaining history of twenty mining
towns of California's Mother Lode. The
title is not really accurate, since many of
the towns are not ghosts at all, even
though the mines that brought them
into being may be .
The alphabetical arrangement does
not help the reader who might want to
plan an excursion since the map (like
most of the illustrations) is dark and not
easily read.
While he has by no means produced a
comprehensive guide to the Lode, MacDonald has gathered a number of
interesting vignettes and written them
up in an informal colloquial style. There
is a good chance that many of these
vignettes will be new to you .
RECLAMATION, a History of the
Linda-Olivehurst Area of California
1850-1975. Compiled and Published
by Louie A. Smith. (Marysville, CA,
1975. The Author. Ill, ixp . , illus.,
ports., facsims., bibliog. soft cover,
$4.50 post paid)
Mr. Smith is primarily interested in
the development of this area (which lies
south and slightly west of Marysville)
rather than in the reclamation effort
per se. While there is some evidence of
earlier Indian encampments near the
flood -prone confluence of the Feather
and Yuba Rivers, the earliest white
interest dates to 1841, and the earliest
levees date to 1860 or 1861.
There are chapters on gold and river
boats, railroads and schools, public
utilities and agriculture . In presenting
the part that each of the various ethnic
and racial groups played in developing
the economy of the area Mr. Smith
urges that we give credit to all our
pioneers alike. Much research went into
this account, although the documenta tion is not always cited . There is no
index, and the reproduction of the pictures often leaves details obscured.
We owe a debt of gratitude to the
dedicated men and women who are
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helping to preserve so much of our
history.
EXPLORING HISTORIC CALIFORNIA, by Jack Adler. (Pasadena, The
Ward Ritchie Press, 1974. llOp.,
illus ., ports. paper, $1.95)
This light-hearted little book might
well have been titled "Dubious Distinctions of Deceased Dignitaries," since it is
primarily a series of thumbnail biographies of fourteen well-known California
personalities. Arranged alphabetically
rather than chronologically or geographically (use "Modoc" as Captain
Jack's last name) from Brannan to
Vallejo, the subjects, if not well out of
ear shot, might very well have objected
violently to some of Adler's irreverent
remarks. Lola Montez, I feel sure,
would have resorted to her whip once
morel
The vignettes are amusing, however,
and the reader can supply his own
corrections . Each personality is linked
to some extant historical site or sites
listed at the end of his bibliography,
including location and a brief
description.
THE CALIFORNIA WINE INDUSTRY
1830-1895, A Study of the Formative
Years, by Vincent P. Carosso. (Berkeley, University of California Press,
1976, cl951. 241p., notes, bibliog.,
index. California Library Reprint
Series. $12.50)
The present pre-eminence of California wines would be no surprise to the
men who first labored to establish viniculture in the Golden State. Carosso's
study of the genesis and development of
the industry is interesting to those who
have not read of the contributions made
by Vignes, Wolfskill, Kohler, and
especially, Haraszthy, or did not know
just what phylloxera was and how the
vineyards managed to survive it. It is
also interesting to read of periods of
expansion when speculators entered the
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field to the detriment of the industry as
a whole, and to compare such past
activities with the feverish rush to plant
which has in the last few years seen so
many hundreds of acres newly dedicated
to Bacchus.
THE WESTERN SHORE; Oregon
Country Essays Honoring the American Revolution. Edited by Thomas
Vaughan. (Portland, Oregon Historical Society, 1975. 374p., illus., ports.,
facsims., bibliog. , index. $6.95)
This baker's dozen of distinguished
essays on the history and heritage of
Oregon is a Bicentennial contribution of
the Oregon Historical Society and the
American Revolution Bicentennial
Commission of Oregon. Uniformly well
written and interesting, the essays may
have varying appeal for readers of
varied interest. I found the accounts of
missionaries and ministers especially
valuable because they contained much
that was new to me; for the benefit of
others it may be useful to list all the titles
and authors, as follows:
Oregon Geography before White Settlement, 1770-1840 (Samuel N. Dicken)
Spain and the Oregon Coast (Donald C.
Cutter)
The Northwest Coast in Late 18th
Century British Expansion (Barry
M. Gough)
Bostonians and Muscovites on the
Northwest Coast, 1788, 1841
(James R. Gibson)
The Chinook Indians in the Early 1800's
(Verne F. Ray)
The Missionary Idea in Oregon: Illustrations from the Life and Times of
Methodist Henry Perkins (Robert J .
Loewen berg)
The Oregon Frontiersman: A Demographic View (William Bowen)
From Genesis to Darwin: The Metamorphosis of Thomas Condon
(Robert D . Clark)
Thomas Lamb and His Vision of an
Enlightened Community (John F.
Scheck)

Francis Fuller Victor: Historian and
Traveler of the Oregon Country
(Hazel E . Mills)
The Second Hundred Years
(Malcolm Clark, Jr.)
Fields of Amber Grain
(Marion Weatherford)
Man and Nature in the Oregon Country:
A Historical Survey (Gordon Dodds)
THE REVOLUTIONARY ERA: A
VARIETY OF PERSPECTIVES,
edited by John R. Brurngardt. (Riverside, CA, Historical Commission
Press, 1976. 103p ., bibliographic
notes. paper, $2.00)
This anthology consists of the published papers from a series of lectures
sponsored by the Riverside County
Historical Commission and given at the
Riverside Public Library . The authors,
established scholars in a wide spectrum
of historical studies, present a varied
picture of the varied peoples inhabiting
the land we call the United States.
Aspects of our heritage not always
considered are here explored - the importance of the religious "Great Awakening" of the mid-eighteenth century,
the Mestizo culture of the Southwest
and California, as well as the motives of
the Founding Fathers as reflected in the
economic and social implications of a
constitution which left slavery intact
and almost nurtured, rather than
dissolved, a political philosophy that
resulted in a traumatic civil war.
The Commission, the lecturers and
Dr . Brurngardt are to be congratulated
for an interesting and thought-provoking volume.
REPORTS OF LAND CASES Determined in the United States District
Court for the Northern District of
California, June Term, 1853 to June
Term, 1858, Inclusive, by Ogden
Hoffman, District Judge. vol. 1. (San
Francisco, Numa Hubert, Publisher,
1862. Reprinted by Yosemite Collections, San Leandro, 1975. 146p.,

port., appendix, index to ranchos.
$18.00)
Published for the benefit of lawyers
engaged in the land title litigation (v.2
was never issued) Hoffman's Reports of
Land Cases contained his decisions "on
appeals from the Board of Land Cornmissioners, and upon other proceedings
in llO cases covering the legality of the
most important Spanish and Mexican
land grants in California." Of especial
value is the inclusion of much early
history and information concerning the
ranchos. The Appendix, which is indexed, "lists 813 land claims filed with
the Land Commission both in northern
and southern districts of California
based on the early grants . It is said to be
the only printed list of these claims."
The quotes are from the bibliographical notes published by Zamorano Club
of Los Angeles in 1945 when they prepared a list, now called the "Zamorano
80," of what its members considered the
IJlOSt important and distinguished California books. In spite of its irn portance
and rarity, this Yosemite reprint seems
to be the first re-issue of this title. The
reprint has been carefully printed and
bound to simulate the original edition ;
the publisher has inserted a preliminary
"Introduction to Facsimile Reprint," by
Kenneth Johnson, which discusses Hoffman and his importance in California
judicial history. Few libraries and fewer
individuals have had the opportunity to
own this title; they should now by all
means add it to their collections.
HISTORIC BUILDINGS OF THE
RAMONA AREA, edited by Ruth S.
Meyer, co-authored by Russell Bowen
and Leona B. Ramsorn. (Ramona,
CA, Ramona Pioneer Historical Society, 1975 . 65p., sketches, references.
paper, $3.00)
The Bicentennial has spurred the production of many volumes of local
history, furnishing the impetus which
has enabled many aspects of such
history to be preserved.
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Ramona still possesses many buildings
of the nineteenth-early twentieth century, and this volume publicizes "the
most important remaining buildings- in
the hope bf stimulating public interest in
preserving our heritage."
Twenty buildings are described, each
illustrated by a pencil sketch. The text
gives whatever is known of the background and occupations of the builders,
their families, any anecdotal sketches
and, where pertinent, references used in
its preparation . The appendix gives
genealogical and financial information
on the Ortega family and the Rancho
Santa Maria, one of the two large grants
which bordered the area now called
Ramona.
SIERRA NORTH; 100 Back-Country
Trips in the High Sierra, by Thomas
Winnett. (Berkeley, Ca, Wilderness
Press, 1976. 299p., 3rd edition . illus.,
part col., maps, tables, bibliog.,
index. $6.95)
Winnett has revised and augmented
(with 21 new trips) his excellent hikers'
guide book to the Sierra . Each of the
trips has a profile to indicate elevations,
and each is "graded" for the number of
days required for a leisurely, moderate,
or strenuous pace.
Highlights of the trips are listed first,
followed by a full description of the trail
which "provides reliable information on
fishing, swimming, campsites, trail
conditions, geology, plants and animals,
history, and views." A "Trip crossreference table" gives the best season for
the various trips, with recommended
hiking time, pace, and whether the hike
is a round trip, shuttle, loop or
semi-loop . Information on wilderness
permits and quotas is included, along
with other general material. Winnett
has adapted an article by Michael
Loughman in a chapter on "The Care
and Enjoyment of the Mountains," a
moving plea that a million backpackers
can, unless everyone uses the greatest
discretion, destroy the wilderness .
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YUROK MYTHS, by A. L . Kroeber.
(Berkeley, University of California
Press, 1976. 488p ., maps, with keys to
maps, footnotes , bibliography, index.
$15.00)
Although Kroeber was a prolific (and
meticulous) writer he was not able to
complete publication of all his research .
This major collection of Yurok myths,
nearly finished when death intervened,
has been published to mark the centennial of his birth. The "Foreword" by
Theodora Kroeber, geographical sketch
of "Kroeber and the Yurok, 1900-1908"
by Timothy Thoresen, and "Folkloristic
Commentary" by Alan Dundes give the
background and extent of Kroeber's
research; as Theodora Kroeber says "the
Yurok were the first California Indians
he came to know, and they were the
people and culture who most engaged
his curiosity and attention."
Grace Buzaljko has edited the manuscript, adding additional bracketed
footnotes for clarity, but basically the
work is presented as Kroeber left it.
Arranged by informants, not by themes,
the collection will be of great interest to
anthropologists and folklorists . It is
regrettable that Kroeber did not write
the comprehensive commentary he apparently envisaged; he "expected to
provide a synthetic composite synopsis
of all events and allusions throughout
the corpus ." Such a summary chronicle
would have enabled a reader unfamiliar
with Yurok mythology to understand
the background assumptions necessary
for full comprehension. He did, however, provide much reliable and unique
data from which such a synthesis may
some day be made, and "even without a
definitive essay on Yurok oral literature,
Yurok Myths will surely stand as a
timeless memorial to the creative imagination of the Yurok people and the
tireless labor of one of the giants of
Anthropology."
DECEMBER'S CHILD, A Book of Chumash Oral Narratives. Edited, with

an Analysis, by Thomas C . Blackburn. (Berkeley, University of
California Press, 1975. 359p.,
$12.95)
The California Chumash are little
known, and this is the first collection of
their oral literature, drawn largely from
the unpublished data collected by John
Harrington. Blackburn originally treated this material in his doctoral dissertation, and his objective is "to explore the
feasibility of deriving important ethnographic data from oral narratives
without prior reference to more conventional sources of information ."
In part one he summarizes what is
known of the Chumash, describes the
collected tales and discusses the structure
and content of the narratives in relation
to Chum ash culture, identifying items of
material culture, occupations, social
conventions, etc. The tales, one hundred and one in number, which make
up the second part would be more easily
read by the non-specialist if Indian
names and words were written phonetically or if some phonetic equivalent
were given for the non-Roman symbols
used in spelling.
THE WALTER PRESCOTT WEBB
MEMORIAL LECTURES : Essays on
Walter Prescott Webb, by Joe B.
Frantz, W. Turrentine Jackson, W .
Eugene Hollon, George Wolfskill and
Walter Rundell, Jr. Foreword by
Jubal R. Parten, Introduction by Ray
Allen Billington. Edited by Kenneth
R. Philip and Elliott West. (Austin,
University of Texas Press, 1976.
123p. The Walter Prescott Webb
Memorial Lectures : X. $7.95)
Five of Webb's former students, now
scholars in their own right, pay tribute
to him as they examine various aspects
of his life and work. Always interesting
and often engrossing, the essays deal
with the influence of Webb's background and early career on his thoughts
and with the implications of his more

important work. His "great frontier"
studies and his arid land thesis placed
him well ahead of his contemporaries,
and in a very real sense his writings are
as timely today as when they first
appeared. Webb was, like most prophets, ahead of his time, and his reputation has grown since his untimely death.
The lectures and the preliminary discussions are an absorbing tribute to the
restless intellect of an outstanding
historian.

TEXAS FURNITURE; The Cabinetmakers and Their Work, 1840-1880,
by Lon Taylor and David B. Warren .
Foreword by Miss Ima Hogg. (Austin,
University of Texas Press, 1975 .
387p., illus., maps, facsims., notes,
index . $22.50)
The greater portion (p.41-271) of
Texas Furniture is, of course, devoted to
excellent photographs and full descrip tions of locally made furniture. However, introductory chapters give a
history of the ethnic populations of
Texas and the cultural background of
the various groups, together with
pictures of cabinetmaking tools. Pages
275-343 contain a checklist of cabinetmakers, including any known details of
their business, followed by information
from the U.S . censuses of 1850, 1860,
and 1870. Notes, glossary, an extensive
bibliography and a comprehensive
index add to the value of the work .
The authors credit Miss Hogg for the
original idea, much of the research and
the funding of this work . She also
deserved credit for her choice of writers.
Together they have produced an outstanding example of local craft history.

MUD SPACE & SPffiiT; handmade
adobes. Text: Virginia Gray and
Alan Macrae, Photography : Wayne
McCall. (Santa Barbara, Capra Press,
1976. 95p., illus., bibliog. paper,
$7 .95)
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Noel Young and Anita Rodriguez
have introduced these photographs and
word pictures of "modern" adobes and
their builders in forewords which the
readers should not bypass. They set an
almost poetic mystical backdrop of
history and spirit against which the
words of the builders and the physical
forms of their creations take on an
added dimension of material and personal well-being. Only in the sense of
achieving inner satisfaction is Mud,
space & spirit a how-to-do-it book.
VANCOUVER ISLAND: Portrait of-a
Past, by Rodger Touchie. (North
Pomfret, Vt ., David & Charles, distributors for J. J. Douglas Ltd., 1974.
128p . , ill us., ports . , facsirns.
$12.95, paper $7 .95)
Touchie, unable to find much in print
about the history of his new horne,
Vancouver Island, has searched archives
and attics to produce this pictorial
delight . The text, he says, is short,
almost encapsulated, and used to put
the photographs into context.
The result is a visual feast. Many
magnificent Curtis photographs of Indians are reproduced, along with
skei;ches from Captain James Cook's
journals and more recent pictures from
archives and libraries.
This is a book for browsing or for
reading, but once you start turning the
pages it is hard to stop. You may regret
that there is no index; if you look again
for an imperfectly numbered bit of
information you will find yourself
looking at the pictures again!
NEVADA'S VALLEY OF FIRE, by G .
William Fiero. Edited by Gwen DenDooven; Book Design by K. C .
DenDooven. (Las Vegas, KC Publications in cooperation with Nevada
State Park Natural History Association, 1976. 32p., col. ill us., map,
suggested readings. paper, $1.50)
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Magnificent color photographs add
vibrant life to this brief geologic history
of Nevada's aptly-named scenic park.
For millennia a vast sea, then forced
upwards and eventually drained , the
valley displays the record of its formation in countless cliff-faces and eroded
monoliths . The varied tones of the rocks
reveal their origins through their chemical stains; surfaces coated with a black
"desert varnish" were favored by the
first inhabitants for their petroglyphs.
The human inhabitants are now
gone, but at least some wild life
remains, fed eventually by the highly
adaptive plant life . In this land of
extremes we can marvel not only at inanimate nature but even more so at the
survival patterns of the plants, animals
and birds which make this harsh and
lovely land their horne.
A GUIDE TO THE MANUSCRIPT
COLLECTIONS AT THE NEVADA
HISTORICAL SOCIETY, by James
Higgens. (Reno, Nevada Historical
Society, 1975. 298p., index. paper,
$8.00 post paid)
As the collections of the Society were
gradually unpacked and assembled in
their new horne after decades of vicissi-'
tudes it became clear that a new catalog
was needed to replace the earlier "Preliminary Checklist" of 1974. Fortunately, a grant from the federal
National Endowment for the Arts
provided the necessary funds for this
Guide.
The bulk of the Guide lists and briefly
describes 2445 separate collections,
which range in extent from a single
check or an Annual Ball Dance card
from the Young Men's Institute of
Virginia City to "seven boxes, 259
items," etc. A brief description of the
nature and scope of each collection
includes as much information as is feasi ble about the people, companies or
institutions involved . Some are like short
short-stories.

The index, which is quite extensive
(some 94 double-columned pages) leads
to the main entry for each citation and
also lists all other collections known to
be relevant . Much careful effort has
obviously been spent on it.
The compiler urges potential users to
contact the Society by mail or by phone
if they wish to come to Reno for
research, and certainly many will wish
to take advantage of his offer.
TEMPLES IN THE WI LDERNESS;
The Spanish Churches of Northern
Sonora; Their Architecture, Their
Past and Present Appearance and
How to Reach Them, by George B.
Eckhart & James S. Griffith. (Tucson,
The Arizona Historical Society, 1975.
104p., illus., sketches, maps, glossary,
bibliography. Historical Monograph
No. 3. $12.50, paper $4 .50)
The province of Sonora was long the
northern frontier of New Spain, the
"starting point for the explorers and
colonizers of Arizona and California."
From 1640 until well into the nineteenth
century Catholic missionaries sought
not only to Christianize the Indians but
also to convert them to a settled mode of
life.
The churches of these far from
wealthy frontier missions are remarkable tributes to the faith and perserverance of their builders. Remote and
isolated as well as poor, Sonora lagged
behind the wealthy churches of Central
Mexico in architectural style and ornamentation . There were few master
craftsmen to assist the Indian builders,
but the churches were always functional
and very attractive.
The authors have described twentytwo churches which still remain substantially unchanged since colonial
times . There are exterior and interior
pictures, a floor plan, usually a sketch of
the exterior made for Bancroft by
Alphonse Pinart in 1879, and a brief
discussion of architecture and decoration . Not only is Temples in the Wilder-

ness a good companion for a projected
visit, it also furnishes interesting contrasts to California mission churches .
DOMINICAN ARCHITECTURE IN
SIXTEENTH-CENTURY OAXACA,
by Robert J. Mullen. (Phoenix,
Center for Latin American Studies,
Arizona State University, and Friends
of Mexican Art, 1975. 260p., illus.,
floor plans, appendices, glossary,
bibliog., index . $12.95)
Mullen, an art historian primarily
interested in the esthetics of architecture, hoped, in this study, "to identify,
from documentary sources, when all
residences were officially established in
the Dominican Province of Santiago,
Mexico, during the sixteenth century; to
analyze and categorize the architectural
styles of the Dominican churches and
residences in Oaxaca; to propose a
system for dating them based upon their
founding dates and a detailed investigation of building practices; to name a
select few Dominican friars as architects
and builders; and to trace certain
distinctive Dominican architectural
features to a particular Spanish
architect."
Many trips to Mexico and travel by
car, foot, and small plane enabled
Mullen to visit thirty-two sixteenth
century Dominican establishments, including twenty-five of the original
thirty-eight officially incorporated by
1590 in the area now comprising the
State of Oaxaca. As background he summarizes the history of the native peoples
and the probable reasons for their rapid
conversion to Christianity, emphasizing
the concomitant astounding surge in
creative expression that resulted in the
rapid and almost simultaneous building
of numerous churches.
After an examination of the Aetas
which identify the official Dominican
residences, the author divides the
churches into three types, describing the
features of each. The Aetas also offer
clues indicating which friars may have
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served as architects, while a detailed
study of the buildings themselves, both
the churches and their associated residences, indicates a clear link to the style
of Rodrigo Gil de Hontaiion, a Spanisb
architect long associated with the
Dominicans in Spain.
Appendix 2 summarizes the history
and culture of Oaxaca and the arrival of
the Dominicans, 1 and 3 summarize in
very convenient form architectural and
factual information about the churches,
residences and pueblos. A selected but
extensive bibliography and a comprehensive index complete an extremely
valuable specialized study. The book
itself, as befits a work on art history, is
printed on soft tan paper and attractively bound.
TALES OF POTOSI, by Bartolom~
Arzaiis de Orsua y Vela. Edited, with
an Introduction, by R. C. Padden;
Translated from the Spanish by
Frances M. Lopez-Morillas. (Providence, Brown University Press, 1975.
xxxvi, 209p ., notes . $12.50)
The story of Potosi, the site of the
greatest and perhaps richest silver lodes
ever found and of a town which
matched its superlatives in every way,
was faithfully chronicled by Arzaiis, one
of its native sons . Noting everything he
learned of the city from other writers or
living inhabitants, he left at his death a
massive history of the city from its
founding in 1545 to 1736, the year of his
death . Unlike most annalistic histories,
his work contained not only the pros.a ic
year-by-year account of government
and business activities, but "stunning
exploits, acts of violence (and surely
Potosi was as violent as it was rich),
wonders, scandals and wars . .. legendary tales, both written and oral, verified
and questionable."
These picaresque tales, thirty-two of
which are presented in this collection,
offer a new and different perspective on
Spanish colonial life. While the scholarly
reader will wish to consult the complete
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history, published in three volumes by
Brown University in 1965, those not
versed in Spanish will welcome these
translations, well edited and placed in
context by an excellent introduction.
BLACK POWDER AND HAND
STEEL; Miners and Machines on the
Old Western Frontier, by Otis E .
Young, Jr ., with the technical assistance of Robert Lenon. (Norman,
University of Oklahoma Press, 1975.
196p., ill us. , (part col.), diagrs.,
maps. $9.95)
Young, author of genuine history and
genuine as well as fictionalized mining
books (The Mining Man, Pacific Historian, Fall 1975) here turns again to a
serious but engagingly written description of the mines of our West. He writes
of the men, their tools and their skills,
how "pay dirt" is usually formed and
discovered and how it can be recovered
from the earth . In the process he spins
all manner of asides, ranging from the
history of gunpowder and TNT to a
typical Fourth of July and Christmas in
the mines .
The period covered is principally
after 1860, when placer mining gave
way to the more difficult hard rock
mining, and the one-or-two-men operation was replaced by a company. Young
gives in considerable detail the development of the miner's tools and explosives,
and shows how specific problems were
solved. Entertaining stories of mines and
miners are interspersed at frequent
intervals, and the final chapter tells the
saga of the unprepossessing but indispensible and ubiquitous burro.
MARK TWAIN AND THE SOUTH, by
Arthur G. Pettit . (Lexington, The
University Press of Kentucky, 1974.
224p., notes, bibliography, index.
$9 . 75)
This absorbing chronicle of Clemens'
feelings on race and region adds a new
dimension to the Mark Twain stories

and novels. The evolution of his development or "reconstruction" was a slow
process. Having fled Missouri to escape
involvement in the war, he went first to
Nevada (as an aide to his brother, newly
appointed Republican secretary for the
territory) and then to California and the
Sandwich Islands. During these years he
wrote some of his best known works
and found that he could mesmerize an
audience. In 1866, however, he left the
West for good, and Pettit feels that only
after he became part of the Eastern
establishment did he seriously question
the southern traditions and attitudes
which were part of his heritage . While
he alternately idealized and reviled the
South, he was never able to escape its
influence, and Pettit's absorbing study
opens new insights into his works.
ARCHEOLOGY AND THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY, by J. C. Harrington.
(Nashville, American Association for
State and Local History, 1965. 53p.,
ill us., bibliography . paper $2 .25;
AASLH members $1.75)
This guide, "designed solely to help
the non-archeologist identify situations
in which archeology may be helpful,
and to furnish some practical advice on
how to proceed" fulfills it purpose
admirably. It is a good addition to the
library of any organization interested in
historic preservation.
THE END OF THE TRAIL, Nika
Cupet, by Leta May Smith. (Hicksville, N.Y., Exposition Press, 1976.
290p., ill us., ports., facsims., sketcl)
maps. An Exposition-Lochinvar Book.
$10.00)
There is an important amount of
information packed into this history of
the Kittitas Valley and Ellensburgh ,
lifelong home of the author. Eighteen
chapters cover as many major areas of
development, e .g. mines, cattle, roads,
post offices, schools, pioneer life, etc . ,
each filled with "firsts," dates and quotations from old records.

Unfortunately there is no index, so
that it is difficult to recheck a partlyforgotten item, and unless a researcher
knew in what area to search for a name
he would be faced with a formidable
task in locating his quarry. From the
first foreword one assumes that most of
the letters and papers quoted are in the
possession of the Smith family, especially
since citations are usually general in
nature.
There is much to enjoy in this factfilled story, although each reader will
choose his own subjects of greatest
interest. I was left with a feeling of
frustration that I never found the meaning of Nika Cupet (also found at the end
of the first "pre-chapter.") Is it an
Indian name for Miss Smith?
MEMOIRS OF AN OREGON MOONSHINER, by Ray Nelson. Illustrated
with photographs. (Caldwell, Idaho,
Caxton Printers, 1976. 106p., illus.,
ports.
paper, $3.95)
When moonshining is mentioned
most of us think automatically of the
eastern mountains - especially Kentucky
and Tennessee - but the western ranges
hid many an illicit still during the days
of prohibition. Nelson tells how he and
his partners made thousands of gallons
of 100-proof whiskey, describing the
equipment, the processing and the constant watch to elude the "prohi dicks."
He took pride in the quality of whiskey
he produced, but he was not always as
successful in eluding the lawmen. Intermittently Nelson had worked at "legitimate" jobs in ranching or farming, and
when the repeal of prohibition made
him again a completely honest man he
had no difficulty in supporting himself
and his wife . Now a hale and hearty 75
plus, he works part of the year for the
Forest Service and cattle associations,
repairing fences in the mountains. To
him, flouting the Volstead Act was more
akin to the Boston Tea Party than anything else, and probably marijuana or
laetrile users would agree that it was a
direct infringement of their rights.
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BICENTENNIAL USA; Pathways to
Celebration, by Robert G . Hartje,
with a Foreword by Louis L. Tucker.
(Nashville, The American Association
for State and Local History, 1973.
334., illus., Bibliographical Essay.
paper, $5 .50, AASLH members,
$4.00)
The commemoration of two hundred
years of nationhood may begin with the
revolutionary declaration of independence on July 4, 1776, but it does not
truly end until 1987, the anniversary of
the date that the new nation became
established as a republic functioning
under its own laws.
Bicentennial USA was written to help
organizations and governments make
this a period of true commemoration
rather than a shallow and easily forgotten celebration. The author begins
with the rationale-why celebrate? - and
then examines in some detail ten successful (or almost successful) commemorative events which range in size from
state to national and in length from
three or four days to a year.
In a separate chapter he outlines the
various projects, programs and events of
these centennials in five categories :
Heritage, Ethnic Affairs, Fine Arts,
Service, and Pageantry - plus, of course,
Miscellaneous! With its emphasis on the
necessity of defining the theme and
adhering to it, this text can benefit
anyone who p lans a cooperative
celebration.
IN THE SHADOW OF ENLIGHTENMENT: Occultism and Renaissance
Science in 18th Century America, by
Herbert Leventhal. (New York, New
York University Press, 1976. 330p.,
facsims., bibliog., index . $15.00)
Leventhal gives an easily read (and
exhaustively foot -noted) picture of the
influence of the Elizabethan worldpicture on the new world, the "continuity of Renaissance, sometimes even of
Scholastic, thought in Enlightenment
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America." The study is divided into "the
occult world" dealing with astrology,
witchcraft, alchemy and the fascinating
rattlesnake and "the natural world,"
treating of the gradual replacement of
the Ptolemaic theories, the rise of Newtonian physics, and the fading concept
of the "four elements, the four humors
and the three spirits." The vestigial
remains of the Renaissance world view
faded slowly however, both in Europe
and in America, though Renaissance
science "proved less durable in the Age
of Enlightenment than did Renaissance
occultism."
Most historians tend to neglect the
continuation of ideas and concepts
which have been discredited by newer
theories. Leventhal hopes that his study
will spur other studies to give a more
complete picture of popular culture of
the Age of Enlightenment.
BACKROADS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, by Liz & Jack Bryan. (Vancouver, Sunflower Books, distributed
by David and Charles, North Pomfret, Vt., 1976. 156p., col. illus.,
maps, index. $14.95)
If you can, take this book with you on
the backroads of British Columbia; if
you cannot, put it on your coffee table
for armchair travelers. The Bryans have
lovingly prepared 25 "Backroad Tours"
for your enjoyment, though they caution the genuine traveler to obtain also
National Topographic System maps and
to check current road conditions with
the nearest service station.
Backroads of B.C. is not a travel book
in the usual sense, the authors say. It
ignores many "tourist" areas and does
not pretend to cover but part of
southern B.C. It is not a nature book,
though it tells much about nature and
wildlife; it is not a history book, though
it contains much history and leads to
many historic places . It will lead you
from the speedy, impersonal freeways to
the less travelled (and less easy to travel)
roads which will lead you "to the lonely

places of B.C. where you can experience, if only for a brief time, the great
challenge of the wilderness . . . the
backroads pry deeply into the soul of
B.C. to reveal much of its essentially
frontier spirit. And driving them will
give you not only views ... but a knowledge of the land itself, its contours,
geography, vegetation, climate, history
- and how man is shaping it to his
purpose."
The tours were originally prepared
for a series in Western Living, and there
is no wonder that they were extremely
popular. The sketch maps are very
good, the text is well-written and highly
informative (and carefully updated) and
the magnificent full-color photographs
are both lovely to look at and rewarding
to study, often evoking as they do a
nostalgia for the past or a feeling for
solitude and wilderness.
GABRIEL DUMONT; the Metis Chief
and his Lost World, by George Wood cock. (Edmonton, Canada, Hurtig
Publishers, 1975. 256p., illus., ports.,
bibliographical notes, maps on lining
papers. $8.95)
Woodcock has gathered all the information he could on the life of Dumont,
unquestionably the great military leader
of the unsuccessful Metis rebellion of
1885, a rebellion which might well have
succeeded had he been allowed to carry
out his plans . As it was, he deferred to
Louis Riel, the charismatic (and un fortunately, messianic) leader of the
earlier Red River rebellion, and chances
for victory were dissipated.
This is the story of the half-breeds and
Indians whose old free life of hunting
and fishing ended with the destruction
of game and the encroaching alien
settlers, with an unresponsive and
unsympathetic government ignoring
their pleas for assistance and status. As
we read it we should think more consciously of the Eskimos of our own
frontier.

THE LAST VOYAGE OF THOMAS
CAVENDISH, 1591-1592, The Original Manuscript of His Own Account
of the Voyage, Written Shortly Before his Death, from the collection of
Paul Mellon. With an Introduction,
Transcription and Notes by David
Beers Quinn. (Chicago, Published for
the Newberry Library by the University of Chicago Press, 1975. Studies
in the History of Discoveries, the
Monograph Series of the Society for
the History of Discoveries . 165p.,
port., fold ., map, facsims. $22 .50)
Cavendish, leader of the third expedition to sail around the world, tried
unsuccessfully to duplicate that voyage.
Hoping to reach the Orient and
establish direct trade between England
and the Philippines, China and Japan
(perhaps conquering Manila) he set out
in 1591 with ships, provisions and crews
that proved to be of lower quality than
he had believed. To give all the facts
known about Cavendish as well as a
detailed account of his last voyage,
Quinn has exhaustively researched
records and libraries and prepared a
well-written 45-page introduction. He
also gives a detailed description of
the manuscript (recently re-discovered
after having been "lost" since 1625) and
provides many useful footnotes.
Although Cavendish was almost certainly unstable and prone to paranoia,
he merits attention because of the scope
of his plans and the light his account
throws on the pioneering period of
oceanic exploration. His journal is not
only one which contains information of
substantial historical value but a remarkable human document as well.
THE BEST OF BOB EDWARDS,
edited by Hugh A. Dempsey. (Edmonton, Canada, Hurtig Publishers,
1975. 27lp., Sources. $8.95)
Satire and social commentary, political crusading and editorial musing were
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the hallmarks of Bob Edwards' "EyeOpener," which he published in Calgary
from 1902 to 1922. Spiced with jokes
(often ribald) and aphorisms, his irreverent but highly relevant paper
contained trenchant pleas for government and social justice, expressing very
"modern" ideas about many problems,
including graft, drugs and rape.

BOOK TALK, published by the New
Mexico Book League. 5 issues per year.
The League, 8632 Horatio Place,
N.E., Albuquerque, N.M. 87111.
$5.00 per year.)
Now in its fifth year of publication,
Book Talk is a slender but nourishing
medium to call new books dealing with
the southwest to its readers' attention.
Some of the books have annotations of
varying length; many are only listed
with publishing information, and occasionally there is an essay-like digression.
If you are interested, write to Dwight
Myers, Executive Director, for a sample
copy, or come to see us at the Center.
CALAVERAS COUNTY ILLUSTRATED AND DESCRIBED, Showing its Advantages for Homes. Lithographed and published by W. W.
Elliott & Co., Oakland, CA 1885.
Bicentennial Reprint. (Fresno, CA,
Valley Publishers, 1976. Endorsed by
Calaveras County Bicentennial Committee. 104p., illus., map, index.
$12.00)
Valley Publishers has produced an
excellent reprint of one of the very rare
19th century county histories, and now
even the smallest library can afford to
add it to the California history shelf.
Bound in a simulated soft leather
cover, the volume contains text reproductions of high quality. While the
etchings do lose a little in reproduction,
they are also of good quality, much
higher than in many earlier facsimile
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editions. An early sketch of Sheep Ranch
City, perhaps intended for the first
edition but never. used, has been added,
as well as an index and a preface by Dr.
Coke Wood. As Dr. Wood points out
Calaveras County Illustrated is not
really a history; it is a description of the
towns, farms, mines, scenic wonders,
economic advantages, climate and culture of the county. Mr. Clough warns us
that some pages were omitted in
numbering, and there were only two
pages of advertisements . But would you
believe that one ad, for general blacksmithing and carriage making, was
placed by Mrs. M. A. Hall? Women's
lib? Hmmm.
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News From the Gold Fields
South Fork of the American Branch of the Sacremento River thirty
miles above Sacremento City, Oct 18th 1849 Dear Wife I am Still on the land amongst the living and am
injoying Good health Blessed be the Lord for it and I trust these
lines may find you also injoying the Sam Blessing with all things
necessary to make you comfortable We landed at Sacremento City
on the 14th of Sept which is on the Sacremento River two hundred
miles above San Fransisco This Place has Sprung up here Since
last Spring last May there were but three inhabitants in it now it
will number over Six Thousand inhabitants The oldest of these
however are living in frame buildings Roofed and Sided up with
muslin or Dwelling as a great many in tents here we remained
about Ten days and then moved to where we now are we Sold our
mules in the City having no use for then here nor no Pasture to
Keep them on and grain is not To be had at any Price excepting
Barley which is worth from forty to fifty Cents per Pound Every
thing that is measurd by the Bushel in the States is here Sold by the
Pound Potatoes are worth fifty Cents per pound Onions are one
Dollar a Pound Dried Apples one Dollar pound Green Fruit there
is none excepting it is broug ht up the river from the South Part of
the Country There was a boat load of Pears Onions Potatoes and
Peaches Came to the City during the time we were there Pears the
Sold at Seventy-five Cents Per Dozen Peaches from fifty Cents to
One Dollar a Dozen Flour is worth from Seven to ten Cents a
Pound Pork is worth from twenty to twenty five Cents a
Pound other Provisions are about in Proportion These appear to
be very high Prices for those articles but the are not as high as the
are in the States Compared with wages Wages here are from Ten
to Sixteen Dollars per day and from Two to Three hundred Dollars
a month when hired by the month according to the hand Our
Company has Seperated into three divisions There were Some of
them became dissatisfid and were determed to leve the Company
So we made a division of Property and funds and each one is to
make his return to the association what he makes and draw his
half of it Myself Busher Helbert and Seibert Work together Ryno
and W artsabaugher work the Same way and Kaufman and Grim are
together The are not working here the are about twenty miles higher
up the river Busher was up there last week and found Kaufman and
Grim in the tent with Drake from Londonville Grim was laying
very low with the Flux not expectd to recover Kaufman had the
Feaver and Ague but was able to be about When I wrote to you
when we left them at Sacremento City him and Kaufman were
both well We have not heard Since Busher left them what the
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result has been with Grim wether he is dead or wether he is
getting better As respects Gold in this Country I believe it is fully
as plenty as it has been representd There are men who have
made fortunes in a few days time there are others who are not So
lucky and have to work longer for it There is non that will work
over one week in a place where he does not make his ounze a day
and from that to Two ounzes We have not don much yet at diging
our Company and Ryno & Wartsabaugher has Joined Six others in
building a dam across the River which will drean over half a mile
of the bed of the river in which we expect to be able to Gather a
Considerable amount of Gold The dam will be Completd by
tomorrow So that in a few days we will be ready to go to diging
There has been more Gold got in Short times by dreaning rivers
than any other way and our Prospect is good I Should have wrote
to you before I left the City but I thought I would wate untill I
received letters from you which if you Sent any must be at San
Francisco I Sent for them but the had not Came when I left the
City I long to here from you and Know how you are Geting along
You need not give yourself any trouble for fear of Indians or
Murders in this Country Indians are Scarse and as for Murder &
Robery there is nothing of it It is the Peacebles Country I ever
was in I have not even Saw two men quare! and as for stealing
there is non dare to Steal for fear of linching We are encamped
under a tree without any tent and our Provisions are all exposed to
any one who may happen along When we are to work
Sometimes half a mile off for a whole day there has nothing been
disturbed The even leave Gold Seting at the root of trees under
which the encamp in pans without any fear of it being taken We
have not had any tent Since the first of September We are intirely
out of Doors both day and night Our Beds are Buffalo Robes
and Mattreses with a Blanket and Comfort for Cover I am not
able to tel the time we have been with out rain without hunting
up my notes but I think there has been non Since the fore part of
July untilllast week we had Two nights that it raind a little which
made us think of getting a tent or building a Shantee if our dam
turns out as we expect we will remain here till Spring if otherwise
we will move thirty or forty miles further up the river My sheet is
allmost full and I must Close There are many things I should like
to give an account of but must leve them for the Present after you
Recieve this direct your letters to Sacremento City Post office
California Teritory you need not Send any Papers the Postage on
them is one Dollar a paper and the are old by the time the get here
so that the are not worth it
I Still remain your afectionate Husband may the Lord bless you
all
D . Kaufman
Courtesy of Mr. B. E. Claypool.

